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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
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HOLLAND, MICHIGAN, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

Regular Session
Of City Council
Lasts 25

Inutes

Tho News Hot iota

A

Constructive Booster ter

Holland Since

S, I9S3

W2

EIGHT RAGES — PRICE TEN CENTS

Local Ainnan in

Second Annual

Germany Fights

Reports Start on

"Boredom Battle’

Cancer Research

A Holland servicemanIs having*
a unique experience in Germarfy
as one of a small group of Air
Force offices and airmen who
are fighting a "battle with boredom.”
He Is A/lc J. Fred Padgett, son
of Mr. and .Mrs. William Padgett

Volunteer researchers of the
Michigan division of the American
Cancer society have begun making
their second annual follow-up reports on 36,166 in the state who are
participatingin the nationalsmoking study to determine whether

In one at the shortest meetings
in several years, City Council processed a

minimum of

routine busi-

ness Wednesday night, opening the
meeting at 7:30 p.m. and adjourning 25 minutes later.
City

Manager H. C. McClintock
on the progressof the

He

mem-

reported

of 155 Central Ave.

municipal recreation building and

ber of the small group housed in

a

prefabs on s tiny installation
known as Schonfeld Communications Site st Proem, Germany,

council authorized payment No. C

amountingto

Is

335,916.27. To date, a

total of 3192,744.75has been ex-

in a strategic area that changed
hands five times during World

pended, the city retainingpayment of 10 per cent until comple-

Warn.
Located right In the middle of
the old Siegfried line, the site is
within sight of the Belgian border and the region is still covered

tion.

'

there is a relationship between the
use of tobacco and lung cancer.
Of the o6,166 men Interviewed In
Michigan, 1,334 were interviewed
in Ottawa county, according to
Mrs. J. D. Jencks, commander of
the Ottawa County cancer division.
Only 15 men were lost to the
follow-up In the entire state last
year.

Beginning In January, 1952,
Council also okayed bulletinNo.
volunteer researchersin 394 se5 calling for a few routine changes
lected counties in nine states
in plans, and further authorized
_ v
by unexploded land mines and
TWO OIBLS ESCAPED Mriotii injuries when their car
obtained
histories of smoking
expenditure of up to 3500 for a
Masselinkcar was heading oast on Eighth St. and the
blasted Nazi bunkers. The unit’s
MBS. BENIAMIN JEUBINt and ha, twins. Bogor Lee oaf Shore, hy. who
(aborwl tan throughthe red tlaihor at Eighth St. and
habits ot 104,547 men between the
facing and cap of cut stone for the
truck, driven by George iteno, 34. of Grand Haplds.
Immediatesite is cleared of mines,
were bora last Wodnosday. kit HulslagaMtaorfcr! Hospital k
irer -Aver and wa* etruch by a hoarllr loaded eemi
ages of 50 and 69. States participlanter boxes at the north side
north on Btror Are. Damage to the '49 model car was
but each day, new missiles are
ZeeJqad lato Tuesday for their homo o. route S, Nnisoartlk.Bogor Loo
truck.Drfrer of the car. Arlene Maue/ink, 23. of route
pating are New York, Illinois,
display windows. Previously,plans
estimated at StOO and at S200 to the '50 model truckuncovered In the immediate vicweighed lire pounds llVr ounce* at birth art Sharon lay weighed lira
1, Hamiltonmat not injured.A passenger, Angelin#
Minnesota, Michigan, New Jersey.
called for a cement wall. The cut
tractor,police said. Off Icon issued Mis* Masselink a
inity.
pound, 14 ounce*.The Jowiuks hare one ether child, « gtH about two
Arensen,19, of route 1, Hamilton wa* treated hr cut*
Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, Iowa and
stone will match the stone trim on
ticket for running a red ilasbor.Tho accident occurred at
Needless to say, this isolated
years
(Mm# photo. TnlmnU California.
and bruises at Holland hospital and reJeased.The
other portions of the building.
12tl9 ojb.
(Sentinslphoto)
spot has the lowest morale posThe major research project was
On suggestion of Mayor Harry
sible, and one visiting officer comundertaken for two reasons. Die
Harrington, council instructedCity
mented "It's places like this that Cerebral Hemorrhage Fatal
first was that studies in the past
Manager McClintock to arrange
need entertainment." He proDr.
have indicated that smoking may
for parking facilities at Van Tonmised no waste of time in placing For Mrs. Gertrude Hemwall
be an important factor in the cause
geren park at Third St. and Pine
the unit on the Air Force’s travelMrs. GertrodeM. Hemwall, 47,
at lung cancer, and secondly,death
Ave. The mayor suggested using
ing show itinerary.
wife of George W. Hemwall, 7
rates from lung cancer have been
a part of the BPW property in the
Two big morale boosters were West 15th St., died at Holland
increasing at an alarming rata.
area.
in sight when the Padgetts last
Hospital Wednesday after sufThe study was originally planned
Council adopted a resolutionfor
heart! from their son — nightly
cerebral hemorrhage
to continue over five yean but
a water main in 27th St. between Dr. E. J. Bacheller, a chiroprac(Special) — Two movies were to begin in the mess fering
may be completed sooner than
Saugatuck commercial fishermen hall and an NCO Club was to be Tuesday noon.
Van Raalte and Harrison Aves. tor in Holland for 30 years, died
She was born Aug. 3, 1906 In
expected because of the "excellent
began serving jail terms Tuesday, organized. Only two women are
The city manager explained that unexpectedlyWednesdaynoon at
but the sentences were set bv present on the Installation— the Chicago to the late Mr. and Mrs. American EducationWeek will performanceof the volunteer rethe installationwould c<*st an his home, 514 Lakewood Blvd. He
William W. Jones. She has lived
Circuit Judge Rajmond L. Smith
The searchers traced
estimated31,972.29 for the main was 59 years old.
squadron adjutant who is a WAF,
be observed at Holland High searchers.”
99.4 per cent of the men originso that both wodld be out by and one who works at the snack In Holland since 1948. Mrs. Hemplus 3630.31 for . the two fire
wall was a member of Bethlehem School every day next week start- ally questioned and only .! per cent
Dr. Bacheller was bom in NewChristmas.
hydrants.The latter will not be
bar.
Chapter, No. 40, Order of Eastern ing Monday, Nov 9. Special cha- were lost track of. The study could
aygo
county
to
the
late
Mr.
and
J-'unes Sewers 37, was sentenced
assessed against the property. The
The "miniature airbase” is com- Star and a member of the MoreMrs.
Charles
C.
Bacheller
and
was
to
serve
53
days
in
jail,
pay
$200
pel programs have been arranged not have been done without the
recommendation calls for 75 per
plete, however,with its own sixm fines or serve 30 more days if bed hospital (one of the few land Lutheran Church, Chicago. In keeping with the week’s theme, servicea of volunteer researchers
cent of the actual cost of the pro- educatedin Newaygo schools. He
Surviving are the husband; a
fines are not paid. In an appeal
but would have coat millions at
posed main be paid by special was graduated from Palmer School
buildings with central heating),
daughter, Mrs. Elaine Gilcreat, "Good Schools Are Your Respon- dollarsif done commercially.
from
justicecourt, he was found
of
Chiropractic
at
Davenport,
assessmentsupon the lands comits own air police, PX and snack
two sons, Alan and Richard of sibility.”
Iowa.
guilty on two separate assault and
Local persons interestedin canprising the benefit district and the
bar. The only thing it seems to
Holland;two grandchildren; two
battery counts and an Illegal fishMonday morning, Mayor cer control will be interestedin a
On
Jan.
16.
1918,
he
married
remainder of the cost including
lack is a "place to go.”
sisters, Mrs. Irma Olsen of Chiing charge.
the fire hydrants be paid from Miss lone Branyan, and shortly
Aid may be forthcoming, how- cago and Mrs. Gladys Reaping of Blalns Timmer win explain tha television survey tonightat 10 p.m.
Bert Rastall, 24. employe of the
purpose and meaning of Education EST, originatingin New York and
BPW funds. A public hearing was after entered the U.S. Army. They
Sewers Bros. Fishing Co., was sen- ever, as the strandedand bored San Diego, Calif.; two brothers, Week and Clerk Marilyn Lam will extending to medical centers
came to Holland in 1923 when he
set for Nov. 18.
airmen
recently were given a big
Lloyd Jones of Chicago and Ar- give the governor e proclamation. throughout the country to give a
tenced to 30 days in jail and $100
Council approved the city man- established his practice here. He
play in ‘The Stars and Stripes.” thur Jones of Winona, Minn.
fine on an assault and battery
That evening, Junto? and Senior national picture of the present
was
a
member
of
Unity
Lodge
191,
ager’s recommendation to purLOOTS A. JOHNSON
Padgett rather likes the place,
charges.
high faculties will welcome par- status on tha research of cancer.
chase 20 heavy manhole rings and F and AM, Holland Chapter No.
though—
it’s "quiet and not too
The men were arrested during a
ents at an open house. Tha avacovers from East Jordan Iron 143. Royal Arch Masons, De Witt
raid by conservation officers on busy.” He enlisted In the Air
iling activity is arranged partiClinton
Consistory
and
Saladin
Force
for
four years In SeptemWorks at a cost of 330 each. East
Tnutees «f Reitharen
their boat in Saugatuck in DecemTemple. He also was a member of Sheriff
cularly for those parents who
ber,
1950,
had
basic
training
at
Jordan had entered low bid.
ber, *1952. Two officers were inwere unable to attend afternoon
Ceanittee Report!
Council denied a request from Willard G. LeenhoutsPost No. 6,
jured when the men attemptedto Lackland Air Force Base, was
conferences earlier.
stationed
at’- White Sands Desert
Jason J. Reels to move a house American Legion, the Tulip City
repel them by force.
Edward Damson’s' first hour TV Board of Trustees of Restin New Mexico, then at Scott Air Set to
from 20 West 16th St. to 365 West Rod and Gun Club and the Michigan
Academy
of
Chiropractic.
Amercan History class will taka have Patrons, Inc., met IXiesday
Force Base for radio training.He
17th St. Council was of the opinion
Surviving are the wife; one son.
charge of chapel exercises Tues- evening. The treasurer's report
left for Overseas in October, 1952,
that the house would not fit well
Football Festival festivities will
FENNVILLE (Special) -Sheriff
Cecil,
and
one
daughter,
Elaine
day with TedJPuMn
TMJft&a as chairman showed 1655.81 in the Current
from
Donaldson
Air
Forqt
Bqse,
into the new surroundings. Two
get underway at 8 p.m. tonightin
Joyce, both students at the Univer- Louis A. Johnson of Allegan was
chaplain.Sah- Fund and $79,276.68in the BuildGreenville, S. C. He went direct Holland High School auditorium
neighbors in the locality registered
sity of Michigan; three brothers, elected secretary-treasurerof the
sr
Dress el will apeak
on the ing Fund.
to Bitburg, Germany, then to when the festival queen and her drt Dreaael
objections.
Two new men residents were
significanceof the
Lyon, France, before being as- court will be honored in corona
An application from Essen burg J. E. Bacheller of St. Joseph, F. board ot directorsof the Michigan
admittedto the home in October,
signed to
‘
Building and Lumber Co. for a L, Bacheller of Newaygo and C. State Sheriffs’Association at a
tion ceremonies. A short program
There itune vacandy, for a woman
O. Bacheller of Grand Rapids;
license to construct sidewalks was
Plans for carrying on the polio
will be presented after the queen
meeting of the board Wednesday.
four
sisters.
Mrs.
Cora
Jago
of
it present Application should be
day's theme, ’‘Loyalty.”
granted. Council also approvedan
campaign
next
January
in
Hol- Four Muikefou Youths
is crowned by student council
Sheriff Johnson will resign his
made to Peter Selles, 50 Grave#
Lansing,
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Campbell,
The
annual
Armistice
Day
application for outside fire proland and surroundingarea were
mayor, Blaine Timmer.
present position on Jan. 1, 1954 to
Place, chairman of the Personnel
outlined at the second organiza- Caught After Taking Car
tection service from Hertel Insur- Mrs. Blanche Bushor and Mrs.
The annual festival is sponsored assembly will be held at 10:45
Committee.
take over the full-timeassociation tional meeting of the Inter-Club
ance Agency on behalf of the Rodi Coletta Kieldsen, all of Cadillac.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
by the student council and special ajn. Wednesday with Community
Funeral
services
will
be
held
Peter Dryer, chairman of tha
Ambassador
Bruce
Van
Voorst,
Boat Hauling Cot
job. The secretary-treasurerpost polio group Thursday night in State police took into custody four activities are planned to make a
A petition requesting paving of Saturdayat 1 p.m. at the Nibbe- was left vacant by the death of Peoples State Bank.
Muskegon boys ranging in age colorful week-end. The football former mayor of Holland High Building and Grounds Committee,
Chairman Ernest Phillipssaid from 12 to 17 Tuesday night after game between Holland and Benton School, as speaker. His. subject reported on a preliminary contact
East 28th St. from Central to Col- Hnk-NotierFuneral Chapel. The Charles Miller of St. Joseph last
Rev. John O. Hagans of First
Holland’s share (covering Holland they abandoned a stolen 1951 car Harbor at Riverview Park and the will be ‘The First Full Measure with an architecturalfirm regardlege Aves. was referred to the city
Methodist Church will officiate. February.
and Park township) is $22,500. at a gas stationafter running out Festival dance at the Woman’s of Devotion.” The high school ing plans for the proposed new
manager for report.
Mayor Harrington presided at Interment services at Hillsdale Johnson is serving his seventh The quota for Ottawa county is of gas. As police received the tip Literary club after the game will band under Arthur C. Hills and building. The committee was inthe « cappella choir under Willard structed to continue its Investigathe 25-minute meeting and Coun- Cemetery at Grant will be under term, the longest' of any sheriffin $52,500.
from the station attendant an- highlightFriday’s events.
tions.
the
auspices
of
Unity
Lodge
191,
The
Khvanis
club* wi\l sponsor
cilman Raymond Hohverda gave
Allegan County and the second
other report came from a woman
Committee chairmen for the fes- Fast will provide music.
It is hoped that by next spring
the polio plank, wishing well and
F
and
AM.
Friends may meet the
Hon. Gerald R. Ford, representhe invocation. Councilman Anthat four boys were attempting tival are Jayne Scully, general
longest in the state. He will maintheater solicitation, with Irvin De
sufficientfunds will be on hand
family
at
the
funeral
chapel
Fritative
of
the
5th
congressional
thony Nienhuis was absent.
tain an office and his home at
Weerd as chairman.Plank dates to steal some gas from a car im- chairman; Marilyn Lam, election; districtof Michigan,will speak to warrant the Board to let conday from 4 to 5 and 7 to 9 p.m.
mediately north of the filling sta- Nancy Maatman, flowers; Nick
HutchinsLake near Fennvile.
are Jan. 8 and 9 and Jan. 22 and
tracts for the building.
tion.
Havinga, assembly;Stan Harring- at chapel exercisesThursday.
Sheriff Johnson is 64. He is 23.
married and the father of four
Mrs. Anthony Steketee
As police approached, the boys ton, half-time program; Laurie Rep. Fold has been making sevThe Junior Chamber of Commarried children.Part of his new merce will handle special events took off on foot toward Grand Ann Hohl, stage decorations; Carl era* personal appearancesin this Salvation Army Class
Dies it Detroit
area.
duties will be to visit every counwith Myron Van Oort as chair- Haven and were overtaken by Ver Beek and Laurie Ann Hohl,
Dale Shearer's group will take Has Halloween Party
ty in the state and present he man.
assembly
skit,
and
John
Madison,
four older boys on the south side
Mrs. Anthony Steketee, a form- grievances
charge
of Friday s chapel program
the
individual
A Halloweenparty was held Satthe bridge. The older youths dance.
atal
er Holland resident who would sheriffsto the board. He will also The Optimist club will sponsor
with Karen Lam as chairman and urday afternoon at the Salvation
Robert
Chard
and
Leverne
Stilltook
the
culprits
to
the
state
poparking meter contributions and
have marked her 92nd birthday meet with the legislature.
Phyllis Print as chaplain. The Army hall for the sand tray and
special box contributions.Clayton lice post. They were turned over well are the advisors.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Saturday, died early Tuesday.
Rev. Wilson Rlnker, pastor of primary classes. The party was
Ter
Haar
is chairman.
to
Muskegon
officers
later
State police said Tuesday that they She died at the Arnold Home for
Ebenezer Church, will speak on given by their teacher, Miss lily
The
Lions club will solicit merThe
car was taken from a used
Railroad
Club
Acquires
the
Aged
in
Detroit.
questioned a witness Monday to
12 Hope Freshmen
the day’s theme, “Our Moral and Ellison.
chants
with
George
Stephens
as car lot in Muskegon.
the triple fatal accident last Mrs. Steketee was born in Hol- New Headquarters
Spiritual Values.”
Games were played and prizes
chairman.
Entertained After
Tuesday on US-16, two miles east land and was a former member of
Observances In other schools were awarded. Ice cream and
Rotary
club, with Robert Wolof Coopers ville, in which Morris the local Third Reformed Church.
on Road
The Dutch Pikers Model Rail- brink as chairman will take Dropping
will follow the general pattern of donuts were served. Joyce Ann
Twelve Hope College Freshmen
Berman and his sister, Mrs. Frieda She had left Holland with her road Club has rented space at 49 charge of professionaland indivicelebratingAmerican Education Skinner acted as hostesses and
girls
were
entertained
Saturday
Bring!
Arrest
lor
Six
husband
33
years
ago.
Katzen. both of Grand Rapids,
East 11th St. as headquarters for dual gifts.
Week in the school rather than young people of the new band class
Survivingare two daughters, the construction of an operating
Six Holland youths are sched- night in Kalamazoo following the
were killed. The other driver, Paul
Exchangite Arnold Hertel and
on a community-wide basis as in assisted.Capt. Ruby Nicols is in
Hope-Albion
game
at
Albion.
Mrs.
Paul
Coster
of
Holland
and
uled
to
appear
in
Park
Township
model railroad. The layout will be Dr. Lester Kuyper will take
Johnson of Muskegon, died Tuescharge of the new band class.
Dinner was served at the home other years.
Mrs. Chris Knutson of Flint; two 12 by 13 feet in area with an
day night in Hackley Hospital.
charge of solicitation in churches, Justice Court this week for
Assisting were Miss Ellison,
pranks that could have had ser- of Dr. and Mrs. Matthew Peelen,
The witness. Louis Czarney.of sons, Richard and Nelson of De- equal amount of space for working Hope college and in schools.
Capt. Nichols, Envoy Marie, Mary
ious
consequences.
whose
daughter,
Ethelanne
Peelen,
troit;
11
grandchildren:
28
great
area and storage.
Two Hunters Pay Fines
Rothbury, told officers he was
Mrs. Clare Walker of the KiPostma, Norma Webbert, Patty
freshman at Hope. Mrs.
The railroad will be built in wanis Queens explainedthe ex- The boys stood atop the Gordon is
traveling in the same directionas grandchildren; a brother, Dr.
Hill and Joyce Skinner. Children
In Workman’! Coart
St.
viaduct
Tuesday
night
and
Peelen
is
the
former
Ethel
HeneGeorge
Kamperman
of
Detroit.
HO
gauge,
a
scale
of
l/8th
inch
the Johnson car. He said the westpanded program for the “Mothers
attending were Jerry Webbert.
dropped straw-filleddummies on veld of Holland. In the evening the
Fdneral services will be held equaling a foot. Operationsand March” on Jan. 30.
bound Johnson car passed his car
Betty Ann Postma, Barbara and
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)-Art
the highway below.
girls were entertainedby Miss Kay
and was followinga double bottom Friday at 2 p.m. at Nibbelink- buildings will follow prototypes of
Officers serving for the second
In one case, the dummy dropped Peelen in the home of her parents, Slater. 18, Ferrysburg, paid $10 Patricia Postma, Judy and Sally
western
Michigan
real
railroads
Notier
Funeral
Chapel,
with
the
oil tanker when Johnson apparterm are Russell Vander Poel, secfine and $7.40 costs in Justice Ringwold, Shirley Den Bleyker,
directly in front of a car which Dr. and Mrs. William Peelen.
ently pulled out to see whether it Rev. Henry Bast officiating. Bur- as far as possible.The members retary,and Ray Holder, treasurer.
FrederickJ. Workman’s court in Helen Vanden Bosch, Nancy Skinswerved off the road into a ditch
also
plan
to
have
an
operating
ial
will
be
at
Pilgrim
Home
Those staying at the Matt Peelen
was clear to pass the tanker and
Enin D. Hanson is publicity
ner, Steve Harrington,Florence
street
car
line as part of the lay- chairman.Past Chairman William to avoid hitting what the driver home over the week-end were Spring Lake Monday night on a
Cemetery.
Friends
may
call
at
crashed head-on with the oncomthought was a body.
charge of having a loaded gun in Duron, and Sharon De Feyter.
ing car driven by Berman. He the funeral chapel Thursday from out.
Aldrich is aiding in an advisory
Ethelanne Peelen, Ruth Bruins
A second time a falling dummy
his car. Slater was stopped by Each of the guests received a HalA meeting to plan the track ar- capacity.
said Johnson was on the wrong 7 to 9 p.m.
and Shirley Bouwman; at the Village Officer Leslie Vander Wall loween gift
broke the radio aerial of a passing
rangement
will be held Saturday
side of the highway.
William Peelen home were Jan
truck. Ottawa County Deputies
the opening day of hunting
at 2 p.m. at 560 Central Ave. A
It was not until Saturday that Saugatuck
Dies
Nelson Lucas and Ken De Jonge Rottschafer, Phylis De Witt, Bar- season for allowing a 16-year-oldMercury Plunge! to
full meeting of the club at the
state police located a witness to
were called to the scene and ar- bara Klomparens and Kay Peelen; youth to ride on the fender of the
11th SL headquarters will be held
the accident.
At Holland Hospital
rested the six post-Halfoween those staying with Miss Jan Van car. Further investigation revealed Low of 28 Degree! Here
Tuesday, Nov. 10; at 7 p.m. MemHoeve at the home of her parents,
pranksters.
bers
from
Zealand,
Hamilton
and
the loaded gun and Vander Wall Might as well give up. . .winter’#
SAUGATUCK (Special) - Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Van Hoeve,
Allegan
have
joined
the
club,
and
notifiedConservation Officer Har- just about here.
HadsonYille Resident
Jack M. Flanders, 65, died Wedwere Ruth Mary Nordyk and Irma old Bowditch.
at
others
interested
in
model
railWeather Observer Charles Stenesday at 7:15 p.m. at Holland
Jury Trial Saturday
Van Dyke. Miss Esther De Bryne
Dies at Local Hospital
roading are invited to attend the
Don Marvin, 18, route 1, Hudson- ketee chalked up a new low of 21
Hospital. She had been ill several
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)—
Miss
was guest of Miss Kay Rymbrand
William J. Westveer, 74, retired
next meeing.
ville, paid $10 fine and $7.40 costs degrees early this morning, a full
(Special) - John months. Mrs. Flanders, the former
banker, died Thursday evening in Joan Boand, 19-year-oldstudent at at the home of her parents, Mr.
in Workman’s court Tuesday 10 degrees under the previous tow
Overzet,67, of 65 Pleasant St., Mabel Anna Wilson, was bom
Michigan
State
College,
will
apand
Mrs.
Glenn
Rymbrand.
Holland Hospital where he had
on a charge of hunting without reading of 31 for the month of
Hudsonvflle, died Tuesday morn- March 23, 1888, to the late Mr. and Church Auxiliary Has
been a patientfor about six weeks. pear for trial Saturday morning
having first obtained a resident October. On other occasions, the
ing at Holland Hospital following Mrs. William P. Wilson. Her home
before
a
jury
in
the
justice
court
He was born in Holland June 18,
Inspirational Meeting
small game hunting license. He mercury had slumped to 32 and
Delbert
Mjren,,91,
Diet
a two week illness He was form- address was 110 Butler St. in Sauof Fredrick J. Workman on a
1879.
was
arrested by Bowditch Sunday 33.
gatuck,
where
she
had
lived
all
erly a farmer in Forest Grove. He
He was associated with First charge of reckless use of a motor At Home of Daofhter
The Women's Auxiliary of Trinin Allendale tavnship.
The frost was thick on the roofhad been iU with a heart condi- her life.
boat.
Miss
Boand,
a
Spring
Lake
ity Reformed Church had an in- State Bank (now, First National
tops this morning, and service
She was a member of First Contion for eight years.
Delbert Myers. 91, died at ....
spirational meeting, planned by Bank) from 1902. until his retire- su/hmer resident,was operating a
stations had brisk business WedSurviving are the wife, Lucy; gregational Church and its Ladies
Formal Initiation Held
the spiritual life committee, Tues- ment in 1941 due to ill health. He 15-foot speed boat which struck hone of his daughterand son-innesday night and today giving cars
two sons, >Jacob of Don* and Aid, a past matron of the Order day evening in the parish house served as cashier of the bank from 22-year-old Carl Anderson of law, Mr. and Mrs. Clare Broad,
By
of the Moose
the winterized treatment.
former
Henry of Hudsonville; two daugh- of Eastern Star and
Spring
Lake
who
was
swimming
1916
to
1941.
at
Ottawa
Beach,
Tuesday
evelounge. Miss Adrianne Steketee
Predictionscall for fair and cold
ters, Mrs. Peter Standard of presidentof the Past Matrons
in
Spring
Lake
last
Aug.
28
causHe was active in, the work of
ning after an extendedillness.
and Mrs. Earl Vanden Bosch were
Formal initiation was conducted today with high of 40 and low
North Blendon and Mrs. Henry Club. She also was a member of in charge of the program.
Third Reformed Church and its ing injurieswhich resulted in the
Mr. Myers had lived in Ionia for Mrs. Ehna Moon and Mrs. Friday morning of 20. On Friday
De Vries of Grand Rapids; IS Saugatuck Woman’s Club.
Special music includedseveral Sunday School, serving as a Sun- amputationof his left leg on Sept. for many years. He and his wife Clara Lee Ten Cate at a meeting
it will be mostly fair with high of
Surviving are the husband; a
grandchildren; two sifters, Miss
selectionsby Mrs. Vanden Bosch day School officer many years and 3. Miss Boand’s residence is Chi- made their home with the Broads of the Women of the Moose Wed- 46..
Josie Overzet of Jamestown and daughter, Mrs. Don Valentine of
cago.
and Mrs. ClarenceLuth. Mrs. E. as superintendent for six years.
for the past three years. He was nesday evening at Moose Hall
It was 38 degrees at 11 a.m. toMrs. Tony Grit of Hudsonville.
Lansing: a son, George Kelly of
W. Saundersgave a short talk on He also was a member of the Exa member of the First Christian
Officers participatedin the con- day. Wednesday’s maximum
Funeral services will be held Park Ridge, HI.; two grandchil- "What Does Prayer Mean to
Church of Ionia.
change Club and the Social Pro- Load
vocation held Sunday, Oct. 25, at 55 and the minimum 33.
Has Polio
Friday at 2 p.m. in the Hudson- dren, Kathleen and Terry Kelly
You?” Several members took part gress Club.
Surviving are the wife, Eva; one Jackson. Mrs, Florine Berkey,
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
ville Reformed Church with the of Park Ridge, and a brother,
in an impressive candlelighting Surviving are the wife, the forLinda Gayle Stegenga,five-year- son, Harry of Ionia; the daugh- Junior granduate regent, received Plans Complete for
Rev. J. Vander May officiating. William J. Wilson of Saugatuck.
s&rvice.
mer
Maude
Marsilje, whom he old daughter of Mr. and Mre. ter, Mrs. Broad; one brother, U. her green beanie
xrojue for
iur achievement
acnievemem r.
,
.Relativeswill meet in the church
Funeral services will be held
Hie meeting closed with the married In 1907; a son, Willard of George Stegenga, of 46 West 21st G. Myers of Vestaburg, Mich,; one award as senior re|
regent of the Style Show Friday
basement at 1:45 p.in. Burial will Saturdayat 2 p.m. at the Congre- presentation of a poem, "Hold
Midland; a daughter, Mrs. Henry St Holland, is reportedas Ot- sister, Mrs. Lillian Admister of chapter for last year.
be in Forest Grove Cemetery. gation^ Church, the' Rev. H. E. High the Torch,” by Mrs. Ernest
Final detail, for the ityl.
SteffenS of Holland; five grand- tawa County's 32nd polio victim Carson City, Mich.
Lunch was served by the library show. “Fashionsand Fancies for
The body will be taken from the Maycroftofficiating. Burial win be Penna.
children; a brother, A. J. West- this year. She was taken ill Nov.
Funeral services will be held committee composed of Mrs. MaxYntema Funeral home to the resi- at Riverside Cemetery. Friends
the Holidays,” were made WedHostesses were Mrs. Harold De veer, former local postmaster, and
1 and admitted to Buttecworth FYiday at 11 a.m. at the Myers ine Den Uyl, chairman,Mrs. Sena
dence Wednesday afternoon where may call at Dykstra Funertd
St
Fouw, Mrs. John Huizenga, Mrs. a sister,Jeanette Westveer,sec- Hopsital on Nov. 3. She had no Funeral Home in Ionia with the
Lanning and Mrs. Moon. Prise
friend may call until Friday Chapel in SaugatuckFriday from Gerald Emmick and Miss Marretary to the superintendentof paralysis or invoknement and her Rev. Court Adams officiating,for tha evening went to Mrs. Ttn
noon.
I to I aod 7 to 9 p.m.
garet Geegh.
conditionla reported at good.
Burial will be in Highland Park
.
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Siam

Miss Lavina Ruth

^

Married in Chicago Rites
To Celebrate Its

Wedding vows wars spoken
a 7

a

in
candlelightservice Satur-

day by Mias Lavina Ruth Stem
and Chariss Hairy Gurtafson. The
double ring ceremony took plme
in Grace EvangelicalChurch of

2SlbAniiiTersary
Study Plan to Dedicate

Chicago with the Rev. WUila A.
Locke officiating.
The bride k the daughter of
Mrs. Mary Stem of route 1, Holland, and the 'groom k the eon ot
Mr. and Mrs. Charles G. Gustafson of 7236 South Dobsen, Chi

Recreation Building
During May Festival
25th annlvertary of Tulip Time next year
were made. at the first meeting
Initial plans for the

^Lerga

baskets of white chrysanthemums and ferns, flanked by
seven-branchcandelabradecorated the altar and tall tapers and
white bows marked the paws.
Charles Kailck sang ‘*0 Perfect

of the board of directors of Hol-

land Tulip

p

Time

Festival, Inc.,
Friday morning. Tulip Time will be
celebrated May 12 to 15, 1954.
President W. A. Butler pointed
to possibilities of an outstanding
show for the dedicationof the
new municipal recreation building, provided the center Is completed by that time. He said no
further information was available
at present, but the board gave

Fleet

Bacb Sped

w
W
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J

'

High-Scorer

Battle Creek’s fsst-s tipping

mm

backs were too much for Holland
High to handle at Battle Creek

'J§§|

Friday night and the Bearcats won
a ding-dong, crowd-pleasing offenIlf' s i
fM'* ’
sive battle by a whopping 41-X
score.
Love” preceding the rites and The loss shoves Holland down be"The Lord’s Prayer” as the couple
knelt
Lois Br&nfoellner low the .500 mark for seven games
played traditionalwedding music. so far this season and brings BatGiven in marriage by her bro- tle Creek up to four wins and three
ther, CorneliusStun, the bride setbacks so far.
Holland won in every statistical
wore a* white ballerina gown of
lace over satin. An Empire style departmentbut the final score. The
him authority to proceed with
lace Jacket with long pointed locals massed a total of 22 first
plans for
big dedication at
sleeves,- covered the strapless downs to just seven for the Cats,
Tulip Time. Plans will be worked
bodice. A shoulder-length veil was and outshone the home team in the
out with Mayor Harry Harring
held in place by a seed pearl tiara. yards rushing department 244-207,
ton.
She carried a bouquet of white btc the lightning speed of Coach CO-CAPTAlft AMD HALFBACZ PAUL MACK Is hauled down alter a 19Appointed to serve one-year
roses
and Ulies-of-the-valley
cen Ted Kjolhede’s three Negro backs
yard gain against Battle Creek In the Mcood quarter of BattleCreek Friday.
terms on the board were John
— Rueal Pulley, Ken Griffin and
tered with a white white orchid.
The Bearcats defeatedHolland tn the htgh-ecorlng affair, 41-20. However,
Hollenbach, John H. Van Dyke,
Mias Beverly Ferguson attended Jim Yore- was simply too much
the return of Mack, Inspired IJm Holland team la liw llrst hall and the
Raymond Holwerda, Robert Kouw
the bride u maid of honor and to handle.
locals completely outplayedthe heme ham. Mach was a big gun as be
and Arthur Peters. The latter
Mrs. Nonna Siam, sister-in-lawof
Consider the first half as a good
passed and ran on the biggest yard gainers ot the Hollanddrives up and
succeeds E. H. Moss. Previously
the bride, and Miss Edythe Baker example. Battle Creek had the
down the
(BenOnel photo)
appointed to serve three-year
were bridesmaids.They wore ball for just eight plays from
terms were C. C. Steketee,
identicalgowns of bronze and scrimmage in the first 24 minutes
Chamber appointee,and Lavern
right tackle smash in which he had
emerald
green iridescent taffeta, and gained a net five yards rushRudolph, a City Council appointo spin and twist his way to the
respectively.The ballerina gowns ing and didn't make a first down.
tee. Steketee succeeds Jerry Helgoal. Bob Van Dyke passed to
featured skevelras tucked bodice* However, the Cats held a 14-7 halfder who also attended Friday's
with deep V neckline*. All wore time lead. Holland’s offense was End Dick Plagenhoef for the point
meeting.
matching rhinestones studded clip the yard-by-yard type, but it and it was 34-20.
Trustees whose terms did not
Battle Creek’s speedsters came
headresses with veils and match
, . | couldn't match the lightning right back, covering 55 yards on
expire this year are Dick Smal
UpKr1, Jrh!LCar^e<1strikesof the Battle Creek backs, just three plays to put it on the
lenburg, J. J. Riemersraa, Gerttotonial bouquets of o^trasUng At
end 0f the first quarter
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
mde Steketee and Butler. Gerald
Pjjons.
lt wa8 (M)( deapite
{act J}olland Holland 16. From there Pulley
Kramer and William
Vande
skirted left end for the score. Lett Two drunk drivers were arraigned
*! had the ball on 25 out of 28 plays, added the point and that was it. before Justice T. A. Husted SaturWater are members of the board
groom m best nmn. Ushers were
noma /m iha #irct
by virtue of their positionas treaPerhaps the most outstanding day morning.
Bill Richard and Ray Siam, bro- P]1* *1?t,.lcor*caJie
**rst
surer and secretary-manager, rePlay of the second quarter when feature of the game as far as HolWoman Is tbs Shoe, completewith spectacles, wig ami
ITS
EAST
TO
SEE BEK WHY Scotty Tr—ttoao woe
Max H. Ott, 57, route 1, Grand
spectively,of the Chamber of
HoiH (n r^mpn. I Co-Captain and Halfback Paul land was concerned was the stellar
benign smile. The wooden shoe house with all lbs
Haven, who allegedly struck a
Commerce. Lawrence A. Wade lint prix* la tbo costume contest at the big Junior ChamcbJUrtfl peeping out el the window* Is par! of bor entry.
ter HaH for 200 guest*,who
Battif^ek play of Mack, who was making his parked car belonging to Charlea
ber of Cosumks Halloween party Saturday night at
will continue as festival manager
first appearance of the season
served s smorgasbord
J*1®
(Sonthul photo)
BirerrlewPark. Here abs if dD dressedup as the Old
In 1954 for the fourth consecutive
The bride’s table wra ifocorated
^b Jui Dyke since fracturing his ankle before Helmer* of Grand Haven last Friday afternoonon Fulton near
with mums, tapers and a four- wtx) gathered it In on the Cats 29 the first game. Mack was a definSixth St., paid $100 fine and $1155
Park Supt. Smallenburg retiered wedding cake. Guest* were and raced all the way to the end ite boost to the locals on both ofcosts.
ported that tulip bulbs were bepresent from Holland, Qokxna, *>ne. stiff-arming
would be fense and defense. Coach Dale
Robert J. Ahem, 41, Muskegon,
ing planted and the work would
Valparaiao, Ind., East St. Louis, tackier along the way. Van Dyke Shearer wasn't wrong when he
who was involved in an accident
be completed soon. He said the
III, Aurora, 111., Paducah, Ky., added the point and it was 7-0. labeled Mack the "best blocker, in the 1200 block on Washington
weather has been Weal for plantand Hammond,
Mack was in a neat protective best tackier and best runner on St. Friday afternoon with a car
ing operations.
After the reception,the newly- pocket when he threw and the the ball team.” However, Mack driven by Edward J. Bell, 26, of
Van Dyke was authorized to
weds left on an Eastern wedding pass was right on line. It was the tired, ^ as expected, in the fourth Grand Haven, paid $100 fine and
proceed with some remodelingof
trip. For going sway, the bride conclusion of a 61-yard drive,
quarter and had to go to the side- $11.35 coats.
Close
to
3,000
children
and
Judges
for
window
painting
the little Netherlands units.
wore an aqua knitted dress with Battle Creek was stopped cold
Albert Schouten, 68, Grand Raadult* gathered at Riverview were Mrs. Walter Milewski and wine accessories and an orchid after the kickoff and Griffin got lines.
Hope College was authorized to
Holland’s offense crunched out a pids, who was arrested by state
Mr*.
Howard
Topp;
Jack-o-lan
obtain a violin soloist for its vesPark Saturday evening for the
corsage. They will be at home off a beautifulpunt from his own lot of yards * and passes at vita police Friday for leaving or deterns, Mrs. Donn Lindeman and
per concert Sunday afternoon, GRAND HAVEN (Special)
anhuM children’sHalloweenparty Mrs. Ed Boer; costume parade after Nov. 8 at 7227 South Oor- 30 that rolled dead on Holland’s 10. unctions were good— 10 out of 23 positing rubbish, consisting cf
16, In Hope Memorial
On the second play Ron Van Dyke for the evening— but the Dutch glass, cans, paper and plaster in
Kenneth Van Rhee, 26, Zeeland, sponsored by the Junior Chamber Mrs. E. H. Phillips and Mrs. neli,
Chapel.
The bride, a graduate of Hoi- fumbled after going to the Hol- simply couldn't catch the fleet Robinson ownship off M-50, paid
Myron
Van
Oort
for
preliminary
Announcement was made that stood mute when he was arraigned of Commerce.
land High School received hqr R. land 19, and End George Morris
$15 fine and $3.90 costa in Justice
The costumes, as usual, were judging and Mrs. Ed Nyland and N. degree from Chicago South picked up the ball on the bounce Battle Creek runners.
preliminaryprograms would be in Circuit Court Friday on charge
Frederick J. Workman’* oourt
Mrs.
Don
GUcrest
for
final
judgHolland
plays
Benton
Harbor
at
ready for early December de- ot negligent homicide. A plea of novel and children appeared in
Community Hospital and is «n- 1 and raced over the goal without home next Friday night.
Saturday morning.
ing.
such
unusual
getups
as
a
turtle,
livery.Another progress meeting
ployed as a nurse at University of a Holland man laying a hand on
Martin Bahle, 66, of Flint, who
not guilty was entered and he will
Holland
gold dust twins, Rip Van Winkle,
will be held in two weeks.
Chicago. Her husband was grad- him. Bob Lett added the point and
is staying at a local Hotel in
Ends
—
Israels,
Plagenhoef,
G.
be tried during the January term butterfly,Bo Peep, Statue of Libuated from Chicago Vocationaljt waa 7.7
Grand Haven for several day*,
Boeve and Fehring.
erty, besides such more ordinary
of court
High School- He eeryed two years After the kickoff, Holland drove
was arrested by Dick Levingstone,
Tackles
Hoeksema,
Rogers
to the Army, including * year in all the
t0 the Cat8. five yard
Van Rhee was charged as the costumes as ghosts, witches and
Spring Lake village police officer
Russell and Lacy.
blackface.
Itorea, and now ia employed to llne and on the next play an
Friday night after striking a parkresult of an accident Sept 6 at
Guards—
Yskes,
Duane
Grissen
Jean Hill served as mistress of
ed car belonging to Mrs. Dexter
River Ave. and Ninth St. in Hol- ceremoniesfor the program which
Ver Beck and Norm Scheerhoom.
Ch'lS-g°brid«,wa*mfeted at ore Ter Haar pass wa* 8natched
Munro of Ferrysburgin the busihv
Rnvpriv
^^*7
on€
yard
behind
the
goal
land, In which George Overway, included an hour of movie* and
Centers— Timmer, Goulooze.
ness district of the village. Bahle
47, of 463 Harrison Ave., was awarding of prizes Movies inBacks—
Ron
Van
Dyke,
Bob
Van
Way ^ ?!i Ho1’
ZEELAND (Special)
Grand Ferguson and Edythe Baker,
failed to stop and a passing motorfatally injured. Van Rhee was cluded comedies and a sport* seBM^Rlehard and Mrs. Clarence
M°re he was
Dyke, Delwin Grissen, Mack, Ter ist, who witnessedthe accident,
total in Zeeland’s Community
Three Holland High School bound over to Circuit Court follow- quence. Prizes were swarded for Chest drive Saturday was offi- FUtenberg and Mra. James Callae- 90 Jh£ .nex*. play Quarterback Haar, Sandahl and Gonzales.
got in the car with the officer
Battle Creek
youths spoke at the Thursday ing a preliminary examination be- costumes, jack-o-lantems,and cially recordedat 39,166.30 repre- han. Mr. and Mis. Gustafson, the ***
* 8?IT,1£“I
and located the fleeing motorist
groom’s parents, entertained at a t0 b 8 Y°n; and the burly fullback Ends
luncheon meeting ot the Holland fore MunicipalJudge Cornelius window painting.Afterwards, Mrs.
Waterman, McCleary at a tavern east o< the village.
senting 103 per cent of the commudinner party for the bridal party went alljtbe way- £*** added the Harvey, Morris and Lett.
Rotary In the Warm Friend Tulip vander Meulen Oct 12 in Holland. Hill conducted a telephone quiz, nity goal.
with leaving the scent
and guests following rehearsal I Point and it was l4-7 when the half Tackles— Bennett, Howell, Holds of• Charged
Earl D. Cranmer, 16, of 140 designed mainly to get the young
room.
a property damage accident,
Drive chairman Alvin Johnson
ended
a
minute
later.
Friday night
and Shermann, Gray and Glenn. Bahle paid $50 fine, $3.30 costs
David Mulder and John Van Coolidge Ave., Holland, who plead- sters home at an early hour.
expressedcongratulationsand apHolland’s second half kickoff Guards — Campbell, McGee and
Dyk, both high school seniors,re- ed not guilty to a nighttime break
Holland police served cider and preciationto the host of voluntary
and $30 damage to the Munro car.
rolled out of bounds and Battle Rigel.
ported on their experiences as ing and entering charge when he Dutch Boy doughnut* which were workers who cooperatedin the
He was arraigned before Justice
Creek had first down on its own
Centers— Long and Miller.
Holland’s representativesat Camp appeared before Judge Raymond donated, the Jaycees provided campaign.
Workman Friday night. The ac40.
On
the
first
play
Halfback
Grif
Backs — Donnell, Pulley, Free- cident happened about 7:30 pm.
Emery this past summer. From L. Smith Aug. 26, changed his plea suckers and all the prizes.
Two divisions, retail and housefin ran to his right, but was boxed
Districts 218 and 219 over 100 to guilty today and his case will
In the costums contest, Scotty to-house, topped their goal. The
A meeting tor women interested in for a good loss by about six mui, Griffin. Yore, Cheathem
Collins,Rader and Hale.
boys from all over Michigan at- be disposed of in January. The Freestone dressed as the Old Wo- retail group, under Peter Wolthuls in home extension work will be
Receive Minor Damages
Statistics
tended this leadership conference court stated it wanted to be sure man Who Lived in the Shoe, com- and Carl Frenz, hit 31.804.50 with hrtd,t Zwiwdaty Pukiwxt
Sceln* hi*
of
doing
the
right
thing
in
the
case
H BC In Two-Car Accident
plete with wooden shoe house a goal of 31,602.
under the direction of "SCub”
and cautioned Cranmer to follow with dolls in the windows won
First downs
22
7
Biemer of Muskegon.
The house-to-house drive, under
244 207
Two cars were damaged late
The conference featured discus- medical advice, obey his parents first Second prize went to Miss Rosamond Moll. Kenneth De taw. County md 1, h,M tor the *ideUn« t0,the 'nd1Z0['e' ®Wed.S Yards rushing
Pass attempts
23
1 Saturdayafternoon when they colsions with outstanding business and keep good hours. Cranmer k Ann Wissink, Jack in the Box; Jonge, and Mrs. Dorothy WyngarCompleted
10
1 lided in the intersection of 20th St.
leaden in which the boys were charged with breaking into the third, Beatrice Vander Welt, den, went over their 33,560 goal to
Intercepted
0
1 and Homestead
^
invited to share their views on Timmer and Kars ten Block Co. Liberty Bell; fourth Johnny Ta- hit 33,766.55.
charge of Miss Roberts Hershey, point still hadn’t racked up a Yards passing
8.
ber, turtle; fifth, Henry Grote,
64 37
Involved were cars driven by
matters of business and world afIn the industrialdivision32,121'extension specialiston foods
down, while Holland had 12. Fumbles
ichael Edward Watters, 17, Frankenstein;sixth, Mary Ellen
2
0 Raymond Van Wieren, 19, of 98
fairs. Among the speakers at the
75 was collectedof a 32,136 goal.
nutrition from Michigan State This misfortune kind of took the Recovered
1
1 Spruce Ave., and Julia Visser, 30,
evening session were Guy Vander Grand Haven, who pleaded guilty Welters and Judy Phillips .Gold Chairmen were Bruce De Pree and
College, will be "Fact, Fad, or starch out of the Dutch and a few Yards penalized
Oct. 12 to nighttime breaking and Dust twins.
55 15 of 307 West 20th St. Van Wieren
Jagt and Clark Kuebler.
Wallace Schilstra.
was heading south on Homestead
Mark De Velder, Rotary's dele- entering, was placed on probation Seventh, Don Houtman, watch Outside corporations under Mrs. Fraud About Food.” Those who minutes later Yore bulled through
Ave. and Visser west on 20th St.
gate to Boys' State, described for two years and ordered to pay bird; eighth, Jeffery and Judy Daniel Boone missed their 3534 plan to attend are urged to come center from the Holland 48 and
prepared to ask questions about outran the secondary to score. Lett Birthday Party Given
Damage to the Van Wieren '50
activitiesat East Lansing, last 33 a month oversight fees. Condi- Davis, calico cat and gingham goal amassing just 3420. Mrs. Wilfoods. A question box with sub- again added the point and it was
model car was estimated at 3150
June when approximately a thou- tions are that he complete his high dog, ninth, Barbara Koltnecker, liam Karsten’sprofessional diviFor
Deborah
Sherrell
and at 365 to the Visser '50 model
sand boys participatedIn the school education, abstain from the Rip Van Winkle; 10th, Jack Piers sion collected31.052.50 of a 31.068 jects for discussioncontributed by 28-7.
those attending will be an inter- Holland’soffense clicked right
car, police said. Ottawa County
functioning of a democratic form use of intoxicants,cannot leave Man From Mars; 11th, Velone goal.
Deborah
Joyce
Sherrell
was
erting feature of the meeting. Mrs. back, covering 67 yards in 12 plays
of government Upon arrival all the state without permission of the Regnerus,Bo-Peep; 12th, Judy
Officers of the Zeeland Commu- Grace Vander Kolk is Ottawa I for a TD. Delwin Grissen was the guest of honor at a Halloween Deputy Nelson Lucas continued his
investigationtoday.
were assigned to one of two par- court, and pay half of the 391.50 Van Eerden, Butterfly,13th, Mar- nity Chest organizationinclude
County home demonstration agent, clincher when he darted off left birthday party Saturday afternoon.
which was the value of articles jon Van Darwelt, statue of libties. De Velder was a Federalist
The
party was given by her mothDonald Kooiman, president; AdThe regular monthly meeting tackle and over the double stripe
taken. Watters allegedly entered erty; 14th, Jo Anne Veldt, conthe party which was victoriousin
rian Wlersema, vice president and of the Mubeaheraat Society will | Bob Van Dyke’s kick was wide and er, Mrs. Fred Sherrell, at their Stock Case Settled
the Knights of Columbus building vict; 15th, Nikki Tanis, Mickey
the gubernatorial race. Following
home, 219 West 19th St. Deborah
Henry Brinks, secretary.
it was 28-13.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)- A
the elections inauguration cere- on two occasions in which two Mouse; 16th, Kenneth Harbin,
will be five years old on Thursday.
After the kickoff,Battle Creek
court order was signed by Judge
cases
of
beer, four bottles of Hallo- Weenie; 17th, Jack Lacy
monies were held af which the
.
t .. .backs were reeling off yards like Prizes for games were won by Raymond L. Smith Friday stating
whisky, 59.46 from the cash regis- and Paul Lucas, clotheslineand Miss Bofto Klompartns
Chlet Justice of the State Suin charge of the ---Linda Vanden Brink and David that upon the payment of 39,768 by
ter and 31 worth of pennies were poles; 18th; Claudle Vander Heupreme Court officiated.
Is Feted at Shower
James
Watt. Mrs.
and Bobby Hamm.
Stanley F. Batson to the estate of
vel, pink angel; 19th, Don Kievit,
Top state officials were fea- taken.
will be in charge of devotions and
t^ted the center and sprintGuests were David and Frankie Charies G. Batson, the executon
His
companion,
Lee headless horseman; 20th, Carol
tured speakers at the week-long
A bridal shower honoring Miss
Boersma, Kathy Mledema, David should transfer 1,500 shares
Minor, 17, Spring Lake, pleaded Johnson,Bo Peep; 21st, Theresa
session: Governor Williams, AudiBette Klomparens, bride-elect of
not and Bobby
and Charles stock arrangementin the Way land
guilty to a similar charge. He will Schutnik, witch.
Monroe Brandsen, was given sen. The program wiH feature » 8
tor General Martin, and Secretary
in
Bush, all of Holland, and Linda Auto Firm requested in a suit by
In the jack-o-lantem contest,
return Nov. 12 at 10 a.m.
Friday evening by Mrs. Albert book review on Spanish America
of State Cleary. De Velder, who
Rae Vanden Brink of Grand the Michigan National Bank ot
R. Paul Visscher won first prize
was made a lieutenantin the Lewis H. Jones, Grand Haven for his pumpkin face and Dale Brandsen assisted by Mrs. Pres- by Mrs. Jack B<S»tra. Members
^ttodown. Rdh Rapids and Eddie, Alice and Carla Grand Rapids against Stanley Batton Brandsen at the former’s are asked to bring gifts to pack a
State Police force, commentedat who petitioned the court for resson of Wayland.
toration of his operator’s license Garvelink won second for his home on route 4.
Christmas box to be sent to thelVan
lcored the points on a Hill of South Haven.
length on the athletic clinics led
was granted a limited license for Pumpkinvilleflower shop. Third
in New York of
The ringing of alarm clock* re- Italian
by Michigan State mentors.
driving to and from work without prize went to Jack Hamelink for vealed the hiding places of gifts the Reformed Church. Thera will
All the representativesspoke of
any pleasure driving for the perio< his witch cafe. Kenneth Vinstra for the bride-electwho also was be election of officers.Hostesses
the benefits derived from having
of his suspension.The limited won fourth for his Dumbo, and presented a coisage.
will be Mrs. George Baron and
attended the conferences— giving
license was granted provided he Judy Kay Baker won fifth for
Games were played and a two- Mrs. Henry Baron.
oportunlty for meeting and sharsign a pledge to abstain from the Miss Boutonniere.
group of women residing
course lunch served.
ing ideas with boys from all over
Other Jack-o-Ianternprizes foluse of intoxicatingliquors for one
northeast of Zeeland, Interestedin
Invited
were
the
Mesdames
the state.
low: sixth, Marilyn and Isla LenExtension work held a|
Next Thursday Dr. Chris A. De year. Jones’ license was revoked ters, Peter Peter, PunjpkinEater; Verne Kraal Harry Klomparens,
Sept. 24 after pleading guilty in
meeting
at the home qf Mrs. LesWilliam
Hirdet,
Marvin
VandenYoung will speak on “Education
justice court to a drunk driving seventh, Don Houtman, pumpkin Brand, Leon Brummel, Arnold lie Bekins. Mrs. George Ohhnanl
for Exceptional Children.”
charge. He is employed in Muske- hardware; eighth, Eugene Allen Reindeers, Kenneth Knap and Miss was elected president; Mrs. Jake
De Fouw, twin* Sally Ann and
Hop, vice-president;Mrs. Harvey)
gon.
Betty Borr.
Loedeman, secretary and treasurThe case of Glen Paynter,38 Sally Mae; ninth, Haron Hoff,
Two Can Damaged
cotton cat; 10th, David and Jade
er; Mrs. Arnold Huyser, leader.'
route 1, Spring Lake, who pleaded
Van Kampen, Denny Dimwit
Id Cruh South of City
Two Can Collide
The group will meet at the home
guilty Aug. 3 to a charge of nonIn the window painting contest,
of Mrs. M. TUbergen for their next
support of his wife and six chilOn
Ottawa
Beach
Road
Sally
Houtman
and
Marianne
One person was injured and two
meeting.
dren, was adjourned until Jan. 11
Wolters won first prize; Doris De
cars were damaged in an accident
The parents have become recon- Fouw, second; Beverly Poll, third; Two cars were damaged Friday The Golden Hour Society win
Saturday at 1:20 p.m. on M-40 ciled.
hold its regular meeting in the
Martha Penna and Glenda Butler, night when they collided on Ot- basement of Worth Street Christabout four miles south of Holland.
Joseph William Glennie, 40, route
tawa
Beach
Rd.
near
160th
Ave.
fourth. Other prizes were awarded
The crash occurred when a 1937
1, Grand Haven, who pleaded guilInvolved were cars driven by isn Reformed church next Wedmodel driven by Mrs. Margaret ty Oct. 12 to a charge of allowing to Nancy Klopfenstein,Irene Heynesday at 2 pm. Members are
niger, Harold Van Tongeren,Jr., Robert J. Kronemeyer, 18, of 205
Boersen of 177 East 17th St slowa person to drive his car without Christine Reidsma, Linda Mc- West 26th St., and Donald Ver asked to qote the change from
ed almost to a stop and was hit
Thursday to Wednesdayfor this)
first furnishing financial responsi- Clure, Darlene Chrispell,Sherrill Hey, 30, of route 4. Ver Hey told
meeting.
in the rear by a 1952 model driven
bility with the secretary of state ArnoMink, Judy Winterink, Mary police he just started to pull on
by Leslie W. Soudels, 52, of Muspaid 350 costs today. Glennie Ann Seif, Mary Ellen Clark.
to the road from the shoulder
kegon.
Cate Remanded
whose license was revoked after a
The
telephone quiz which fol- when he was struck.
Mrs. Boersen w§s given a ticket drunk driving charge April 12 had
Joan Lemmen, 15, of 144 West
GRAND HAVEN (Sped*!) -|
lowed
the party resulted in prizes
for having no operator’s license
allowed George Melcher to drive for the following:John Mervenne, 13th St., • passenger in the Kron- The asuult and battery charge)
and Soudels for failure to stop in
his car Oct 10 in Spring Lake Jimmy Crorier, Steve Wissink, emeyer car received a bump on the facing Donald Topp, 41, Holland,
an assured clear distance ahead. township.
Harlan Wayne Driesenga, Michael head. Damages to Kronemeyer'* which came up in Circuit Court
Mrs. Soudels,a passenger in her
Van Huis, David Sandahl, RoUand ’47 model car, heading west on Friday was remanded back to the
husband’s car, was treated in
Columbus discovered the Virgin Oshier, Edward James Duffy, Ottawa Beach Rd., was estimated justice court of C. C. Wood for1
Holland Hospital for shock and islands and gave them their name Mary Jo Dokter, Lynda Howard, at $500 and at $300 to the *47 trial. Topp Is charged with asta. Investigating were Fill- because he was puzzled by their Lynda Lee Green, Connie Norlin, model Ver Hey car.
saulting hi* wife, Jacob*. He failbig gases 10-7 to tahe a commanding lead la the M1AA
HEBE’S A SAMPLE of Ot strong islenstX work of Hope
Deputy Henry Bouwman and number and decided to call them Patricia Evink, Marilyn Peterson,
football chase. The Dutch get ready this week he
Ottawa County deputy Nelson ed to appear in fristice court Oct. College againstAlbion Saturday.The men tu wUte
Police Trooper Walter Bil- after the "eleven thousand virgins Patty Woldring.Ail children re- Lucas continued his investigation 13 and was brought in an a bench
Saturday night at Mlvervkw Park.
shirts are Hope tacklers bringingdown JUbJoa Qaerof South Haven post
warrant
(Lotwm laik»l photo)
oi St Ursula.”
terboek fob Frtberg. Hope Moated lb* Britons Js lb*
today.
ceived watches.
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Ella Walters,

5, 1*5}

Henry Sjoerdsma

Wed

Bouwman-Beyer Nuptials Performed

sum

IP
.

1

(Bulford photo)

/
Mr. ond Mrs. Adrion Geenen
(Bennettphoto)

Tlie Rev. John Vender Ploeg
Miss Donna Vander Ploeg, who
performed the double ring cere- attended her sister as maid of
mony which united in marriage honor, wore a gold satin formal
with net yoke. Bridesmaid.Mrs.
his daughter, Miss Jean Vander
David Rottenberg, w6re an identiPloeg, and Adrian Geenen. The cal gown of forest green. They
groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. carried bouquets of bronze mums.
John Geenen, 618 Lincoln Ave.,
Dick Geenen assisted the groom
Holland. Rev. and Mrs. Vander as best man and John Vander
Ploeg live at 616 South Park St., PJoeg was usher.
Kalamazoo.
After the rites, a reception for
The wedding took place Thurs- 130 guests was held at Schensul’s
day, Oct. 22. at 8 p.m. in Grace Cafeteria in Kalamazoo. Mr. and
Christian Reformed Church, Kala- Mrs. James Hamberg were master
mazoo. Palms and candelabra de- and mistress of ceremonies and
corated the altar and white satin Misses Cornelia and Betty Geenen
bows marked the pews. Music was arranged the gifts.
provided by Miss Nancy Vander
For their wedding trip to
Ploeg, organist, and Mrs. Donald Niagara Falls, the bride wore a
De Vries who sang “O Promise black and white wool tweed dress
Me” and Wedding Prayer."
With red accessoriesand a red car#

A roseblush skipner satin gown
was chosen by the bride. The
gown featured a calla lily collar
edged with seed pearls,long tapered deem and full skirt ‘with
train. Her fingertip veil of imported rosepofnt Brussels lace
fell from a Juliet cap edged with
pearls. She carried a bouquet of
white and pink roses.

Two

nation corsage.

Miss Joanne Nell Geerds

Wed

to

Lloyd E. Kooyeys

Miss Joanne Nell Geerds,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe H.
Geerds of 574 Lawndale Ct.,/ became the bride of Lloyd E. Kooyers Saturday afternoon in Third
Reformed Church. The groom is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Alton V.
Kooyers of 548 College Ave.
The Rev. Christian A. Walvoord
performedthe double ring rites at
3 p.m. before a background of
palms and ferns accented with
bouquets of white mums. Mrs. W.
Curtis Snow was organist for the
rites and accompaniedMiss Connie Ferguson as she sang “Because.” "At Dawning” and “The

who

a

Mrs. Geenen,
attended Lord’s Prayer."
The bride’s traditionalgown Miss Arlene Ritsema, pianist,
Calvin College, is a teacher in the
Holland Christian schools. The was fashioned of imported lace played background music during
groom attended Hope College and and bridal satin with matching the reception.
For their southern wedding
the School of Moifuary Science at galloon lace worked into a point
Wayne University. He now is a on the skirt and descending trip, the new Mrs. Kooyers wore
funeral director in Grandville, gracefully down the back, ending a two-piece tan dress with brown
where the newlyweds will live at in a cathedral train. A fingertip accessories.
Mrs. Kooyers, a graduate of
62 South Franklin St., Grandville. veil of bridal illusion was caught
to a Juliet satin cap of lattice de- Holland High School and Hope
sign. She carried a white Bible College, is teacher at Holland Linwith a white orchid and green coln School. Mr. Kooyers; also n

pompons.
graduate of Holland High and
Mrs. Donald Overbeek as mat- Hope College, is serving with the
Admitted to Holland Hospital ron of honor. Misses Helen Mar- U. S. Army.
Pre-nuptial showers for the
Friday were Joyce Stremler, 150 kusse and Mary Kooyers as
As Car Rolls
bridesmaidsand Jane Zwier as bride were given by Mrs. James
West 16th St., Mrs. Benjamin junior bridesmaid wore for- Zwier, by the Lincoln School facZEELAND (Special)
Two Poll, 56 East 25th St.; Mrs. Don- est green velvet redingote ulty and Mrs. H. A. Geerds and
teen-age girls escaped with minor ald Brown, 115 East Ninth St.; forest green velvet redingote Mrs. G. J. Geerds. The groom’s
injuriesand their late model car Glenn Looman, 339 West 28th St.; coa.ts of waltz length with inserts parents entertained the bridal
was completelydemolishedwhen Benjamin DuMez, 30 East 20th of lighter green. They carried cas- party in the Third Church parit ran off M-21 near the east city St.; Melvin Bakker, route 2; cades of yellow mums and w’hite lors Friday evening after relimits of Zeeland and struck a Maynard Miedema, route 3, Hud- pompons.
hearsal.
telephone pole Saturday after- sonville;Jane Greving, 442 But-

Girls injured

Over
—

noon.

'

,

Mr. ond Mrs. Henry Sjoerdsma
Mr. ond Mrs. Elmer D. Bouwmon
noeddresses.
(Prince photo)
Arloa Ann Wolters and Bonnie
The marriage of Miss Alyce M. tapering to points over the wrists.
Jean Wolters, nieces of the bride,
were flower girls and were attired Beyer to Elmer D. Bouwman was Diamond shaped inserts of nylon
in blue and yellow dresses,respec- solemnized Thursday, Oct. 22, in net starting at the base of the
mandarin collar covered the lace
tively. Both had matching headThird Christian Reformed Church
bodice and continueddown the
bands and carried baskets of
of Zeeland, with Dr. J. H. . Bruin- front lace panel of the bouffant
mums.
Edward Sjoerdsma assisted his ooge performingthe double ring skirt. Her fingertipveil wo held
brother as best man and ushers ceremony. Parents of the couple In place by a lace cap with tiny
were James Wicrsemr and Bern- are Mr. and Mrs. Tony N. Beyer pearls. She carried a colonial
of South State St., Zeeland, and shower bouquet of white mums
ard Wolters.
A #eceptionfor 80 guests was Mr. and Mrs. John Bouwman of and carnations.
held in the church parlors. Pre- route 1, Zeeland.
• Gowns of her attendants were
In the wedding party were Miss fashioned alike, the maid of honor
siding at the punch bowl were
Miss Ann Smith and Howard Wol- Shirley Myaard, cousin of the wearing aqua and the bridesmaids
ters. In the gift room Mias Betty bride, as maid of honor; Miss rose. They carried colonial bouWoltrg and Misa Jane Van- Margy Beyer and Miss Thelma quets of mums.
der Vliet. Mr. and Mrs. Hen- Beyer, sisters of the bride, brides- Serving* the 135 guests at the
ry Wolters were master and maid and junior bridesmaid, res- reception held in the church parmistress of ceremonies.Serving pectively;John Jay Bouwman, lors were the Misses Marcia
the gueati were the Misses Ar- brother of the groom, best man; Knap, Mary Van Eden, Marilyn
lene Heersplnk, Antoinette Harse- and Bernard and Jerry Beyer, Geerlings,Virginia Boonstra, Barvoort, Elaine Haraevoort, Gladys brothera of the bride uihers.
bara De Roo, Rose Van Koeverand rhinestones.The lace sleeves
Harsevoortand Joyce Van SlootAppropriate wedding music was Ing, Donna Vander Kooi and Dorwere pointed at the wrists. Her
played by Misa Toni Van Koever- othy Hoffman. Miss Hazel De
fingertip veil of nylon lace fell
A aouthern wedding trip was ing. She also accompaniedHilbert Roo and Wayne Boeve served at
from a headpiecetrimmed with chosen by the couple. For travelBeyer, brother of the bride, who tbe punch bowl.
beads. She carried a colonial bouing the bride wore a green suit
For a wedding trip to Niagara
quet of white carnations and white block accessoriesand a car- sang *1 Loye You Truly” and
‘The Lord's Prayer” while the Falls and Canada the bride
mums.
nation corsage.
couple knelt.
chose a dark brown dress, beige
Miss Alice Sjoerdsma,sister of
The bride is employed at the
Decorations Included ferns, bou- coat and dark brown accessories,
the groom, was maid of honor and De Pree Co. and the groom at
quets of mums and candelabra on with a white carnation corsage.
wore a blue gown of lace and net. Vanco’a Warehouse.
the altar and bows on the pews.
She carried white and yellow Prenuptial showers were given Given in marriage by her father The groom, who is In the army,
mums. The bride’s sister, Mias by Mrs. James Wiersetna,Mrs. the bride was attired in a floor- is stationedin Chicago. Hie bride
is employed in the office of the
Joyce Wolters, as bridesmaid, Clayton Hoover, Mrs. John
length gown of Imported lace and Howard Miller Clock Co. in Zeewore a peach taffeta gown and Sjoerdma. Miss Alice Sjoerdsma,
nylon net over shimmering satin. land. The bride is making her
carried blue and white mums. Mrs. Peter Wolters and Mr.
It was fashioned with an empire home in Zeeland with her parBoth attendantswore matching Henry Wolters.
bodice of lace N and long sleeves ents.

Miss Ella Welters, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Welters
)Tt(
of
route 2, and Henry Sjoerdsma, son
of Mr. and Mrs John Sjoerdsmaof
227 West 18;h St., were united in
Attending the groom as best marriage Oct. 16 at Harlem Reman was his brother. Alton Dale formed ChuMi.
Kooyers. Ben Geerds and Earl
The Rev. John Vander May
Jekcl seated the guests.
read the double ring service beThe newlyweds greeted 200 fore a setting of palms, mixed
bouquets of white and yellow
guests at
reception in the
chrysanthemums and candelabra.
church parlors. Mr. and Mrs. White ribbons marked the pews.
James Zwier assisted as master
Mrs. Henry Hassevoort played
and mistress of ceremonies and the traditionalwedding music and
Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Fairbanks accompanied the soloist, Mrs.
were in charge of the gift room. Donald Bloomers. She sang "O
Assisting about the rooms were Promise Me," "God Gave ' Me
the Mesdames H. A. Geerds, G. J. You.” and vPrecious Lord, Take
Geerds, Harvey K a 1 m i n k My Hand.”
and Bruce Van Voorst and The • bride chose a gown of
Misses Esther Kooyers, Lorraine white satin with a lace bodice and
Kooyers and Marilyn Broersma. net yoke, trimmed with beads

cn.
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Local cigar dealers will hereafter sell all nickel dgan for 5c
straight, and all 10 cent cigari
for 10c atraight. Cigaretteswill
advance from 5 cents to 7 cents
per package and 10 cents pack
ages for 13 cents and two for 25
cents; 15 cent packages will be 18
cents, two for 35 cents, 25 cent
packagesfor 30 cents.
Because it was impossible for
A. P. Johnson, publisher of the
Grand Rapids News, to be present
this evening, a slight change has
been made in the program R»r the

----------- TTTtTTttlll
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Grandstanding...
••Ml

Coach A! Vanderbush of Hope drills on the eve of the big game.
(Following is the 580th in the
College was "very pleased"
* ’ * by
*
Discharged Friday were Mrs.
Friberg was examined
a specseries of weekly articles taken
his team’s play against Albion ialist just before the game and
Cornelius Kouw, 1640 South
from news of the Holland Dally
Saturday and labeled the victory was able to jilay, but waa hobbling
Shore Dr.; Robert Schwarz, 231
Sentinel published more than 35
a mighty team effort. He did around when he was in there. He
West 23rd St.; Cornelius Kossen,
years ago.)
point out. however "it wasn't our wasn’t up to par, though.
16 West Main, Zeeland; Harry OlAt a meeting held Thursday
best football of the season."
sen, 92 East 15th St.; Jane
evening in the City Hall by the
NORTH BLENDON (Special) "Our ball handling was faulty,"
released.
Albion has a dandy electric
Qreving, 442 Butternut Dr.
he said. The mentor said it wasn’t scoreboardat its Alumni field.
Police said Miss Oppenhuizen Admitted Saturday was David North Blendon Reformed Church HUDSONVILLE (Special) - A Uberty Loan Committee,the War
Committee and the business men,
as good an offense against Albion The scoreboard and timer waa inwas passing a car driven b>r Joel Lokers, 210 East 15th St.
will observe the 50th anniversary Hudsonville girl was killed and her plans were made for the actual Liberty Loan mass meeting in
St. John, 1147 South Shore Dr.,
DischargedSaturday Were of its organization with appro- companion seriously injured when
Carnegie Hall, according to a as the Dutch showed in routing stalled laat year and is a gift of
campaign of the selling of bonds
who had also pulled out to pass a Mrs. Gerrit Vander Ploeg and
they
were
struck
by
a
car
as
they
story
appearing in the Monday. rugged Beloit 32-13 a week earlier. the 1949 and 1951 graduating
priate services tonight and Friday
in Holland and in the southern
However, he added that Quarter- classes and the Albion Kiwanis
car driven by Carl Bunce, of 172 baby, 109 Lakewood Blvd.; Mrs.
Oct.
8,
issue. The speakers will
walked
home
from
Catechism
class
evening.
section of Ottawa county, accordback Harry Vodf missed a good Club. Albion high school plays its
West 21st St.
Burlie Gann and baby, 88 East
Saturday morning. *
be Carroll Sweet and S. D. Young,
deal of practice last week because game on the same field and erectThe three cars rode side by Eighth St.; Mrs. Glenn Essenburg Thursdayevening will be observ- Killed instantly was Marilyn Lou ing to a story appearing in the both of Grand Rapids.
ed as congregational night when
of a cold and it ahowed up in his
Friday, Oct. 5, Issue.
side down the highway until the
and baby, 721 Michigan Ave
The first meeting of the year timing. Handoffs from Voss were ed a new lightingsystem last fall
Emmert*.- 13-year-old daughter of
An
enthusiasticgood roads
Oppenhuizen girl lost control »of Thomas Lee Van Wyk, 148 West families of the church will gather.
of the Social ProgressClub will fumbled three differenttimes and
On Friday all former members Mr. and Mrs. Louis Emmert of
her car, went into a ditch, struck
30th St.; Rodney Robbins, 320 and friends of the congregation route 1, Hudsonville.In St. Mary’s meeting was held in the Witte- be held Tuesday evening at the
Walther League
*
were costly to the Dutch effort.
a telephone pole and rolled over
West 23rd St.; Janice Olsen, 128 are invited to be guests of the hospitalwith a fractured leg and veen school house in Park town- home of the new president,Henry
“Our kids were Just detennined At Zion Lutheran Church
several times.
ship Thursday evening for the
Spruce Ave.; Sena Lievense,
Winter. Officers for the coming to win and were battlingin there
other injuriesis Eleanor Bytwork,
church.
Police said the distance from
purpose of getting the sentiment
west 19th St.; Henry Sprick, 210
Zion Walther League membert
year are: President, Henry Win- ail the way,” he said.
13,
of
route
1,
Hudsonville.
The
services,
to
begin
at
7:45
where the Oppenhuizen car left
West 16th St.; Mrs. Donald p.m., will feature the following The fafal accident occurred ap- of the property owners of that ter; first vice president,R. B.
held their November meeting Sunthe road to where it finally rolled
township
on
the
proposition of
Brown. 115 East Ninth St.; Mrs. speakers: The Rev. J. E. Hibma proximately three-quartersof a
Champion; second vice president, Guard Ed Stapert,whom Vander- day afternoon at the church. Joan
to a stop was more thqn 100 feet.
bonding for about $50,000 for the
John
Wiersma,
1908
South
Shore
C. E. Drew; secretary and trea- bush calls “one of our best de- Kilian, president, conducted the
mile
west
of
Bauer
on
Bauer
Rd.
and
the
Rev.
J.
Minnema
of
Grand
The ’52 model Oppenhuizen car
building of a 16 foot concrete
Dr.; Maynard Miedema, route 3,
surer, William J. Westveer.
fensive lineman,” made the trip meeting.
was a total loss, police said.
Rapids; the Rev. C. Reynen and The two girls were walking home road.
It will be Red Cross Day at the and was in uniform,but didn’t
Donna Hoogerhyde reported on
None of the other cars were Hudsonville;David Lokers, 210 the Rev. Henry De Free of Hol- west on Bauer Rd., when they
The 19th annual conference of
damaged in the accident.Ottawa East 15th St.; David Mulling, 18 land,, the Rev. B. Lammers of were hit by a car driven by Hama the Woman’s Missionary Union of Woman’s Literary Club meeting play /because of a pulled mas cel the "Christian Growth” program,
Tuesday afternoon. The W.L.C. in the back of his leg. He tried it which she haa set up with the
County Deputy Ken De Jonge East 12th St.
Jamestown and the Rev. H. Zyl- Vander Molen, 66, of route 3, HudAdmitted Sunday were John stra of Grandville. Greetings will sonville,heading west on Bauer the classes of Grand River, Hol- has been one of the main factors out before the game, but just assistanceof the co-chairman,
continued his investigationtoday.
land
and
Michigan,
will be held
Brieve, 906 136th Ave.; Thomas
in making the Red Cross work in couldn’t run on It.
Myra Frundt. Deiqres Sebasta and
be read from former pastors and Rd.
next Tuesday in the Trinity ReVeltman, 1024 West 32nd St.; special music will be featured at
Big Tackle John Hollander saw Owen Carlson assisted in "ChrisVander Molen told police he saw formed Church in this city. Some Holland during the past six
Hope College Students
Henry G. Wiersipa 64 Gordon St.; each program. A social hour will the two girls walking ahead of
months remarkably successful.
limited duty because of a leg in- tian Service" and Ann Freeman
60 to 65 churches are represented
Nelson Bakker, route 1, West follow.
State Commissioner of Educa- jury antf Tackle Don Van Hoeven and Nancy Francis will help on
him on the highway. He said he in the Union and a large number
Organize Chess Team
Olive.
The present pastor, the Rev. D. honked "the horn several times, and of delegates are expectedto at- tion F. L. Keeler of Lansing has came out In the second quarter 'ChristianKnowledge.”the two
appointed Supt. E. E. Fell of this with an injury that kept him phases of the “Christian Growth”
Hope College students have Discharged Sunday were Mrs. L. Weemhoff. has accepted a call continued,thinking the girls would tend the meeting in this city.
David Boone, and baby, 347 North
city conductor of the Ottawa benchea the rest of the afternoon. program. "Christian Growth” is
move
off
the
highway.
joined students at many other
to become pastor of the American
Delegates of Sunday Schools
Colonial, Zeeland; Mrs.. Robert
the aim of the Walther League
schools In starting a chess team.
Reformed Church at Pringhar, Vander Molen said before he from every part of the county County Teachers’ Institutethat is
It was a disappointing Dad’s group.
Members of the Hof>e team to Schplten, 378 Central Ave.; Mrs. Iowa. He will deliver his# farewell could swerve, the car struck the are attending the Ottawa County to be held in January The apLillie Balkenhol,146 East 25th
Day for Albion. Fathers of team Mari Van Dyke chose as her
girls. The impact carried the Emdate are Herbert Widiner, John
message on Nov. 8.
Sunday School Conventionat pointment came in a letter to
St.; Nelson Bakker, route 1, West
mert girl nearly 132 feet before Coopersville today. Many dele- County School CommissionerN.R. meqtbers were at the game and topic for the meeting "Common
Duggett, William Elfrink, John
Olive.
sat on the bench with numbers on
Courtesy,” in which she emphasizshe slid from the car to the pave- gates made the trip by automo- Stanton.
Schrier, William Latham, Carl
Hospital births includea daugh- Driver Badly Hurt When
their backs corresponding to their
Born
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
A.
ment.
ed the courtesy expected from
Hease, Ellsworth Ralfs, Frank
bile.
respectivesons numbers.
ter, Gloria Jean, born Friday to
Cobb Friday, a 10 pound boy.
every Walther Leaguer as adult
' Coroner Gilbert Vande Water
Lighthart, R. Korwn and Dave
The Rev. Henry Pasma and
Mr. and Mrs: Theodore Snyder, ConvertibleHits Tree
The Holland High School eleven
members of the church and this
pronounced Marilyn dead at the family of Oostburg. Wis., arrived
De Jong.
Orlie Bishop, advertising and society.
route 1, Zeeland, a daughter, Jenaccident scene from a broken neck. in Holland Thursday night to defeated Kalamazoo by a 60-0
Tjie team is making plans to
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
circulationmanager of The Sennifer Rae, born Friday to Mr. and
score Saturday in Kalamazoo.
The Youth Evangelism program
Ottawa County Deputies Clayton
invite coeds to the next meetiag
Mrs. Donald .Zoerhof, 76 West Victor Good, 21, Grand Rapids, Forry, Nelson Lucas and Peter visit for a few days with Mrs. J. H. Messenger of Syracuse, tinel, went to the game, but he in Nigerip was discussed. The inand to make a place on the team
suffered a compound fracture of
Pasma’s
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
was aittin on the other side. Bish29th St.; a son, Dennis Jay, born
for them.
Meeuwsen continued their investi- Barnaby. Rev. Pasma has ac- N.Y., and L. E. Ireland of Plain- op graduated from Albion and ternational Walther League will
Friday to Mr. and Mrs. David the right thigh as well as cuts gation today.
well
met
last
week
at
the
latter's
take part in this program early in
College president, Dr. Irwin J.
cepted a call extended by the Rebesides that, his brother, Louis,
Mayer, 76 J East 14th St.; a and bruises when his car struck
home
for the first time in 46
the coming year.
Lubbers, an avid chess enthusiast,
a tree Saturday afternoon.He was
formed Church of Linden, Wash.,
has a son that plays guard for the
daughter, Paula Elizabeth, born
years. They (were boyhood schoolis expected to accept a challenge
Games were played under dirFriday to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth first taken to MunicipalHospital Children Have Halloween and the family will go from here mates and enlisted in the Civil Britons. Jim Bishop is a sophoection of Jim Steininger. Ann Freefrom the chess team upon his rein
Grand
Haven
and
after
receivto
the
new
field
of
labor.
more
and
plays
a
lot
of
ball.
He
Northuis, route 4.
War at the same time in 1864.
turn to the campus this week.
has atarted in quite a few games man and Nancy Francis served
Father Wykhoff of Grace
A daughter, Deborah Ann, born ing emergency treatment was Party at Burke
Mr. and Mrs. Harm Wolbert this year, the only sophomore refreshments.
It was announced that the
transferred
to
Butterworth
HospiChurch
was
in
Grand
Rapids
toSaturday to Mr. and Mrs. AnHope regrets the discontinuation
Thirteen children gathered at day to attend the farewell meet- entertainedtheir neighbors at starter for the Britons.Louis lives
drew Brown, 5233 North 136th tal in Grand Rapids.
of the Holland Chess Club, and
Good was going east on Green the Burke home at 22 West 26th ing given by the Men’s Club of their home in Central Park. Those in Cass City.
Dinner Party Marks
Ave.; a daughter, Kathleen,born
present were Messrs, and Mesunless they hear to the contrary,
Saturdayto Mr. and Mrs. William St. in Robinson townshipat 3:30 St., Saturday evening for a Hal- St. Mark's parish in honor of dames Stephen Wolters, John
will assume the amount of $3.07
A goodly number of Hope fans Several Anniversaries
Lundie, 508 West 21st St.; a p.m. apparentlyat an excessive loween party. The traditional Bishop McCormick who will leave
Tlnholt,Gerrit Tinholt, John made the trip to Albion and helpin that dub** treasury as the
speed,
police
said,
when
he
lost
shortly
for
France.
games
were
played
and
prizes
daughter, ‘VirginiaLee, born SatOllem, Albert Speet, John Speet, ed swell the crowd to about 1,500.
first aubscription toward a public
Several anniversarieswere celeLocal Red Cross official*beurday to Mr. and Mrs. John De control of his car on a curve, ran awarded to Kevin Brandt and Ruth
Gerrit Heneveld, J. Tucker, Jacob Some of the local rooters and stu- brated at a dinner party Sunday
chess and checker table. The Haan, Jr., 158 West 20th St.; a off the left side of the road and Rooks.
lieve that even in Holland GerVan Dyke, Teunis De Frell, C. dents sang the Hope victory song, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
table would be placed in a dty
Lunch was served by Mrs. Wal- man propagandists are getting in
son, William Arie, born Satur- hit the tree.
park and will be built of cement,
His 1950 convertible was dam- ter Burke assisted by Mrs. A1 aome of their work and are Spykhoven and baby and John unaccompanied,during the third Sherrell and children,Deborah
day to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth J.
similar to those found in New
quarter and again when Hope Joyce, PauletteFran and Susan
Jyeller, 958 Columbia Ave.
aged tq the extent of $1,000. State Brandt.
thus interferring with the Red Rotman of Holland.
York City’* Central Park, St.
scored its last touchdown in the Marie, of 219 West Ninth St
police
are
investigating.
Cross
work,according
to
a
story
A daughter bom Sunday to Mr.
Present were Mary and Ruth
last quarter.
Guests were Mr. and Mrs. RobPetersburg, Fla-.yand other dties.
Rooks, Curtis and Steven Cash- appearing in the Saturday, Oct. 6, Ordered to Pay Support
and Mrs. Ralph Schierbeek, 3092
Dr. Albertus Pieters,former GraafschapRd.; a daughter, Mauert Hamm, David and Bobby, Mr.
mier, Susan Streeter, Mark Mas- issue. The story has been going
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Attend Service
president of the Holland Chess
It was ideal fqotball weather and Mrs. Charles Frehouse and
reen Dawn, bom Saturday to Mr.
selink, Sue Coney, Gail Coney, the rounds in Holland that the
Club, will accept the challenge
I
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
Edwin
Boima, 26, Munising, Mich- from both spectatorand player Joan and Mr. and Mrs. Harry
and Mrs. Marinus Slayer, 189
Kevin and Wayne Brandt and articles made for the local Red
angles Saturday. And Hope’s Vanden Brink and Linda Rae.
for a chess game by Herbert WidSouth Davision; a daughter, San* About JUS persons attended the Tom, Dick and Kathy Burke.
Cross are not sent to the solaiers igan, appearedbefore Judge Raysound victory made the day twice
iner. They will play in the next
The event celebrated Mrs. Fremorning
services
of
Ihe
proposed
dra Ludlle, bom Sunday to Mr.
free of charge but that they are mond L. Smith in the Ottawa Ciras ideal for local fans.
house’s birthday, which was Sunfew days. Dr. and Mrs. Peter Pietand Mrs. David Ress^ui^ 259 new Reformed church in Grand
being sold to the boys and that cuit Court Friday afternoon for
ers will leave Nov. 3 for St. East Ninth St.
day; the Vanden Brinks’ 16th
Haven in the gymnasium of the Car Hits Deer
somebody is pocketing the money. non-payment of alimony,accordSaturday’s game was the 26th wedding anniversary today; Mr.
Petersburg, where Dr. Pieters
Christian School Sunday morning.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - A
Gerrit Wolbert and Otto ing to a divorce decree awarded in the Hope- Albion series and
Sherrell’s birthday,which is Tuespl*ns to take advantageof chess
Dr. Richard C. Oudersluys, profes- car driven by James Brotherhood. Brandt, Jr., left last week for
his former wife, Donna. Bosma,
playing in the parks there.
Yoath Rwu Into Car
sor at Western Theological Sem- 72, Grand Rapids, struck a buck Kansas City. Kans. They expect who was ordered to pay $24 a Hope has won nine, lost 14 and day; Mrs. Hamm’s birthday Wedthree ended in ties.
nesday, and Deborah Sherrell’*
Henry L. Beach is chess inTc-n-year-oldBerneth Grisby of inary, preached at the services at 8:30 a.m. Friday on US-16 in to be gone about six months.
week for the support of his two
structor for the beginners.
birthday Thursday.
66 West 10th St., was treated for Sunday in the absence of Rev. Crockerytqwnship, fatally injuring
The work on the West Michi- minor children,waa in arrears of
QuarterbackBob Friberg of Albruised riba early Saturday night Lambert Pons te in who was ill.
the animal which was turned over gan pike between Holland and approximately $300. The Court
bion first sprained his ankle in
There are very few red flowers after he ran into the side of a car
Some parts of the
to Conservation Officer Harold Saugatuck is now being pushed placed him qn probationfor one
which are fertilized.bv bees
been appearing in a new
by John Mokma. 35, of 184
Yak tails were used
the Bowditch. State pojice estimated as rapidly as possible. Ten to 15 year and ordered him to pay $35
ably, because been seem to be
Seventh St. on Seventh St. fashionableladies of
damage to the- Brotherhoodcar at teams are kept busy hauling a week. Mrs. Bosma resides in
to
^
near College Ave.
Rom* as fly switches.
$150.
Holland.
«otafthi£*h "* Brit9n*lla,ion
ternut Dr.

Injured was the driver, Carol
Oppenhuizen, 18, of route 3,’ Hudsonville and a passenger, Eunice
Karsten, 19, of route 2, Zealand.
The two were treated for cuts and
bruises at Zeeland hospital and
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mation of the present social order,
it is nevertheless' important to
recognize that wherever the gospel is received it does change society to the degree that it is received.Even though redemption is
the hope of the world’s salvation
there is no reason why any community may not apply Christian
principlesof living here and now.

Entered as second class mattjf
There are communities where
post office at Ho,lanJ:.JJLch£
under the Act of Congress, March 3, liquor is not sold, where schools
1879.
are not atheistic,where public
W. A. BUTLER, Editor and Publisher officials are concerned about the
good of the people, and where the
Telephone—News Item* 31^
knowledge of God is an important
Advertisingand Subscriptions,
part of the thinking of the people.
The publishershall not be liable
Tor any error or errors In print1"* There ought to be more such.
any advertising talw a ^wfot
In discussing . this subject it
such advertisementshall have been would seem to us that the logical
obtained by advertiser and retuJ31.*^
by him In time for corrections with thing to do is to find out, as far
such errors or correctionsnoted as we can, what the present conplainly thereon; and In such CM* if
any error so noted U not corrected* dition of the churches is. And
publishersliabilityshall "<>1 exceed here we are sure there will be no
such a proportion of the entire space general agreement. There are
occupied by the error bears to the
whole space occupiedby such adver- wide disagreements about the nature of the church, its ministry
tisement
and its present status. There are
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION"
One year 83.00; six months *2.00; those who think the church has
three months. $1.00; single copy 10c. failed, has outlived its usefulness
Subscriptions payable In advance and
and ought to be replaced with
will be promptly discontinuedIf not

__

the

.
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something different.
There are others who declare
that the church is* marching
grandly on, and that it is on the
eve of a new era of triumphs.
THE BIRTH OF A “HERO”
And there are others who admit
A Virginia mountain boy. 23 that the church has a vital misyears old. is America’s current sion to. perform but that her mis“hero.” He is none other than Opl.
sion has been confused, disrupted
Edward S. Dickenson, the boy and that she suffers from spiritual
who first wanted to stay behind
lethargy due to ignorance and
the Iron Curtain, then renounced
misunderstanding of her true misCommunism and came home.1
sion in the world. But in spite of
Dickenson has been given the the differences nearly all will aplaudits of millions. The legendary*
gree that there is need for strongMan from Mars, coming on the er churchesand better communiAmerican scene unprepared would
ties.
,
get the impression that young In every generation there have
Dickensonwas a man of extraorbeen those who have sought to
dinary courage. He is being lauded
discredit the character of the
and feasted and praised and rochurch and to minimizethe signifmanticized.
The American people are of icance of its influence upon society. But we know beyond any
course pleased and relieved that
shadow of doubt, that the church
this young man saw the light in
does and can change the life of
time and renounced Communism
the cammunity at many points.
before it was too late. He deserves
We
know that the church must
commendation for coming to his
be in the vanguard of any worthsenses. But it is hard to see how
while movement that makes for
he can classifyas a ‘'hero.”
the creation of a better world.
It is in order to remember that
To attempt to transform socithere were many thousands of
ety without the assistance of the
young Americans captured by the
Reds in the same war in which church would be as futile as to
attempt to teach a man who has
Cpl. Dickenson was made a prisonno sense of smell to distinguish
er. Those thousands of upstanding

By Arnold

m

laughed at the promises of Utopia
with which their captors tried to
of evangelism. TTie basic mission
beguile them. Many of them faced
torture and the threat of death of the New Testament church is
because they refused to renounce to serve as an evangel There is
common sense and their faith in no excuse for a lack of evangelistic fervor, and the church that
American' democracy.
Those thousands, the real heroes does fail to have that spirit will
an only statistics to the Ameri- sooner or later die.
Another source of strength for
can public.None but their immediate families know their names the church is fidelity to the great
|ew take the trouble to remember doctrines of our faith. The Jerufor two dajts after they land in the salem Christian* continued steadborne ports what they
up fastly in the doctrine of the apostles. The reason so many fall by
•gainst.
the wayside and live Uvea that are
If Cpl. Dickensonhad been one
•f them; if he had stubbornly re- meaninglessto Christ is due to
sisted the blandishmentsof his the fact that they have not- been
Red captors; if he had borne wit- properly indoctrinated.We should,
ness behind the Bamboo Curtain as Christians,know what we beto the blessings of democracy as lieve and why we believe it. And
he had known them during all the we should share our belief with
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Uyi of Holland, performed
no other team hai been

feat
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erate membership. A strong
church has a vigorousprogram

Hope CoUege'i cross-country
team paced by diminutive Ron

The Churchill war
casualthe editorial re- are fascinatingreading. Few vol- cludes a lot of rolling hills.
action to the award of the Nobel umes have come out in recent
Den Uyl was far ahead of the
prize for literature to Winston years that better reward the field when the men finishedat the
Churchill. The early comments time needed to read them. As the 50-yard line during halftime.
at least were so unanimously raw material of history they are Others across the line in order
favorable that they sounded like as valuable as anything that has were: Jesse King (H); Elmer
unconsideredjudgments. It was appeared in print since the close Morehouse(A); Harry Gibson
if the editorialwriters told of the war.
(A); Dick Cooley (A); Bob
themselvesthat Churchill’sbooks
But “great history” is much Probst (A); Ron Reinink (H);
must be great literature be- more than historical raw ma- Glenn Straatsma (H); Byron
cause the Swedish Academy had terial. “Great history” is history Aldrich (H); Dick Fluke (A);
crowhed them with the Nobel that has passed through the mind Dick Lawson A), and Phil Glot'
a great judge of human events. felty (A).
It seems certain that at least It is a synthesis. “Great history"
The course at Albion goes
some of those who came to this almost never appears until many through a park, down a cow pasconclusion bad not actually read years after the events it records.' ture and around a 40-acre tract
Churchill’s books. They seem to It is moreover virtually impos- of land and ends up at Alumni
have reasoned that because sible for a main actor in events Field.
World. War II Me- to write great history; such a
Green’s squad has meets this
moirs yielded him some three person lacks objectivity.
week with MIAA foes Olivet and
million i dollars, therefore those
Churchill’s war memoirs are Kalamazoo.
books must be great literature.
wonderful because the author
There is an obvious fallacy in
had access to material that no
I have been

’

Americans refused to pay attention the fragrance of lowers.
A strong church has a regen-

Of Alhion Britons

r interested in

by
reporting promptly any irregularity
In delivery.Write or Phone 3191.

to the Red propaganda. They

39-Straight String

league Central Michigan. The
victims include Calvin, Adrian,
Hillsdale and Albion.
Den Uyl’s time over the tough
four-mile course yvas 23:17, which
memoirs is good considering the route in-

Library Adventures
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Helm

T rinity Church

Vn Snaps

College and resulting team incAg- Albion’sdefeat virtually eliminated able dt do in 39 consecutive
it from the MIAA championship
*
MIAA matches r- beat Albion.
The resignation was announced raca.
The Dutch eked out the close
by Academic Dean1 Emil Leffler “This (resignation)has come as 27-28 win at Albion Saturday to
who said it was ’’entirely voluntary a complete surprise to me,” said write finis to one of the most
and stems frbm disagreementon Leffler. “I have always found Mr. successfulathletic days in the
Anderson to be energetic, hard- local college'shistory.
policy.”
Lefflerdeclined furthercomment working and enthusiastic in the
Albion’s itring included six conon reasons for Anderson’s sudden conduct of his work.”
secutive MIAA championship*and
Leffler announced that the the Britons were in hopes of
departure. However, it was known
that upper class team members school’s athletic program would meeting a record of seven straight
have held a series of “indignation continue. Two games remain on titles, set by the Kalamazoo Colmeetings” of their own that later the football schedule — Hillsdale lege harriers from 1026 through
branched out into meetings with and Adrian. An announcement was 1932.
expected later on who will direct
faculty members and Anderson.
Coach Larry Green’s crew now
(
The protests stemmed from the
leads the conference with four
victories and one loss to non-

yn

renewed.
. .
Subscribers
confer n favor

Hope

Football Albion’s defeat by Hope Ooifege
Coach Delmar Anderson resigned of Holland last Saturday and involved Anderson’rdecision to u|e
unexpectedly Tueaday in the wake
injured Quarterback Bob Friberg
of Albion’s 20 to 7 defeat by Hope in the crocial league game.

ALBION, Mich.

By Henry- Geertlngs
While the gospel has a farther
reachingpurpose than the refor-

YW

THE BIG WAIZI TANK at Holland
Color and Chamkal Co. is glrlag
Tulip That a boost with a swanky
ow paint lob tbts* days. Tho
thro* bright follow htllpt aro tbo
tamo design that appoart on tbo
company lottorboadi.Tbo big lank
stands 121 toot laU and bat a
capacity oi S2M00 gallons.
(Sontinol photo)

such reasoning.
Or when the writers had actuallly read the Churchill books
they have sometimes confused
“literature”and “publicity."Here
is a typical quote: "The sixth
volume of his great war history
is scheduled to come out the
last of next month. Those who
have read ony of the previous volumes will agree that the work
represents great history and : er .
writing.”
I happen to have read all five
of the “previous volumes” but I
do not agree that they repre-

sent “great writing.” I

Five Go to Jail

can’t

even agree that they represent
“great history," although that
term would be somewhat more
reasonable than the term "great
literature.”

On Liquor Counts
Five persons started jail terms
week after pleading guilty to

this

charges ranging from tipsy driving
to furnishing liquor to a minor.
Irving Joseph Antoine,^ 41. of

New Richmond. Tuesday began a
five day jail sentence after pleading guilty to driving while under
the influence of liquor.Municipal

The Is

3109.70 or spend an additional
$0 days in jail.
Valda A. Lewis. 43, of 24H West
First St. and Ramon M. Pauli, 39,
of New Richmond, both pleaded
guilty to drunk and disorderly

Mr. ond Mrs. Jomes E. Kommerood
(Von Iwoorden photo)
Miss Eleanor Jane De Weerd, wY)re boleros over the strapless
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Peter bodices. They carried cascade bouquets of pompons and roses.
De Weerd of route 1, Pullman, be-

Jack Kammeraad attended his

came the bride of James E. Kammeraad Friday evening in Trinity
Reformed Church. The groom is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Bernard
Kammeraad 234 West 20th St.
The Rev. John Hains, assisted
by Gerrit Dykman, performed the

brother as best roan and John

double ring rites before a setting
of ferns, palms candelabra and
two baskets of white mums and
pompons. White bows marked the
pews.

provided by John Swieringa, organist, and Mrs. Tony Luurtsema, aunt of the bride, who sang

human

being could possibly

Given

Fann-to-Prosper

have acquired. As source material for the writing of future
"great history it can have no substitute.But that does not make Directors Will
it "great history.” The six huge
volume* are little more than a
patchwork of public and semiin
public documents spliced together
by a few sentences or paragraphs 'Hie five-county board of trushere and there by Sir Winston. tees of the West Michigan FannImportant, but only a little closer to-Prosper Contest Association
to actual history than a shelf of will meet In Muskegon Monday
public archieves.
night to make preliminary plans
As for the "great literature” for the big Round-Up Dec. 29.
in the sentence I quoted, Chur- 1711* is the event at which prizes
chill has the phrase making knack are awarded winning organiza-

De

Weerd and

Philip Kammeraad
were ushers. The Rev. and Mrs.
Gerrit D. Schutt of McBain assisted as master and mistress of
ceremonies.

Music for the ceremony was

"Together Life’s Pathway We
Tread," "God Gave Me You” and

Junior Welfare League

in

er. the bride wore a

Muskegon

Meet

Court Judge Cornelius vander
Meulen also ordered Antoine to
pay

%

marriageby her fath- "The Lord’s Prayer.’1
For her daughter's wedding.
gown of satin
and Chantillylace featuring a Mrs. De Weerd wore a dress of
lace pointed collar,lace covered gray lace over pink taffeta with
buttons to the waist and lace in- black accessoriesand a pink rose
serts from the shouldersfalling corsage. The groom’s mother wore
into panels of the full skirt. The a blue crepe dress with black aclong sleeves tapered to points cessoriesand a pink rose corsage.
A reception was held in the
over the wrists. A Dutch cap.
covered with seed pearls and trim- church parlors for 100 guests. Asmed with orange blossoms, held sisting were Misses Loretta Tucker
her fingertip veil edged with Chan- Avis Sebright, Helen Cluck. Clara
tilly lace. Her jewerly was a pair Roller, Phyllis Boldt , Camilla
of pearl earrings, gift from the Schut and Arlene Hamming.
The newlyweds left on a wedgroom. She carried a white Bible
with white roses and satin stream- ding trip to Niagara Falls and the
southeasternstates. For going
Mrs. John De Weerd assistedas away the bride wore an iridescent
of the skilled politician. He will tions in the 1953 competition.
matron of honor and Mrs. Henry red faille dreas, black accessories
It is open free, to all member*
be remembered for such phrases
Dubbink and Miss Beatrice Deters and the corsage from her bridal
as “Iron Curtain” and "blood, of competing organizations,their were bridesmaids. They were bouquet. They will be at home af*
families and friends. The same is
sweat and tears.’’ But the mass
similarly attired, the honor at- ter Nov. 9 at 136 West 18th St.
true as to business organizations
Mr. Kammeriad is employed
of his writing is no more than
tendant in nile green net over tafeontriubutingthe $125 prize
feta and the bridesmaids in orchid at Hart and Cooley Manufacturvery good, little of it is highly
money in each county.
and yellow, respectively. They I Ing Co.
distinguished. Even his monuThe Round-Up again will be at
mental biographyof his ancestor, Muskegon Senior High School, bethe Duke of Marlborough, which
ginning at 1 p.m.
represents his least political and
The five-county board decide*

other

of this little article
egotistical.What I am
trying for is an impartial,objective comment on Churchill as a
writer of literature;I am not at
all trying to pontificate.Since I
have read he books I'have a right most truly literary work, is hardly
to express an opinion, a right of Nobel prize calibre.
But the Swedish Academy, like
that some commentators do not
seem to have earned for them- the , American supreme court,
selves, judging by the internalevi- seems sometime*to follow the
election return*.
dence of their words.

sound

w *

general policies for conduct of the
contest. It is made up of representativesof agriculture,business,
education, and the press of the
five counties.

Those attendingthe Round-Up
vote for members of the board, on
a ballot of nominees. Other member* are appointedby the board
itself because of their known interest in the contest.

C. D. McNamee, Muskegon, is
board president.Vice presidents
for the other four counties are
show. The bazaar is icheduled for John A. Butz, Mason; Merrill
Members
of
Junior
Welfare
charges and were sentenced to
Dec. 4 and all proceeds will be Eady, Newaygo; E. O. Bankert,
five days in jail or fined 329.70 League welcomed 12 new mem.*
33 years of his life in his Virginia
bers at their annual New Girls used to purchase an isolette incu- Oceana; W. A. Butler, Ottawa.
Once
again,
the
membership
of
each.
Lewis
chose
jail.
mountain home— if he had dene all
bator, used in the care of prema- John A. Chisholm is secretary and
Donald Hulst, 18, of 18 West 17th dinner Tuesday evening and also
that, he would have been a real a strong church enjoys a faithful
ture babies, for Holland< Hospital. John C. Beukema treasurer.
celebrated
the
league’s
21st
birth“hero” but no one would ever have prayer Ufe. A praying church will St. and Eugene Dozeman. 20. of
Other members by counties are:
Materials for the annual Christday. The event was held in the
surmount
obstacles
that
otherwise
route 3, were each sentenced to
beard his name.
mas
candy sale were distributed Mason— Orin W. Kaye, Jr., A.
tea
room
of
the
Woman’s
Liter"Heroes" have become almost would be unsurmmmtable.And five days in jail. Hulst, on two
by Mrs. James Brooks and Mrs. T. Cloud, Douglas Farley, Milo
ary club house.
completely synthetic. The time then the strong church will en- charges of transporting and furColburn,Elna M. Hansen. Dean
Don Winter, co-chairmen.
Mrs.
Lincoln
Sennett,
president,
may come when it will be consid- gage in a vital teaching and nishing intoxicants to a minor,
Raven, Harold J. Larsen, Do*
After
the
program,
the
group
ered a discreditto be called preaching ministry that will be was also fined 350 or 30 additional introduced the new members and played bridge.
Rankin.
presented an autumn corsage to
Muskegon— Carl H. Knopf, Don
“hero.” If the public continues to carried on not ony in the formal days.
Dozeman was given the choice each. They are Mrs. Ed Boer, Miss
Heart, John T. Hay, James Ten
sentimentalize pseudo-heroism the place of gathering but also in
of paying 325 or serving 20 more Irene Boer, Mrs. Ben Bowmaster, Mrs. Hartman Speaks
Brink, E. Harry Norris, Edwin MAK1NG UP IN ENTHUSIASM who! ihof lad la tfre. Allogaa't now Jrword “hero” will lose its meaning homes and public places.
The cause of retrogression in days after entering a guilty plea Mrs. Lawrence Green, Mrs. Junior
W. V. Anderson.
. We are familiar with this same
lormod "municipal band" — Juif Ihtoo weoki old — It Irpl/Jodbf Wilton
To
Epsilon
Fellowship
Karsten, Mrs. Fred Meppelink.
Newaygo— Leon Deur. Otis Fry, Hitchcock. Dr. John Darid. and Bobort Cbandlor.who got togotbor tor a
phenomenonin other ways. The church life is that the church has to being drunk and disorderly.
Mrs.
Don
Olthof.
Mrs.
Maurice
Vidian L. Roe, Sen. Don V*nderman who remains sober and law- moved off its Biblical, evangelical Rosita Milloy, 1930 South Shore
llttlo post-practicelam sotfioa Monday night. Tho band. Just an Jdta fhro#
Using "Building Your Kingdom
Schaap, Mrs. Lewis Vande Bunte,
Werp, Clare M. Musgrove, Fred
abiding and hard-workingall his foundation and preaches another Dr., pleaded not guilty to furnishirookf ago. now numbon J7 and la growing ovary day.
on
Common
Sod,"
as
her
theme,
Mrs. Ed Van Eck. Mrs. Paul Van
W. Dostal, S. S. Nisbet.
life is ignored as a humdrum gospel which is not the gospel of ing and selling liquor to minors.
Mrs. E. V. Hartman spoke to the
Eck
and
Mrs.
D.'
B.
K.
Van
Oceana— Lyle E. Tompkins, F.
plodder. The drunkardand wastrel Christ. If we realize that to be Judge vander Meulen set Nov. 10
Epsilon Fellowship of First MethRaalte.
Earl Haas, Edward Schimke, Jack
and noijood reforms is worshiped the case we are in a fair way to at 2 p.m. for a trial.
The dinner, a potluck affair, odist Church Tuesday evening. Coitin, E. C. Huggard, E. G. Van
by millions. It’s a queer world. But find a remedy. If we have moved
was
planned by co-chairmenMrs. She told of the typical village Sickle. Hull Yeager, Guy Freewe the people- seem to like H. It off our true foundation, there is Pullman Church Has
Robert
Wolbrink and Mrs. Bruce which the . missionary visits. born, Ernest McCarthy, Dan Reed.
is a good thing to remember that only one thing to do, to move
Mikula.
Mrs. G. S. MacKenzie and Especially effective is the Frank
Ottawa
Dick Collins,.Orhe
First Homecoming
reports show more than 14 thous- back again.
M/s. William Bradford were in Laubach plan which is erasing Bishop, William Vande Water, JaA study of the spiritualhistory
and Red troops refused to return
charge of derorations, which fea- living conditions.The village mis- cob H. Geerlings Edward Dinkel,
of God’* oeople will show us that • PULLMAN (Special)— Pullman
home.
tured an autumn theme using sionary ha* much hardship and Gua Appelt, L. W. Shears. Almon
Congregational
Christian
church
it has always been the tendency of
ALLEGAN (Special)- Allegan’s plans are being made already for
mums,
cornucopias and white sorrow especially when children W. McCall, Peter H. Murdick. Jr
man to depart from God and from had its first homecoming last
“municipal band” has grown from public concerts.
must
be
turned
away
from
the
Richard
Machiele,
Eugene
F.
Dice,
tapers.
Corsages
were
made
by
His revealed will. After the apos- Sunday, on its 64th anniversary.
In additionto Nyberg. Mrs.
mission school because of lack of Jennie Kaufman, George Van a “why-don’t we” conversation into
Among those attending were Mrs. Stuart Padnos.
tolic age of the church went into
Strazanac and Wedge, the hand
a
17-piece
organization
in
the
brief
funds
or
room,
she
said.
Koevering.
In
observance
of
the
birthday
(From Wednesday'sSentinel) a decline and darkness. The Re- four who had attended dedication
now includes David Martin, Albert
span of three weeks.
Entire Indian villages join
Men's Brotherhoodmet Monday formationbrought relief and of the c hurch when it was built anniversary, and to acquaint new
Spark-pluggedby two brothers, Kreiger, Dr. John David. Joe
evening in the chapel. The Rev. J. slight renovation.Many went back a mile west of Pullman. The members with the background of church at one time, but the new Three Accidents Occur
Elmer and Forrest Wedge, who Forstner, Robert Chandler, Wilson
Weener led the topic on ‘The to the Bible and the gospel of building was moved to Pullman Junior League, three charter churen member must prove him
were members of the old Cheshire Hitchcock, Bill Vander Vere,
self of good characterand inten- Within Short Time
members
presented
an
entertainHistory-of the Church.”
in
1914.
grace. Then, later, the revival
band, the Monday- night sessions FYank Harrington, Elmer Wedge,
Charter members were Mr. and ing skit, "It Happened to Us." tions before he can join.
Adrian Brower is at McCleary under Wesley relieved the darkGRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
already rate top priority for 17 Wjlliam Collick, Charles Feek.
Clinic In Excelsior Springs, Mo., ness that had spread over the Mrs. Benjamin Shambley, Miss Mrs. Clarence Becker arranged The missionary in India has
Vaughn Rininger, Ned Lewis and
Three accident* occurred in musicians.
Maggie
Shambley.
Flora
Sharp, the program and was assisted by brought about immense changes
for treatments.
English speakingworld.
Owen Dyer.
Grand
Haven
city
within
a
short
And
the
17
are
enthusiastically
in
the
social
life
of
the
Indian
Mr. and Mrs. George Tubergen
The only way to have strong Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Masters, Mrs. John Stryker and Mrs. John
time Friday afternoonand the beating the bushes for more.
were dinner guests with Mr. and churches is to conform to the Mr. and Mrs. G. Ahnack, Alvin Winter. The three, who now are people, she said. Some of those
drivers in two cases were chargTheir primary need at the Held on Drunk Count
Mrs. Martin Tubergen Sunday. troth that God has revealed to us Perry, Mr. and Mrs. James Mil- associate members of the league, changes are an awareness of the
ed with drunk driving.
moment is for a director with a
Baptism was administeredto in His Word. And that Word is ler. Mrs. Will Larsway, Mr. and appearedin a pre*ent-day setting dignity of women, bettermentof
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
At 3:34 p.m., cara driven by hek of sheet music running a
Elijah Price, 27, Muskegon, was
Bruce Edward Hassevort, son of clear and it will become clearer Mrs. Jake Bush. Oliver Burch, and ’’relived" many event* leading labor and social services,prohibi
Miss Avia Towers, Grand Haven close second.
taken into custody by city police
Mr. -and Mrs. Harold Hassevort, the more we read and study it Mr. and Mrs. Henry Burch. They up to founding of the organization tion of intoxicant*,breakdown of
high school teacher, and William The present combinationIs re- at 9:15 Tuesday night and lodged
and
related
many
comical
aituaorganized
the
church
in
a
school
the
caste
system,
poverty
and
iland Jack Howard De Boer, son of The only fouhdation for stronger
Albert GusV 48, Spring Lake, colMr. and Mrs. F. De Boer, Jr., at churches is to build upon the re- house and soon began construc- tions in the organizing of the literacy. In just a abort time, free- lided on Franklin St., acroa* markably well balanced for a in the county jail for drunk drivgroup. Junior League had its first dom and peace ha* come for all
voluntary affair, but members ing. Officers were awaiting a retiie morning service of the Re- demptive work of Christ. This is tion of a building.
James McCracken acted as meeting on Nov. 3, 1932, with 19 and women are allowed to take from the court house and hit the agreed there’ll be a “bounty” for port on a driver’s license before
formed Church.
the rock on which the church is
member* present. Memberahip re- part in government.Madam Pun- parked car of Police Officer clarinet players.At present, the arraigning him before Justice T.
>11*. Harry Bowman enterUin- built and against which the pow- master of ceremoniesfor the proquirementsat that beginning dit of the United Nations is an Charles Rumaey near the food flute, baritone,clarinet, trombone, A. Husted. City officers received
gram,
which
was
followed
by
a
•d on Thursday afternoon, Mrs. er of Satan cannot prevail.
market. Guat waa charged with
dinner at the Pullman IOOF din- were age under 30, a college de- example.
comet, trumpet, bass, drums, report from Muskegon county
D. C Ver Hage, Mrs. Corneal
We will have atronger churches ing room.
failure to yield the right of way.
gree or It* equivalent and the apMias
Claribel
Wright
conducted
saxophone
and even a fluegel horn that a 1940 car was headed south
Wlttengen and Miss Marie Ver and better communitieswhen we
At 3:36 p.m.. a car driven by
Present from out-of-town were plicant had to be jobless.
devotions based on peter1* "Keys
—something
of a rarity to the toward Grand Haven and suspectHage of Zeeland and Gary Brink- practice the oldtime religion and
In their reminiscing, the three to the Kingdom of Heaven." Mrs. Mack H. Ott, 57, route 1, Grand younger band members— are rep- ed the driver of being drunk. The
Carlton
Dunn
of
Oakland,
Calif.,
house of Martin, and Mrs. Jake the oldtime faith. The early ChrisHaven, struck the parked car of
city police picked up the trkil at
women revffewed some of the
Hop and Mrs. Leslie Bekins. On tians made an active business of Mr. and Mrs. Orren Snider and early projects, situations which Paul Tammers and Mrs. Gary Charles Helmers of Grand Haven resented.
mother. Mrs. Cora Woods of Kal
Marsh served refreshments.
The group held its organizational the swing bridge and followed it
Thursday evening Mr. and Mrs. their new found faith. We ought
on Fulton near Sixth. Ott waa
into the city and stopped the drivamazoo, Mr. and Mrs. Ray Over- led to constitutionchanges and
Arthur Slag of Holland were vis to follow the example of the early
charged with drunk driving and meeting Monday night in the hall er on US-31 at Monroe St.
hiser and mother, Mrs. F. Bur other entertaining experiences in
over the Massey Music Studio.
Hors with the Bowmans.
church in Jerusalem. The church rows of East Casco, Mrs. Katie league's "growing up" period. Ttas Chicken Coop
was to be arraigned today.
Lawrence Nyberg was elected So-calledculture pearls are proThe Men s quartet of the local to have strength must follow
At
5:54
]}.m.,
can
driven
by
Ed
The Graafschapfire department
Ligget of Fennville and Jay group now numbers 75 and cbm
chairman, Mrs. Michael Strazanac.
Reformed Church supplied special faithfully the early New Testa- BurcH of Fennville, who gave
ward
J.
BeU,
26
Grand
Haven,
duced by oysters in which small
pletes many projecU for tM bene- was called to the Henry Lubbers
music in the Vriesland Reformed ment pattern. The element* of talk on the church and its mem- fit of local children, especially fqrm, three and a half mile* south and Robert J. Ahem', 41, Muske- lecreftary^reasurer,and Forrest beads have been placed to stim•
Church Sunday evening.
ulate the growing at pearl*.
strength as reflectedin the early bers when he was a boy.
through the purchase of equip- and a half mile out of Holland, at gon, collidedin the 1200 block on Wedge, librarian.
Wedge ‘said more than 40 exA bridal shower was held Fri churches are crystal clear. On* The Rev. Willard Kine is pas- ment for Holland Hospital.
10 a.m. Tuesday when a chicken Wuhington St. Ahem waa chargbandsmen have indicated an. internight at tne home of Mrs. P. by one, the** aecrets of a strong tor of the church and many im
Mrs. Don Williams, chairman of coop caught fire. Members of the ed with drunk driving and was to
est in fhe organization and each
in honor of her daughter, church ought to be held up as provements have been made in the Christmas Bazaar, reported family were fumigating the coop be arraigned today.
new member is supplying one or
measuring rods for the strength the building since he took over on a televiiionappearance Mon- when they noticed flame* overtwo names for the list of prospects.
Mrs. Ted Koenes of of our own churches.
Voloanologieta
count
about
500
day
by
three
members.
Mrs.
Wilhead. The Are wai confined to the
the pastorate in 1952.
LOANS
LOANS
active crater* in the world— ac- The band is drawn from at least LOANS
i Mr and Mrs. Jay
liams, Mrs. Bill Venhuizen and roof.
325 to 3500
three generations, united by an
tive
by
virtue
of
eruption*
within
! Thursday
of Crisp
Mr*.
William
Bradford
displayed
Prince Albert, the coneoi
The origin of the word novel,
Holland Loan Association
with Mr. and Mrs Queen Victoria, introduced
meaning book, come* from an bazaar article* and gave details Copper is believed to have been historic time*. Three-fourths are interest in music.
19 West 8th Street,Holland
A concert band is their goal and
in the Pacific half of the globe.
of the project on a Kalamazoo the ftret metal used by man.
Christmas toss fcrto Entfsnd
Kaftan word, meaning tale.

Welcomes New Members

others.
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fly-up on Oct. 15. There were 20
mothers and 43 girls present. On
Oct. 24 the group went with their
leader, Mrs. Van Hesteren, and
drove to Grand Rapids to the
museum. They cooked their dinner
in Johnson Park. On Oct. 27 the

Football Festival Queen
10 Be Crowned at HHS

S,

IMS
78 133

Yds. passing

Halfback

Adams

Fumbles

3

Nowcomors Club Stages

2

Halloween Costume Party

3
4
4
of punt* .«,.... ..... ..... ..... 5
Yds. penalized ....................110 55

Recovered
No.

Scores AD Three

Members

of the

Newcomers

Alegai Chest

Gub

Drive Near

held their annual HaUoween cos-

Goal

The field of candidate! for Holtume party and dance Saturday
Mrs. Joe Vanden Brink
group met at the home of their
land High School Football FeatiALLEGAN (Special) - With
evening at American Legion counleader,
Mrs.
Van
Hesteren
and
\al queen was narrowed down to
Succumbs at Hospital
conducteda toy wortc shop.
try club. Committee in charge of 70 per cent of final reports in,
five after a vote by student* Mon"Lu-to-we-to-ma-chick"
Mra. Joe Vanden Brink. 71, of arrangement*were Mr. and Mrs. the Allegan Community Chest
day and the final selection will
Mr. and Mr*. John Jennings
Rain dampened more than the Camp Fire girls met at the
What was reputed to be the 52 West 16th St., died at Holland
be announced at coronation cere- have announced the engagement
Truman Lee, Mr. and Mrs. Paul campaign had collected $7,582 of
monie* Thursday night in the of their daughter, Vivian to ground Monday afternoon of last Beechwood School on Tuesday. football "game of the week" in Hospital at 6 a.m. Monday after
De Kok, Mr. and Mrs. Charles its $11,150 goal in its first week,
The
following
officers
were
school auditorium.
-Michael O’DonneU; son of Mrs week. The annual Hobo Hike was
Michigan proved to be just that being hoapltalizM since Friday. Burton and Mr. and Mrs. Norman according to Stanley Brokus,
elected:
President,
Lynn
Slayer;
Finalist*selected from a group Ann O'Dfanell of Chicago. Miss
She w*!* a member of First Redrive chairman.
scheduled for that day. More than
secretary, Pat Kool; scribe, every second of th# way here Sat- formed Church, the Ladies Adult Wangen.
of 10 ware Phyllis Brink, Marlene Jennings is a graduate of FennA mother-daughter team, Mrs.
350 Blue Birds were all prepared
lay aa
a* the Dutchmen
Dutchmen from Bible Gass, the Women’s Mis- Mrs. Sidney Johnson was
Christy Highstreet;song leader, urday
Brewer, Ronnye Hallach, Kay ville High school and the Garfield
H.
D. Tripp and her daughter,
to
make
their annual ''trek"
Hope
College
turned
bade
the
deKeane and Marilyn Lam.
Community Park ^capital in Chi across the city to Beechwood Melenie Johnson. They also picked
sionary Society and was a past awarded the prize for the best Mrs. James Pettapiece, was top*
their Indian. names and played fending MIAA champion Albion president of the Home Depart- woman’s costume and PhU Bagley,
The queen will be presented at cago where Ae ie employed as a
among residentialsolicitors. Mrs.
School. However, the rain came games.
Britons, 20-7.
the ceremony Thursday by foot- registered nurse. No date
for the best man's costume. Mrs.
ment of the church.
Pettapiece reported In with $77
and
all the girls were transported
The
precious
victory,
No.
5
of
ball Oo-Captain and high school been set for the wedding.
The "Perky Singing" Blue Birds
Mr. and Mr*. Vanden Brink Paul Tabor received a prize for and Mrs. Tripp with $75.
in cars. Dampened spirits soon
Mayor Blaine Timmer, who will
Of Lakeview School went on the the season against one loss to celebrated their 44th wedding an- the most ingenious. Winners of
Stanley PoweH, member of the
Leading the volunteer workers
also crown her with a cap of executive Committee of the Michi- vanished as the "hobos” complete Hobo Hike. For their part in the out-league Michigan Normal, puts niversary on Aug. 25.
games were Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
calling on business concerns were
with
brightly-patched
jeans
and
Hope
in
a
commanding
lead
in
the
rose*. The other four candidates, gan State Grange, has been obprogram at Beechwood School
Surviving are the huaband; Klinl and Noral Nelson.
Ted Malila and Robert Irwin,
hobo lunches cm a stick streamed
' who will serve as the queen's tained as guest speaker for the
they sang, "Blue Birds Will Shine MIAA chaae with two games left three daughters, Mrs. Ray KoetGuests for the evening were with $427 and Willis' Hiatt and
to play, Kalamazoo and Alma.
court, will be escorted to the stage annual Booster Night of the Into Beechwood gym. They started Tonight.”
tier of Holland, Mrs. Marine Van- Miss Shirley HIpyley, Mrs. Tabor
George Robinson with $40850.
Albion had been beaten juat de Wege ot. Traverse City, Miss and Frank Eaton.
by members of the footballteam, Ganges Community Grange to be their gaiety with singing and then
The Ten Little Blue Birds met at
Brokus said a campaign victory
including Paul Mack, Bob Van held Nov. 6. Supper will be served prepared to eat their supper which the home of their leader, Mrs. once this -season, going into Sat May Vanden Brink of Chicago;
The club’s next evening party is
Dyke, Dick Plagenhoefand Irwin at 7 p.m. The program will start was preceded by the singing of Van Alsburg, and from there they urday’s shbwdowh battlg, also by four grandchildren;nine great scheduled for Dec. 5 at the country will depend on the results turned
in by the 30 per cent of the workTer HaSr.
at 8:30. There will be fecial the blessing. After supper each rode to Beechwood School. There a non-league foe. Thus Hope is In grandchildren and one aliter-in- club.
ers who have not yet reported.
Blue Bird group presented a skit.
the
No.
1
spot and the Britons
After the presentation,a string music and dancing
they joined the other Blue Birds.
law, Mra. George Smeyeri of ZeeThis year’s campaign was the
ensemble, under direction of
Milk
and
coffee
were
served
by
are
runners
up
with
Hillsdale
and
The Jill club will meet WedThey had their supper, sang songs
land.
first in Allegan in which the enArthur C. Hills, will be presented nesday evening at the home of Mrs. R. A. De Witt who was and played games.
Adrian left on the schedule.
Youth Named
followed by a skit.
Mrs. Marian Van Leeuween.Mr*. assisted by Mrs. Robert Eshelman, The Tekawitha Camp Fire girls
Halfback John Adams scored
The local Red Cross office has tire residentialdistrict was canvassed by volunteer workers.
Friday afternoonthe students Lois Plummer is etiquette chair- Beechwood School extension chairreceived word that Stanley Harmet
with
their leader, Mrs. all three of Hope's touchdown*on
will gather in the auditorium for man. Mrs. Marian Ensfield is pro- man., Most of the group# were
brilliant runt of 8, 53, and 34
rington.
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fabiano. The meeting opened with
Rabbits were unknown in Enga big pep rally that will include gram chairman and her topic is accompanied by both leaders and
Two came in the first
James H. Harrington, route 2, has
a leading prayer. They had a yards.
land until Introduced from central
the band, cheerleaders,queen and ‘Americanism.”
quarter and one in the fourth.Al
assistantleaders. They are as folbeen
named
an
alternate
member
Europe in the 12th century.
her court. The girls will be preMr. and Mr*. Gifford Kiernan lows: Mrs. Gordon Kardux, -Mrs. business meeting and discussed bion scored its lone marker with
to the Midwestern Area Council
sented gifts from the Student of Benton Harbor have announced John Kleis, Mrs. William WicksaU, plans for their budget. On Oct. 29 one minute and 41 seconds left in
the
of Junior Red Cross. The council
the adoption of a baby boy. He Mrs. Ed. Overway, Mrs. James they had their Halloweenparty at the game on a 12-yard play that
Council.
consistsof 10 members and 10 alThe queen will be introduced be- was born October 22, 1953. He has Walters, Mrs. Ernest Zoerhof, Mrs. the home of their leader. The clicked against the Hope reserves.
ternates. Only two others among
Community
Chest
Director
"Fools
Errand”
and
other
games
fore the Benton Harbor-Holland been named Michael ’Allen.
a!
Mrs. Fred Lound, Mrs. Joe Brower*,
Aside from Adams’ acoring
the 20 are from Michigan. The
game at Riverview Park Friday Kiernan is the daughter 'of Mrs. Mrs. De Vries, Mrs. George Piers, were played. Refreshmentswere jaunts, it was a rugged defensive Riemer Van Til. who Saturday
council includes states all the
announced
that
the
1954
campaign
411 W. 22*4 V. Phono 4-1042
served.
The
outstanding
costumes
night and there will be special Elkarah Johnson of this place.
battle all the way and Albion
Carol Van Duren, Mrs. Frank Van
way from Michigan to Texas. Stehalftime ceremonies featuring the
The Ganges Home Chjb •will Alsburg. Mrs. Paul Faber, Linda were "Rip Van Winkle” and thoroughly outplayed the Dutch for 339,500 had gone over the top, phania Yurick of Grand Haven is
Fin* Furniturefor
said Monday that division6 which
band in the new uniforms.
meet Thursday Nov. 5, Instead of Me Bride, Mrs. Don Thomas, Mrs. "Tekawitha.”
during the third quarter, gathercovers home solicitation inside the Junior Red Crosa chairman for
Football Festivalevente will the regular date Nov. 6 in the
FoshionqbltHomes
ing 71 yards running and 45 passGeorge Speet, Mrs. Rene Willis,
Ottawa county.
city is also over the top.
conclude with, a dance at the Lit- home of Mrs. Walter Wightman.
ing to a negative 5 rushing and 37
Mrs. Harold Klaasen, Mrs. George
FURNITURE
* erary Club after the game at
Mrs. Orrin Ensfield,Jr., will have
Mrs. John H. Tiesenga and Mrs.
passing for Hope.
Stephens, Mrs. Clare Walker, Mrs.
which time the queen and her charge of the prbgram. Her subLAMPS
CARPET
Albion keenly felt the loss of Dale Shearer headed the division Hits Parked Car
William Topp, Mrs. Charles Harcourt will be honored guests.
ject is "Americanism".Roll call
Robert J. Kronemeyer.II, of 205
Quarterback Bob Frlberg from as co-chairmenthis year, and so
rington, Mrs. Charles Atwood. Mrs.
custom
upholstering
"Building A Better American”.
(From Tuesday's Sentinel)
Grand RApids, who, although he far has collected 104 per cent of West 26th St. Monday was issued a
Kenneth O’Meara, Mrs. N. Gibson,
The
Fruit Ridge Home ExtenThe
monthly Women’s Mission- played off and on for three quar- its quota of $2,765.
Ope* Every A ft* moon e*4
Hopkins Family Stages
ticket for driving without due cauMrs.
Rene
Bouilljon,
Mrs.
Teall,
sion Club met Wednesday eveary meeting of the Second Re- ters, wasn't In top form because
Mo*.
• Wo4. • Frt Evenings
Mrs.
Tiesenga,
who
has
worked
tion
when
he
struck
a
parked
car
ning, Oct. 28. At the Loomis Mrs. William Broker, Mrs. Fred formed Church will be held on
Surprise for Parents
of a badly sprained ankle. Fri- with the individual gifts division on Ottawa Beach Dr. near 160th
Kobes,
Mrs.
Jean'
Hill,
Mary
Ellen
school. Insurance was the topic
Thursday afternoon at 2:30. Mrs.
Steketee,Mrs. Jack Leenhouts C. Kuyers will be in charge of berg, the offensive spark of the for six years, said this is the first Ave., owned by Donald Ver Hey,
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Hopkins for discussion.
Britons and the' best passer in time in that period that the divi- 30, of route 4, Friday night. The
A number of Club member* and Mrs. Gordon Groenewoud. the meeting which will be held the
were guests of honor at an anniMIAA, was finally put out for sion has gone over its quota. “We Ver Hey car was not in motion at
The
Fra-de-sa
group
met
with
versary surprise party staged Sat from this vicinity attended Counat the home of one of the memgood In the fourth period.
had wonderful team work this the time.
/
urday evening by their children. ty Federationof Woman’s club* their leader, Mrs. Heuvelhorst, ber*. Mr*. Edward Cotts, East
However. Hope too had Its year and a wonderful group of
Thursday
afternoon,
at
the
Camp
held
in
Allegan
Wednesday.
Main
Ave.
Mrs.
John
Beyer
will
Mr. and Mrs. Hopkins will mark
MUTMO t All CONDITION IMG
Six women of the Ganges Bap- Fire office. They had nominations be in charge of devotions. Mem- share of costly Injuries. Fullback workers,”she said.
their 40th" anniversary on WedDave
Kempker
suffered
a
knee
InCoffee
and
doughnuts
for
the
two
tist church attended the fall meet- for officers. The followingwere ber* are requested to bring special
fhe LamoK Fumoeo Comnesday, Nov. 4.
jury in the opening minutes and coffee kletzes for campaign workBonv world* lamest mono
The family had a 6:30 dinner at of the Kalamazoo Baptist associa- nominated:President, Paula Mat- offeringsfor the Reformed OiurQh
was sidelined the rest of the ers this year were provided by the
lecturing engineers of worm
Bosch's Restaurant in Zeeland ion held in Battle Creek Thursday. chinsky; vice president, Dolores work in Canada. A drive for used
game, except for about a 30 sec- two banks. Other specialgifts covThey
were
Mesdame*.
Charles
Cobb;
scribe.
Jacquelyn
Lepo,
and
clothing
for
Canada
is
sponsored
*
hooting oqulpmorrt
DODGE PLYMOUTH
and then went to the Clifford
ond stint on defense And Quarter- ered all advertising and other ex>
makes o heating system to
Hopkins home at 17 West Ninth and Arnold Green, Graydon Chap- treasurer,Mary Ellen Mrok. They by this organization and members
owners
back Harry Voss wasn’t at top penses, in an effort to reduce
fit your IncflviduofrequireSt. where they presented the man, Lee Starring, Georg* Wel- also decided on the group’s name are requestedto bring artilcles
YOUR SATISFACTION
strength because of a cold that administrative costs and have all
ters and Bertha Plummer.
ments for goat oil, Or cod.
for
this
to
the.
church
basement.
"Fra-de-sa."
which
means
Francis
honored couple a desk.
is
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Stehle De Sales. Jacquelin Lepo is scribe.
Lennox dealers are factory
Pfc. Paul Van Koevering,of kept him away from practice gifts of the people go directly to
Attending the event were Mr.
trained hoatlna oxcart*.
the agencies covered.
OUR GUARANTY
The "Ohanpi” group, from Lin- Fort Sheridan, 111., was a recent three days last week.
and Mrs. Ed Donivan,and the and son* of Kalamazoo spent the
But don't kid youraelf that Friweek-end at their home here.
coln School, held their first meet- visitor at the home of his parents.
at
family, including Mr. and Mrs.
Al 7 our Service
Mr. and Mr*. Hilbert Hillman ing Oct. 21 at the home of their Mr. and Mrs. Corey Van Koever- berg Is a one-man team. The BriHarold Hopkins of Indianapolis
Entertain
at
Shower
FUTURE
BUSINESS
Day * Night
tons
have
some
sweet
backs
in
and
son, Dale spent a recent
leader, Mrs. De Weerd. Mrs. ing, South Elm St.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Hopkins of
week-end in Ann Arbor visiting
James Murray, George Clifford.
TTie
annual
Halloween
Party
Steketee helped them to get
For Missionary Nurse
Holland, Mr. and Mrs. Lester
their son, Donald, who is a Uniheld for children of Zeeland and Don McIntyre. Larry Byle and
S. A.
INO.
started. At their Oct. 26 meeting
Hopkins of Lansing, Mr. and Mrs.
versity of Michigan student.
Bob
MacDonald.
community at the high school
Last Thursday evening a showthey had election of officers and
Preston Hopkins of Hudsonville
TVs
Horn*
Nr
MATING II OUR BUMNISi
Mr. and Mr*. Rudolph SchmidAdams scored the first touch- er was given by Mra. Nick R.
sang the Camp Fire songs. On gymnasium was enjoyed by
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hopkins of
COMPLETE
-NOT A SIDELINE
gall of Chicago are spending a
large group of boys and girl* on down with the- game just four
Maat and Mrs. Bert Walcott for
Holland, Kent Hopkins of Holland
Oct. 28 the girls packed their own
PaBga Ptywastli
week’s vacation at their farm
Saturday evening. The party was minutes and 13 seconds old on an Miss Mae Jerene Mast, who will
IM
Rtrer
Pfc 44828
SERVICE
and Miss Orma Den Bleyker, Mr. home here.
lunches and went on a hike along
sponsoredby the Lions Club and eight-yard sweep around left end. leave for Africa to be a missionand Mrs. Louis Roberts of Hoi
the
river
with
their
co-leader,
Mrs.
Mr. and Mr*. Percy Alien acmany childrenwore quaint and in- John Brannock set up the score ary nurse.
land and Miss Muriel Hopkins.
companied by the latter’s par- Wybenga. They bought dolls to teresting costumes and prizes when he interceptedFriberg's
The party was held at the home
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Qyde Allen of make for the Polio Ward in Mary were won by several.
pass on the Albion 23. The big of Mrs. Walcott.
two-course
Free
Bed
Hospital
in
Grand
Niles are on a vacation trip
Miss Shirley Walter* and Mr*. end from Benton Harbor raced in lunch was served and games were
through the midwest. They also Rapids for their Christmas project. John Boeve were soloistsin the and hit Friberg and then grabbed
Scrappy toys:
The "Ne-top-pew" Camp Fire anthem "Hark! Hark, My Soul!" the hall as Friberg let go a des- played with duplicate prizes being
will visit Charles City, la., birthwon
by Mrs. Ed Timmer, Miss
girls
of
Washington
'School
met
af
place of Mr. Allen, Sr.
Shelly, sung at the First Re- peration effort. Bud Prins’ kick
Janet Timmer, Mrs. Harold KlynWhat looks lik« chaos in a scrap yard
Mr. and Mr*. Edwin Ensfield the home of their leader, Mrs. formed Church morning service.
for point was wide and it was stra, Mrs. Junior Wesseldyke,
Frank
Woldring.
An
election
of
and sons, Robert and Arnold, are
Group 5 of the First Reformed 6-0.
AT HOME AND AT
Mrs. Jake Mast and Mrs. John R.
is really iHiciontardor.
un a months vacation trip to Phoe- officers was held, the following Church Ladies Aid Society held
Albion gambled and lost on A Mast. The guest of honor was preTHE
nix Ariz., the Grand Canyon and were elected: President. Barbara social gatheringat the home of fourth-downplay on the Hope 3o
sented many gifts.
other points of interest.
Conrad: vice president, Joyce Mrs. J. Van Reursem, Wall St., a short while later and the Dutch
Invited guest* were the MesMr. and Mrs. Craig Southerland Working: treasurer, Judy Jordan; last Friday afternoon. Mrs. Nellie took over at that point. Four
always buying
matarials
dame* Ed Timmer, Harold Bohl,
and two children of Roanake Va., secretary. Peggy Bosman; scribe, Kumper and Mrs. J. Fris assisted plays later Adams again swept
Harley Dannenberg,John R. Mast,
are here for a visit in the home Sydney Sawle; telephone commit- Mrs. Van Peursem as hostesses.
left end and went 53 yards to Junfbr Wesseldyke,John Cooper,
of Dr. and Mrs. E. T. Brunson.
tee. Sharon Oudemolen; clean-up Others present included Mrs. J. score, aided considerably by a key Henry R. Mast, George PeterMr. and Mrs. Alfred Simons of committee, Sandra Kolenbrander den Ouden, Mrs. Gerrit Walters,
block by Tackle Don VanderToll. man, Harold Mast, Rufus Mast,
120 Rim Av*
NoRond, Mich.
Chicago spent a few days last and Beth Niles. They worked qn Mrs. H. Borr, Mrs. M. C. Ver
This time Prins kicked the point Jake R. Mast, Robert Jay Mast,
week at their new home on US-31. their memory books. Mrs. Conrad Hage, Mrs. W. Kamperman,Mrs.
it was 13-0 with 6 minutes Alveme Mast, Nick Mast, Harold
YOUR HOSTS:
Mr. and Mrs. Russeldl Vincent passed a treat.
L De Zwaan, Mrs. G. Gebben, and
and 15 seconds left in the first Klynstra, Joyce Vanden Beldt and
and
children
of
Saginaw
were
RAUL AND EDNA VAN RAALTE
The "lyopta” Camp Fire group, and Mrs. L. De Kraker.
Kenneth Engelsman and the
quarter.
week-end guests of the latter’* with their leaders, Mrs. V. HopThe Adult Bible Class of the
From then until the fourth Misses Janet Timmer and Betty
ACROSS FROM POSTO.FFICF
parents,Mr. and Mrs. Clinton kins and Mrs. Lappenga, held their First Reformed Church will hold
It
quarter it was an up and doum Mast.
Ely.
ZEELAND
meeting on Monday. Oct. 26. The it* annual meeting and social battle of defenses. At one time in
Eighty dollars was taken in by
gathering in the church parlors
girls discussed their Halloween
the children of four school dison Friday evening. Election of of- the second quarter Hope drove
CLOSED SUNDAYS
party and also played games.
tricts who participated in the
ficers will be held and reports and all the way to the Briton 4 where
Judy Dorgelo served a treat. Wedgathering of funds for the United
a program presented. John Shoe- a fumble by Halfback Frank Talarico was recovered by Murray
Nations InternationalChildrens nesday night the group had their maker is teacher of the class.
At the fall session of the Clasais on the Albion 7.
Emergency Fund. A party was Halloween party at the home of
ON THE AVERAGE
their leader, Mrs. Hopkins. The
's
Big
held for them at the Grange Hall
of Zeeland of the Reformed Offside penaltiesnullifiedtwo
girls made their own masks at Church definiteaction was taken Albion touchdowns, one each in
EVERY 15 SECONDS OF EVERY WORKING DAY.
after they finished their collecthome, with Judy Dorgelo snd concerningthe organization of a the third and fourth quarters.
ions.
BIN VAN LINIX Ago*
Dinqfr gueats Sunday in the Nancy Wheaton winning prizes for third Reformed Church in Zeeland. After the penalties in each case
home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Thor- the funniest and prettiest. Games The Church Extension Committee on fourth downs, Hope held and
177 Collego Avenue
Phone 7I1S
sen were their aon and grandson, were played and prizes won by was requested by Classis to con- took over, once on the Dutch 6
Frederick and Jon Thorsen, and a Shirley Hopkins and Donna Lap- tact the consistoriesof the two and the other time on the 11.
penga. Refreshmentswere served Zeeland Reformed churches and
Adams used the same play to
friend, Art Pritz, of Kalamazoo.
by the hostess.
seek their approval to establish go 34 yards for t he final score
The West Wachanapew group another place of worship in Zee- early in the fourth quarter. Prins
Ransom List Received
enjoyed a treasure hunt Saturday, land, so that it can be deteimined again added the point.
A 41-page booklet listing serial Oct. 24. It was arranged by Mary if there are enough interested Albion’s score was i 12-yard
numbers of $10 and $20 bills paid Liz Dixon and Delores De Weerd. families to effect a new organiza- pass play from third string Quaras ransom in the kidnap-slaying The group invited Mrs. Dalman's tion. Preaching services will be terback Tom Schwaderer to HalfJoin your friends et Th#
of Robert Greenlease, and still un- group as guests. The hunt started held for the first time on Novem- back Norm Weis in the waning
ler Helder Promlum beer,
recovered, has been received by at the home of Linda Vanden Berg ber 15 in the auditorium of the moments. Guard Jon Dean added
nationallyadvertised wines.
Holland area banks and the police and ended at the home of Sara new elementaryschool on Lincoln the point and Albion made good
A conveniently located meet
THAT MAKES
departmentfrom the Federal Bu- Dixon, where a Halloween party Ave. Services will be held at 10 an on-side kickoff, but time ran
Ing piece with traditional
reau of Investigation.
Dutch atmosphere Open
was held. Games were played and a.m. and at 7:30 p.m. and Sunday out seconds liter.
A PHONE CALL
noon to midnight
It’s hard to single out any outthe girls bobbed for apples. Prizes School for all ages at 11:30 ajn.
nd w# will {urn* to give you os
For Variety Try Our Crackwere won by Karen Andreasen, The Rev. A. Tellinghuizen will standing player on Hope’s team.
Mtimoto on your Roofing Job. Out
Aside from Adams on offense, it
Sara Dixon and Carla Garbrecht. preach at the first senices.
You'll b#
ed Wheat, Rye and White
Lunch was served. The West Services at the Second Reform- was a terrific team effort and
grico include* lobor and matorioL
thrilled
ed Church in Zeeland Sunday were Coach Al Vanderbush congratuWacahanapew
group
and
Mrs.
Coll today.
tha aolactlons
Dalman’s group met at the Camp conducted by the Rev. Abraham lated every one of the' regulars
In flna designs of
Fire office Monday. Oct. 26, and Rynbrandt, pastor of Grace Re- who came out in the fourth quarformed Church, Grand Rapid*. He ter. Vanderbushplayed every man
gave three hours’ service by helpWALL
i* a former pastor of the First Reon the bench, except two,' one of
ing with the Hobo Hike.
GEO.
formed Church and has just ac- those because of an injury.
PAPER
The O-ta-wa-te-ca Camp Fire cepted
the pastorate of MapleThe defensive line especially
group of BeechwoodSchool diswood Reformed Church at Hol- was outstanding,with Jim Van
384 CENTRAL AVE
PHONE 2677
cussed last minute plans for a
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Next week November 8 the Rev.
William J, Hilmert, Religious Instructor at Hope College and former pastor of the Second Reformed Church in Zeeland will be
guest preacher at the Second Reformed Church.
OnvThuraday evening at 7:45
be charades. Betsy Becker treated. the weekly congregational prayer
The “Tahochi" Camp Fire group services of the Second Reformed
held r meeting on Oct. 13 in the church, in charge of the Rev. Jay
basement of St. Francis School Weener, pastor of the Beaverdam
with an older group. They talked Reformed Church, will be on the
about a fly-up into the rank of topic “Water to Wine."
At 6:30 this evening an “India"
trail-seekers and invited all the
mothers and the Sisters. Each girl supper wUl be held at the First
brought cookies.They had their Reformed Church at a regular
meeting of the Mbsion Guild. Mias
Clara Coburn, former missionary
to India, at preaent teacher in
Zeeland public schools, will be
guest speaker.Member* are reminded of the Christmas gift* for
the MescaleroMission among the
Indians, which are to bo brought

SERVICE

Rods

NINTH

Robt.
MVU

—

• Now Riolan Rtno
• Now Rlatoo lingo
rings S Now Timing Coon
• Now Camshaft
• Now Camshaft Boorlngi
BUDCU RAYMMTS AVAHABU

Now
New
Now Moin Bm
Now Connscting
Now Riolans

Halloween party for the Kon-tahwee Camp Fire group. Nancy
Monetza brought the lunch.
The "Flo-can" Camp Fire girls
met at the home of Marty Johnston
on Oct. 19. The girls learned s new
song. They divided into groups to
plan the next meeting which will

TRIUMPH BAKE SHOP

Hoeven, Vander Holl, Herm Nien-

huis, Brannock, BUI Heydorn,
Bruce Springsteen, Ken Van
WIeren, John Hollanderand Maurice Marcus playing along the
way. Dave Kuyers from Zeeland
spelled Kempker at Fullback and
turned in a good performance.
Talari co was always good for a
few yard* and the leading scorer
in the state was a constant threat
that Albion linemen watched
plenty close. Second-string Quarterback John Holnlund replaced
Voaa a few times and turned in
a good effort.
Murray, MacDonald,McIntyre,
Byle and Cedric Dempsey were
great for Albion. Those first men
tioned backs were fagf, shifty and
He *1 Ufa'."
hard runner*
Hope now must get ready for
Kalamazoo, who, although not Traveler*, particularly,enjoy our
boasting an impressive record, al- soryica hut homo folks aware hy it.
ways manages to give Hope a Wo know how to give *orvlco and wo
tough time. That game will be
to this meeting.
enjoy doing so. Proof? Drfvo hi soon.
Th* Ladies Aid Society of the played Saturday night at RiverFirst Reformed Church gave a view Park.
Statistics:
dinner for the Aid Auxiliary m
th* church parlors on Monday
A

H

H.&B.

evening.
00000000000***********00 11
19
The Girl Scouts of Zeeland and Yards rushing . ............. 253 215
their leaders were guests at tha Pare attempts ............... 15 32
Don Hortgoriak
First Reformed Church evening Completed ........................ 4
9 125 W. Bth
Interceptions. ...........
S
1
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THE HOLLAND CITY

Gifts and

NEWS,

Crimy

28

Pledges

the First

Tine

in

Same Month

Holland’s

Community Chest

went over the top Saturday.
It was the first thne in several
years that a campaign was completed the same month it was
started,

p

and Campaign Director

'tner Van(Til

was jubilantover

the results.

He said gifts and pledges tolled $39.82718 or more than

Twen-

well.

$325 over the assigned quota of

John Karol, 36, of route 1,
Bloomingdale, will be tried on
charges of reckless operation of a
motorboat which grew out of an
accident July 3 in which 15-yearold James Palmer, of Kalamazoo,
was drowned.
George Harding, Douglas, and

He expects the final sum
be boosted even further

$39,500.

will
since all reports are not in.
Van Til gave one qualification
on the total, stating that it includes the full quota of the public
employes division. Actually, all
the money has not been turned in
but Division Chairman Ray Reidsma said some dty and federal

(Special) —

ty eight criminal case*, highest
number in many years, are listed
on the calendar for the November
term of Allegan Circuit Court,
according to Esther Hettinger,
county clerk.
Among the cases listed are two
separate charges, felonious assault and assault and battery,
against Bert Rastall, Saugatuck
Sewera, also of Saugatuck, who
commercial fisherman. James
was arrested in a conservation
department raid last December,
faces trial on the same charges
and an illegal' fishing count as

Campaign His Gone
Oyer

Cases

Court Docket

$39,500

ALLEGAN
Mirks

1953

Crowdmg Allegan

Not A1 Reported,
But Past

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 5,

Mrs. Elsie Relinski,a waitress at
his resort there, are listed for
trial on liquor law violation
employes were waiting for pay
charges. Their attorney has petdav the first part of the week to
itioned for dismissal of these
make ther contribution.Reidsma
charges, but Judge Raymond L.
assured Van Til that the full quota
Smith has not ruled in the matof $590 will be reached.
ter as yet.
Van Til and his-co-chalrman,
Twelve civil jury cases will be
Bernard P. Donnelly, today
heard. 22 without a jury, 37 conA SIMPLE HANDSOME BRONZE PLATE on a larq* who an shown hero with Mayor Harry Harrington
thanked the hundreds of volunFunds for a new hospital lib- Mrs. Walter Milewski, Mrs. Ed
tested chancery cases are listed
(right). The lighted Held Is used nearly erery night
boulder now marks Van Tongue a park, the soilteers who contributed freely of
rary cart were raised by members Nyland, Mrs! Don Gilcrest,Mrs.
during the nuniner by the many teams In the city
Youths from grades seven 24 of which are divorce suits. Six ball Held at Pine Are. and Third St. which was
their time and efforts to aid
Petter, pouring, Mrs. Myof the Junior Chamber of Com- J.
non-contested chancery cases and
league.
dereloped a lew years ago. The properlywas a gift
those deserving of help. “It’s most merce Auxiliary Wednesday after- ron Van Oort, president of the througn 12 are invited to take
(Sentinel photo)
eight no-progresscivil suits are
to Holland city Irom Mr. and Mrs. Chester Van longeron
part in the annual Kiwanis Club
gratifying to see the accom- noon when they staged a •‘Silver Auxiliary, and Mrs. Ed Boer.
also listed.
plishments of such a fine group Coffee.” The event was held at ‘ Autumn colors were predomin- sports program that begins TuesTwqpty nine jurors were dravvp
Rev. and Mrs. D. L. Weemhoff on
of civic-minded volunteers," they the home of Mrs. Ed Boer, Maple ant in decorations which featur- day, Nov. 3, and continues each for the term Monday. They inSaturdaywhen the girls returned.
said. Between 400 and 500 voled floral arrangements through- Tuesday night until April, 1954.
clude George Peet, Arthur MasAve.
John Peuscher of Saginaw, Mr.
unteers participated, the chal’*Profits were netted from a bak- out the houfe and a table centert
Recreation Department key and Mildred Montague, of Aland
Mrs. John Poskey of South
xnan said.
ed goods sale held during the piece of yellow and rust mums
(From ’Friday’sSentinel)
legan; Helen Davis, Otsego, and
Blendon and Mr. and Mrs. Dan
More than half rf the total coffee. These will be used to pur- with fall leaves arranged in a works with the Kiwanis Club on Ruth Nooney, Plainwell; and the
The Rev. D. L. Weemhoff who Doornbos of Grand Rapids were
the program that runs each Tues- following from the various townsum was raised by the industrial chase a new library cart to re- wicker basket.
has accepteda call to the Am- Saturday evening visitors at the
division which reached its goal place the one now in%use at HolMrs. Gilcrest acted as hostess day evening from 7 to 9 p.m.
ships: William Rice, Allegan;
erican Reformed
at home of Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Vanof $23,900 a few days ago. The land . Hospital. The Auxiliary for the event and Mrs. Lindeman
Twenty-two Hope College stuThere are sports for all partici- Harry Litts, Casco; Fred Reams,
Primghar,
Iowa,
will
preach
his der Molen.
bulk of the money was pledged maintains the cart for the use and Mrs. Milewski were in charge
pating hoi’s including basketball, Cheshire; Frank Fleming,Clyde;
dents accompanied h; tyrs. JeanMrs.
Edward
Elzinga
and
Mrs..
through the Single Solicitation of all hospital patients.Twice a of the baked goods sale. Mrs. wresting, tumbling, boxing and George Klunder, Dorr; George farewell message* on Sunday.
sponsor,
Plan, a program providing pay- week two members of the group Petter and Mrs. Boer poured. Re- weight lifting.Sessions are held in Kleinheksel, Fillmore; Kenneith Nov. 8. Rev. Weemhoff recently C. Meeuwsen entertained several ette Boeskool.
women at the former’s home on
roll deductions in local firms with take the cart to patients’ rooms freshments were in charge of Mrs.
the fall conference of
Van Leeuwen, Ganges; Edith received and declined a call to Monday evening vAth a card and
Holland High gymnasium.
t
the Silver Creek Reformed church
all gifts matched by manage- and provide them with curren1 1 Van Oort and Mrs. Nyland.
and
at Clear
Kiwanians also are planning Thurston, Gunplain;
gift demonstration.
ment. A total of 56 plants are magazines and books.
two trips to the YMCA in Grand Cave, Heath; Harry Tuttle, Hop- at Roseland.Minn.
Jacob Vruggink, who underwent Lake Camp, Dowling,Mich., last
Mrs. Claire Dalman Is the -4H
enrolled under the SSP which
The Spaniards introduced the Rapids for swimming practice.
Pictured at the coffee are, left
kins; Edward Cross, Lee; Ralph
Club leader for the girls while surgery at St. Mary’s Hospital re- week-end.
has been in operation for three to right, Mrs. Donn Lindeman, practice of branding cattle.
Boys must bring their own gym Meijlema, Leighton; Jesse Walker,
Theme for the conference was
turned to his home here last
or four years. SSP covers not
clothes, tennis shoes and supply Manlius;Floyd Clawson, Martin; Edward Elzinga will be the lead"Step Up" with the emphasis
er
for
the
boys’ club. The girls week.
Community Chest but also
their own towels.
Dan Brenner, Monterey; William
Mr. and Mrs. A. Talsma of being "ChristianitySpeaks to
Red Cross and Polio.
The Rrecreation Department Sebring, Otsego; Raymond Slee- meet on Tuesday and the boys
Sault Ste. Marie and Mr. and Conformity—Fear and Silence.”
Other divisionsthat went over
will be represented by Harold Tre- ker, Overisel; Kenneth Moored, on Thursday of each week.
Mrs. J. Spacuzza and family of
Keynote speaker was the
the top were the businessand
geloan of the Junior High School Salem; J. Murray, Saugatuck; Recent visitors at the home of
Grand
Rapids were recent visitors Rev. Richard Gay. director of reMr.
and
Mrs.
G.
Berghorst
inprofessional division with a quoteaching staff. Kiwanians on the Marvin Emmons. Trowbridge;Alat the home of Mr. and Mrs. Nick ligious activities and instructor
ta of $6,560, the National Corpteaching staff will include Gabe bert Motter, Valley; Marshall cluded Mr. and Mrs. H. Scholten,
of religious education at Ohio
orations division headed by MayKuite, R. Larson and Rene Willis. Beeker, Watson; and Harry Elcn- and baby of Rainy Corners. Mr. Marlink and family.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Cotts enter- Wesleyan University in Delaand 'Mrs. L. Veldink of Jcnison
R. Allmendingerwill teach wrest- baas, Wayland.
or Harry Harrington fchich coland Mr. and Mrs. D. Berghorst tained Mr. and Mrs. Peterson of ware. Five Michigancolleges were
ling again and Hope College stulected well over its quota of $395,
Grand Rapids last Sunday.
be represented at the conference.
and Bobbie of Bauer.
dents
interested
in
physical
eduand divisfon 7 which solicited
Judge Denies Motions
Women of the Christian Re- Glenn McCarthy of Marne was Those attending from Hope
cation are invited to attend.
homes on the north side. Diviformed Church attended the the guest soloist at the Reformed include Robert Hoeksema of
sion 8 which covers the south
In Grossman Case
meetings of the Missionary Union Church Sunday evening.
Schuylerville, N.Y., state chairtide is expected to go , over the
Mr. and Mrs. R. Westveldtand man of the YMCA; Ruth Bloodheld recently at the First Christop today. Division 6 which covGRAND HAVEN (Special)
daughters, Mr. and Mrs. C. Gras- good of New York, president of
ers the home canvass inside the
Judge Raymond L. Smith Friday tian Reformed Church at Zeeland.
Delegates. Mrs. D. L. Weem- midt and sons, Mr. and Mrs. E. Hope’s YWCA; Don Baird, Ridgedty was only $71 short of it*
denied two motions made by deKloostermanand children and field Park, N. J.; Dick Spieldenfense counsel in the case of JL K. hoff and Mrs. B. Martinie at$2,765 quota today.
.
Mr. and Mrs. D. Hoek and family ner, Hickory Corners; William
tended
the
Ottawa
County
Sunday
Alexander Co. of Holland versus
Tbe schools and colleges divito
Marcy Grossman of Muskegon, in School Convention held at Coop- attended the Westveldt reunion Hoffman, Schenectady, N. Y.; Edsion was a bit slow this year, *ue
which Alexander last July asked erville last week Tuesday. Others at the Zeeland Community Hall win Martin, Middle Park, N. J.;
mainly to interript°d schedules
Six applicationsfor buildingper- the court to interpret the rights attended the evening sessions.
last week Wednesday evening.
Wayne Herons, Paterson, N. J.;
and a particularly busy season.
lits totaling $3,865 were filed last and liabilitiesof the parties under
Members of the Men’s Societies Mrs. L. Visser was hostess to Ben LeFevre, Dumont, N. J.;
This division covers mainly the
week with Building Inspector a lease arid make a binding declar- of the Christian Reformed Church the Ladies Aid Society last week Charles Johnson, Holland; Sue
teachers and other employes, alJoseph Shashaguay and City Clerk ation or' rights. Another motion by enjoyed hearing the Rev. E. Call- Wednesday afternoon.
Culbertson, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Luthough at Hope College a apodal
Clarence Grevengoed.Applications defense counsel asking permission endar of New York City as he
Mrs. Cyrus Mulder entertained cille Tysse, Wallkill,N. Y.; Conoffering taken at chapel Friday
to
file
an
amended
answer
and
I follow
addresseda men’s mass meeting the Missionary Society at her nie Vcenstra, Muskegon; Barmorning yielded $67.72 from colD J & Z Trucking Co., 210 West cross bill was granted. This was at the Drenthe. Christian Re- home in Zeeland Tuesday bara Jeffrey, Narbeth, Pa.; Dorlege students.
due to a substitutionof attorneys. formed Church.
I Eighth St., addition to present
evening.
othy Lindahl, Chicago; Lois
Van Til and Donnelly urged
I building, 20
by 38 feet, cinder- The two motions which the judge
The Meeuwsen children of Maier, Union Beach, N. J.; JanMrs. John Hirdes is again condenied included one to dismiss
all csptsins to submit their final
block construction,52,000; Bowen
flhed to her home with illness. South Blendon were Friday sup- ice Conklin, Spring Valley, N. Y.;
plaintiff’s bill of complaint on the
reports as quickly as possible so
land Sons, contractors.
grounds that the Grossman De- Her sister. Mrs. H. Cheyne of per guests of their grandparents, Alma Zimmerman, Rocky River,
that all accounts may be comBen Mast, 255 West 21st St., re- partment Store was a necessary Athens, recently spent a few days Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Vander Mo- Ohio; Gene Stoddard, Corry, Pa.;
* pie ted.
Iroof kitchen and part of dining party to the action,and the other with her.
len.
Lois Hoeksema. Schuylerville,
Community Chest campaigns
[room, 560; self, contractor.
asked an order from the court Jurrian Potter of Fort CampN. J.; Dick Korman, Albany,
often have run well, into NovGeorge A. Wolters, 247 East 12th making the Grossman Department bell, Ky., and Alvin Haveman of
N. Y.; Robert Hamilton, New
ember before goals were accomMinor
Damages
Received
I*
ISt., erect new garage and porch, Store a party.
Ft Knox, Ky., enjoyed short furHyde Park, N. Y.
plished, and Chest leaden this
14 by 22 feet and 6 by 22 feet, 5325
loughs with their home folks here.
By
Two
Cars
in
Accident
year are particularly happy the
Alvin was honored with a family
land 575; self, contractor.
work was done promptly.
Uninjured
John E. Bredeweg, 88 West
dinner last Tuesday evening at
A rear end collisionnear the
[Seventh St., reroof part of house,
the Peter Haveman home. Guests
intersection of M-21 and US-31, Thrown From Car Friday
$80; Riemersma and Dirkse, conincluded Mr. and Mrs. M. Haveman, Mr. and Mrs. L. Haveman east of Holland, resulted in minor
I tractors.
1951 model car driven by
Van Dyke Auto Sales. k718 Mich- In
and children, Mr. and Mrs. E. damages to two cars early Friday Elizabeth Ter Seek, 31, of 710 LuHaveman and Mr. and Mrs. C. night.
igan Ave., construct show ramp
gers Rd., was badly damaged Frifor car lot, 200; Dan Van Dyke,
Baumann and family of Holland,
ZEELAND
Special)
Paying
Involved were cars drifen by day at 2:56 p.m. when struck by
Mr. end Mrs. William Charles Aldrich
Mr. and Mrs. E. Haveman of Zeecontractor.
a truck at the intersectionof Otfines recently in the court of Jus(du Soor photo)
Howard J. Gooden, 418 College tice Isaac Van Dyke were Harold land, Connie and Bernard Have- Jake Van Der Hulst, of 231 Michi- tawa Ave., and 21st St
Wedding vows were spoken at quets of contrasting mums and I Ave ( rem0(jei kitchen,install cupgan Ave., Zeeland, and Julius
man of this place.
Seniors of Holland High School
Mrs. Ter Beek, traveling west
Decker, 59 East Central Ave., Zee7:30 pjn. Wednesday by Miss
Ray Wolbers, who was injured Meiste, route 2. Both cars were on 21st St., was thrown from the
ocicto,*
boards and change windows, 5125; land, four parking violations, $9;
today reported total sales of $9,- Lucillle Arlene Rowell and WilB.vron Aldrich assisted his broself, contractor.
202.15 or 175 per cent of their
Robert Hoover, 511 East Main in an accident when his car over- heading east on M-21. Damage to car but received only minor
liam Charles Aldrich. The double ther as best man. Ushers were
turned near Allendale on Oct. 18,
Mae
and
Chester
Van
Tongeren,
quota of $5354 in the two-week ring ceremony took place in First Leonard Rowell, brother of the
St., parking, $1; Robert De Wilde,
the two cars was estimated at bumps and bruises.Driver of the
magazine campaign which ended Methodist Church, with the Rev. bride, and Stephen Scott, the 5 West Eighth St., build enclosed 21. of 492 Lake Shore Dr., Hol- is still confined to Butterworth
truck was Neal Van Hekken, 33,
Hospital
at
Grand
Rapids.
His
loading dock, 22 by 6 feet, 51,000; land, reckless driving, $27.
5100, police said.
Tuesday. This is the highest to- John O. Hagans officiating.
of Grand Rapids.
gram’s cousin.
tal ever reported by a senior
C. Peter Truog, 51. of 1420 condition is good and he may be Van Der Hulst was ticketed for Damage to the car was estiMrs. Rowell, mother of the John Kortman, contractor.
jllte bride is the daughter of
failure to keep an assured clear
Brian
Cliff Dr., Grand Rapids, released soon.
class.
mated at $90 while that to the
bride, wore a plum colored dress
Mrs. Garland Buhrer who un- distance ahead by Ottawa County
High honors in selling went to Mr. and Mrs. Hugh S. Rowell of with navy accessories anfl a corspeeding 55 in 23 zone, $46; Craig
1949 model truck about $200. Po116 West 19th St. and the groum,
Marcia Sterenberg,who won a
A. Wood, 17, of 56 Union Ave. N. derwent surgery at Grand Rapids Deputy Nelson Lucas.
lice officers are continuing their
who
is
a Navy radioman third sage of white roses and yellow
about
two
weeks
ago,
returned
to
E., Grand Rapids, passing on interwrist watch. Second place was
pompons. Mrs. Aldrich wore a
investigation.
class, is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
section,$10; Raymond Van Hait- her home in Wyoming Park on Marriage Licenses
taken by Blaine Timmer, watch;
William M. Aldrich, 566 Howard blue dress with black velvet ac
Monday
following
a
10
day
stay
sema, 51, of 215 North Jefferson
third, Marlene Joostbems,watch
cessories and a corsage of. scarOttawa County
Driver Issued Summons
St. Zeeland, permitting unlicensed with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C.
and forth, Dorothy Beltman, elec- Ave.
Gordon Don Evink, 23, Grand
A cross of white shells and a let mums and pompons
Zylstra.Little Mark Edward Buhdriver
to
operate
vehicle
causing
tric dock.
reception
was
held
in
the
Following Auto Crash
candle arrangement centered the
rer alsos pent two weeks with his Rapids, and Verna Irene Tanis, 22,
accident,$16.
Other top salesmen and their
lovely wedding setting, which fea- church parlors for 175 guests. AsHolland; Stanley Stolarz, 25, route
May Nykamp, 236 Ottawa Ave grandparents.
awards were: $100 dub, Carole tured an altar banked with yellow, sisting were Mr. and Mrs. Garold
Kathleen Glass, 20, of route 1,
Diane and Pamela Weemhoff 1, Grand Haven, and Evelyn SamZeeland, parking $1; Ivan A.
Plakke, Dorothy Monetza, Helen bronze and gold
Zeeland, was issued a summons
with Marsh at the punch bowl, Misses
dal,
23,
Ann
v
Griggs, 25, route 1, Grand Haven, spent a few days as guests of
Vander Haar, pen and pencil set; autumn leaves, flanked by candel- Yvonne Smith and Barbara Knoll,
for failureto allow assured clear
furnishing liquor to minors, their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
$70 dub, Roselyn Van Huis, Julie abra. The pews were decorated in the gift room; Mrs. Cameron
distance ahead causing an acciAn
immigrant
arrives
In
the
S.
Weemhoff
at
Grand
Rapids
last
$68.30;John Wienum, 19, route 1,
Smith Laurie Ann Hohl radio; with ivory ribbons and bronze Cranmor, in charge of the guest
dent 11 p.m. Friday at the interZeeland,imprudent driving, $11; week. The elder Weemhoffs were United States on an average of section of Eighth ^t. and River
$50 dub, Joyce VerSchure,Judy mums.
ibook; Miss Mame Ewald and Miss
Stanlev De Pree, 533 East Central Saturday supper guests of the once every two minutes.
Reed, Hermina Becksvoort, cam’n Clara McClellan, who presided at
Ave.
Judson Leonard sang "BecauseL
Ave.. Zeeland, parking, $1; Otto
era; $35 club, Pat Kole, Darlene and "O* Promise Me” before the the coffee table, and Mrs. Louise
Miss Glass, traveling west ob
James Terpstra, 21, route 1, ZeeSmidt, Mary Lou Bagladi, travel rites and ‘The Lord’s Prayer” as Krum who cut the five-tiered
Eighth St., •struck a 1953 model
land
driving
without
due
caution,
alarm dock; $21 quota dub, the couple knelt He was accom- wedding cake. Mrs. Egbert Israels
auto owned by Alfred Schneider,
$16.
Dorothy French, Dick Yskes, Phyl panied by Mrs. Rudolph Mattson, and her group were in charge of
33, of Grand Rapids, which was
Harris Kortman, 19, of 592
Kruithof, Len Deters and Arlene church organist,who also played kitchen arrangements. Misses
stopped waiting for the traffic
Graafschaap
Rd.,
improper
drivDeCook, pen and pencil set
Angie I^am, Ruth Dogger and
the wedding marches.
signal.
ing, $22; Jay Boss, 23, route 2,
High row salesmen were Dal
The bride made her own wed- Gracia Steenblik served.
Damage to the 1950 model
Plainwell,
speeding
45
in
25
zone.
win Lohman, Duane Teusink, ding gown, which was fashioned The newlyweds left on a wedGlass car was estimated at $200.
$18;
Oscar
Hogan,
32,
P.
O.
557
Gayle Bouwman, Glen Arendson, of chantiiiy lace over ivory satin. ding trip to Florida and other
City police investigatedthe crash.
New Buffalo, disorderly conduct
Alma Groters, Dorothy Monetza, •Hie gown featured a scalloped southernstates.For going away,
obstructing
traffic and fighting
Dave Jalving, Pat Kole, Virginia yoke and scalloped hemline and the new Mrs. Aldrich wore a suit
on M-21 involving liquor,$79.90;
Case Adjourned for
Wood, Ann Geerlings, Brian long lace sleeves pointed over the of blue and brown weave with
Jim
Hogan, 29, P. O. 557 New
GRAND
(Special)
brown
velvet
trim,
matching
acWard, Marla Essenburgh,Carole wrists. A Juliet oap of chantiiiy
Buffalo, disorderlyconduct obA hearing on a petition of John
Plakke and George Moeke.
lace held in place her ivory net cessoriesand a corsage of yellow
structing traffic and fighting on
Henry Van Kampen of Muskegon,
General managers of the cam- veil. She carried a cascade bou- mums.
M-21 Involving liquor,$35; HerMr. and Mrs. Aldrich will be
for reduction in payment of alipaign were Donna Hoogerhyde on quet of ivory mums and pompons
man Brewer, 60, route 4, Holland
mony. was heard before Judge
the South side and Jim Vande with ivory streamers and velvet home after Nov. 23, in Boston,
no
license
plate
on
truck,
$5.
Raymond L. Smith Friday afterWege on the North side. The cords. She carried fier grand Mass., where he is a radio instrucnoon and after conclusion of tescampaign lasted for two weeks. mother's wedding handkerchief. tor *in the Naval Communications
Housewives n*c how a plastic
The groom’s gift to the bride was Building.
timony the court $djoumed the
bowl
cover
turns
dark
after
it’s
The bride, a*graduate of Hola pair of pearl earrings. Mr. Romatter until such time as Van
used over egg-containing foods in
Local Child It County *1
well escorted his daughter to the land High School, attended Hope
Kampen’s former wife is able to
the
refrigerator.
The
eggs
produce
CoBegc. The groom, also a Holaltar.
contribute something to the sup31$t Polio Victuu
a
gas
that
reacts
with
the
cover
The bride’s sisters W£re her at- land High graduate, enlisted
port of her family; She is unable
to make the stain, scientist*extendants, Mrs. Rose Mary Swihart while & sophomore at Hope. He
to do so at the present time due
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
A
MUSKEGON
COUPLE
escaped
without
a
scratch
late
Thunder
alterplain.
to a fractured leg.
Bruce Van Doomik, two year old of Van Wert, Ohio, as matron of was a member of Knickerbocker
noon when fbtir cor (/onground)rolled orer as they swetrod oil US-31
COSTUMES AND CRAFT ssbnd-up
son of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Van honor, and Mrs. Lorraine Beedon fraternity.
Husbands who desert their approximatelylire alios south ol Hollandto arold a head-on collision. Mrs.
get ups on the order ol the day,
Pre-nuptial showers for the
Doomik, 1587 Perry St., Holland, of Otsego and Miss Andrea RoLeah Shumaker. 62, drtrer.told police a car pulled out to pass and came
homes outnumber the wives who
or
Might as HoJJand area folks
bride
were
given
by
the
Mcsdames
well
as
bridesmaids.
They
made
jaOttiwa County's 31st polio vie
walk out on their families by at her hgad-on. She Immediately drove oil the road. As tba car bit the soil
marked Halloween.And the grown
their own gowns which featured Egbert Israels, John Kruid, Sr.
ups wen as eager. Abort about 14 to one in the United shoulderif turned over and rolled several times befon coming to a stop
He was stricken on Oct. 23 and fitted bodices with scalloped John Slagh, William Aldrich and
AMBULANCE SERVICE ’
nstlng on Its top. Hof husband.Max. said the driver ol the other cor did
States.
shows a costumed man tinging to
Cameron
Cranmer
and
Misses
bertha
collars
and
full
skirts.
was admitted to ButterGilbert Vonde Woter, Mgr.
not
slop
and
they
could
not
identify
»•
Damage
to
the
Shumaker
'51
Grand Rapids, The matron of honor wore a tea- Dorothy Voss and Pearl Raak. Mr. a skeleton as part ol his act. la
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
Women are only one-fifth as model car was estimated at $1000 by Allegan County Deputy Henry
cast you don't know, and who
paralysis on the right rose gown and the bridesmaids, and Mrs. Aldrich entertained at
Bouwman. The Shumakers were traveling north on US-31 horn Chicago to
29 East
Phono 3693
. likely to be color blind as men
would.
It's Bob Von famptn.
a
rehearsal
party
in
their
home
toast
brown
and
nil
e
green,
respecs face. His condition is
'i
their Muskegon
(Sentinelphoto)
(StoUntl
photo)
are.
tively. They carried cascade bou* Tuesday evening. • Mr*
Junior Chomber of Commerce Auxiliory "Silver Coffee"

(Sentinel photo)
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Starting Linenp

For Hornet

Couple

*»

at

Home

in

Grand Rapids
.....

TA

ffiM

Marked by Hurts
An
teem

Injury riddled Hope College
if ready to

show

MIAA

grid

fant that they have the real stuff
of which champions are made.

Coach A1. Vanderbush is going
to have to brace his hard charging line with several reservists,,
and find replacements for at least
two of his startingteam.
Tackle

Don .Van Hoeven

Let s Plant Beauty; More

is

definitely out:* Fullback Dave
Kempker will be operatingwith
a heavily braced knee; reserve
End Ken Van AVieren has a hand
to a cast because of a chipped
bone; reserve End Ron Boeve win
have to contend with an aching
elbow— so sore that he oouldn.t

move it earHer this week.
Thus this week shapes

9

MIAA

Gardens Are Becoming Popular
‘There is an increasingtendency toward more formal gardens," said Chariea Mann in his
series

aa

another big1 effort if the Dutch
want to be assured of copping the
football title. The Albion

Formal

LONGFELLOW SCHOOL'S thIr14aU

football ham warn

tbo Holland HtcrsoflonDipartmont sponsored loaguo
dUt recenUy by chhatlng Von RaalH, which bud worn
tbs crows for two consecatire seasons. Tbo program,
wbkh runt tlx Saturday aorulngt.Includes any dty
boy In tbo fifth or sixth erodes. As many as Si boyt
reported for loaguo play. Both Van Baalh and Long-

follow were uadofoahd fa loaguo play until tbo playoff,
Tbo Vlnnlne LongioUow team (Handing left to rtehU
includes; JUcbard Haworth, lorry Israels,Karl Hamlin.
Stephen folson, Larry Nixon and HosaJd Ricketts.

Imoling left to right are; John Chester, Roeer EhueJe,
David Sandohl lorry Van SJootsa. Kenneth Taylor and
lack Van
(Ssntisslphoto)

litre.

—1

Parents’ Day Set

Grandstanding...

At

Footballs take some crazy
bounces, and the one at Battle
did— against Holland.

Holland rolled

up

12

first

Megan

ALLEGAN

Schools

(Special)- Parents

South Blendon

of Allegan area school children,
given an opportunity to suggest
Mr. and Mrs. John Steffens and topics for the annual Parents’
Mr. and Mrs. Wietze Bush at- Day program Nov. 12, indicated
tended the funeral service lor an overwhelming interestin such

of

lectures

on

"Planning

20 Local Seniors

Outdoor Living Areas". The balanced formal design is usually
more appropriate for city and suburban property because of their Will
size, whereas the informal garden
it better adapted to Urge estates
and parks where native plants
may be grouped for naturalistic Last

Be Playing

Tine

at

Home

effects, especiallyfarther from the

No leM than 20 seniors will be

house.

The person who demands

the making their last appearance beutmost satisfactionfrom his gar- fore a home crowd Friday night
den will not be Just a plant oollecwhen Holland High plays tha
or but will plan it so that it has
good proportions and design and Tigers from Benton Harbor in the
tnat it will create a picture from
his terrace and windows.
The formal garden is usually
rectangular, with Uwna and garden evenly balanced; a depth
which; is twice the width makes
a good proportion.A walk of flagstones, softened with grass joints,
will «dd pattern and direction,he
said, and garden features,such as
walls, steps, a pool, and outdoor
furniture add a great deal of -Interest. He emohasized also that
one should strive for variety in
texture of foliage in selecting
shrubs and trees citing as ex-

tmp
mfr

highlight attractionof the annual
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Sshraur
Football Festival week-end for
(Buhmon photo)
the local school.
The Dutch finish out the sea- After • wedding trip to Mon- ad Church. The bride is the former
son at Grand Haven Nov. IS, so treal, Quebec, and tha New Eng- Eveline Van Zoest, daughter of tha
late Mr. and Mrs. H. Van Zoest,
this will be their last time at land States, Mr. and Mrs. John W.
Willard,Ohio. She has been makhome.
Schreur are at horn* at 254 Ken- ing her home the past several
Heading the list of seniors are
OSha Dr., S.E. Grand Rapids. yean with her brother-in-lawand
Co-CaptainsPaul Mack and
They were married Oct $ In (liter, Mr. and Mra. Earle Vander
Blaine Timmer. Other* are LaMaple Avenue Christian Reform- Kolk, &0 West Hth St
verne Hoeksema, Carl Fehring,

downs, 114 yards rushing and 98
yards passing in the first half
to no first downs, five yards
rushing and 37 yards passing for
Ken Russell,Duane Grissen, Dick
questions as:
Ban1'' r>eek. But the Dutch their Uncle, Ralph Steffens, last
Yskes, Norm Scheerboorn, EnAre the 3-R’s being taught?
trailed at halftime,14-7.
nis, Gonzales, Bill Sandahl, Ron
week Tuesday afternoonat the
do today's teaching methTwo bad breaks— an inter- Zaagman Funeral Home in Grand odsHow
Israels, Dick Plagenhoef, Jim
compare
with
those when wfe
cepted pass in the Battle Creek
Lacy, Dave Rogera, Irwin Ter
went to school?
amples the glossy convex leaf Haar, George Cook, Bob Van
end
zone and a fumble that Rapids.
TACKLE DON VAN HOEVEN
Jim De Regt returned home How ,do you go about "under- holly, the dark green needled Jap. Dyke, Delwin Grissen, Joe Okrei
bounced right up into a Battle
contest, won by a 20-7 margin,
anese yew, the grey-green fine and Carroll Nienhuis.
Creek player’s hands— made the from the Butterworth Hospital standing teen-agers?"
‘There is no need of a depres- factursr shall produce, what he
had been the high point up to this
Others thought a tour of the leaved Russian olive, and the bold
difference.Then to add insult to where he had been receivingtreatAll except Sandahl, who sustime.
textured
Soulangeana
Magnolia,
sion
or a deep receuionu the re- shall charge and* what the divihigh
school
and
vocational
buildinjury as it were, Holland playtained a painful musde spasm in
Kalamazoo has not had a terriment for three weeks.
Rose
of Sharon, and white fringe
ings,
display
of
text
books
and
sult
of peace in Korea," Charles dends shall be. On the other hand
ers were closing in on a Battle
his back during last Friday's
fic season, but on a couple £aturMr. and Mrs. Marvin Poakey more time for individual confer- tree
the manufacturer’sgroup sets
Creek
ball
carrier
on
the
first
Battle
Creek
game,
are
expected
R.
Sligh,
Jr., Holland, president of
’day afternoon’s they have shown
and children of Wyoming Park ences with teachers would be benFrom the American Rose Sociewam
and other regulations,putplay
of
the
third
quarter
at
the
to be ready Friday. Hoeksema is the National Association of Manua power that if things started
spent Sunday afternoon and eve- eficial.
ty we have these sugeestlons tor
ting a completestranglehold on
still favoring his bad knee and facturers, told members of; the
clicking could give the Dutch Battle Creek 38. But he circled ning with Mr. and Mrs. Willard
tha economy and making no allowAs a result of a questionnaire the winter care of roses. They re- will see only limited action.
back, ran to the opposite side and Van Ham and son.
Woman's Literary Chib Tueeday ance for incentive. "If we don't
trouble.
commend
that
after
a
killing
mailed
parents,
next
Thursday’s
Holland’s work is definitelycut afternoon.
Early in the season Kalamazoo went all the way. It wpm’t unMiss Mary Ann Stegeman was a
Irost hjforid teas and floribundas
revitalise our free competition, it
romped over a strong North Cen- til five minutes later that Battle supper guest Sunday of Miss Cry- Parents’ Day program will in- be pruned to a height of about 18 oqt for this week against the rug
The NAM president who has can happen here too," he said.
clude much more time for parentCreek
scored
its
first
first
down
ged
Tigers.
Benton
Harbor
boasts
tral Illinois squad by a 34-6 martraveled 90,000 miles the past year
stal De Weerd at Hudsonville.
inchts. The soil should then be
Mrs. Bruce G. Van Leuwen preteacher conferences with an open,
gin, Twice they were beaten by of the game.
Mr. and Mrs. Adam Parbel of
mounded around the base of each a record of five wins, one tie and in the United State*, Hawaii and sided at the meeting. Next week
Had Holland scored a couple of Grand Rapids visited Mr. and Mrs. questionand answer session set plant to a height of eight inches a 7-6 loss to so far undefeated Europe, laid the depression queswide margins, against Wheaton of
Philanthropy Day will be observed
Grand Haven.
more times, as the Dutch should Herman Bl
Illinois 33-0 and Albion 39-12.
Brink last Friday after- for the afternoon.
tion is dofce to the top of all the
If sub-zero weather is expected a
Superintendentof Schools Ar- layer of evergreen boughs, straw,
The list of victims includes questions aaked him In his many and an autumn tot will be held in
But Adrian edged them by a 21- have, in the first half, it might noon and evening.
honor of new members. A two19 acore, and Olivet by one touch- have changed the complexionof
Mrs. Nellie Bekius, Mrs. Anna thur Kaechele Ihdicated that or leaves will provide extra In- Chicago Wells, Muskegon, Lan- appearances. In all, there are Piano concert will be given.
sing Sexton, Niles and Muskegon eight to 10 common problems
down 26-19. Their final kss was the game.
Dogger, Mr. and Mrs. Albert El- some prominent educator would sulation.
to Alma 13-0. #
zinga and Manley Stegeman went be obtained to help answer quesClimbers withstand temperate Heights. Kalamazoo held the Tig voiced, and he chose to confine his
Kalamazoo was hard hit by
Holland’s band traveled t» to Kalamazoo la^t week Tuesday tions about the 3-R’s, teaching fluctuationsbetter.The moat im- era to a 7-7 tie. Perhaps the moat remarks Tuesday afternoon to two luncheon and Shower
graduation and eligibility losses. Battle Creek for the game Fri- where they visited John Elzinga methods and teenager problems. portant thing with this class is notable achievements were the of them, Korean recession and
In fact, pre-season publicity from day, but didn’t ge* 2re for pre- who is a patient at the State HosAs is customary for the event, to anchor the canes firmly to their stirring 27-25 win over the Big world trade.
Fete Bette Klomparens
•
the college said "Prospectus for game ceremonies. The bus carry- pital.
pupils will not attend school dur- supports to prevent ‘‘whipping" in Reds of Muskegon and the 20-7
While he gave an emphatic"no"
j Miaa Bette Klomparens, who
1953. Very dim." Under their new ing the bandsmen broke down
Ben Van Lente of Holland a ing the day, but the school busses high winds. Stronger, healthier rout of Muskegon Heights.
to the question of a depression,
mentor, Rolls (Red) Anderaon the in Plainwelland the musicians representativeof the Gideons gave will make their regular rounds to plants next spring will be your
Last Friday's win enabled Ben- Sligh added, ‘1 don't say w» can’t Win be married Nov. 20 to MonHornets have fielded a .much were held up for about an hour. a short address at the Sunday pick up the parents nistead. A reward for a little added protec- ton Harbor to take the South- have one. Newspaper! lately have roe Brandaen, was guest of honor
stronger squad than was indicat- However, when Holland did per- morning church services.
western Conferencetrophy named
luncheon will be served at noon. tion this winter.
been somewhat pessimisticand we at a luncheon and shower Tuesad..
Mr. and Mrs. L. Riemersma and
after donor Bennie Oosterbaan,
form at halftime, the locals recan talk, ounelvei. into one. There day afternoon qt the home of
For the Dutch, the big problem ceived a hearty ovation from the family of Grand Rapids spent last
present coach at the University of
will be some readjustments In indiis to keep up the spirit and punch partisan Battle Creek crowd.
Saturday evening with the family
Michigan and one of Muskegon’s
Mrs. Paul Klomparens,367 West
vidual businessesand communiwhich has been the margin of
of Mr. and Mrs. H. Klamer.
nv>«t famous footballplayers.The
ties, and we’ll be in a seller’s 81st 8t. Mrs. Harry Klomparens
victory in several of this season’s
Miss Hilda Stegeman and Mr.
aodreviatcd conference includes
Among the Holland fans at the
assisted the hostess.
contests.Coach A1 Vanderbush game was Myra Brieve, who you and Mrs. Gerrit Brink accomBenton Harbor, Muskegon and market and that will be good. That
Table decorations, In t yellow
calls for technologicaladvance and
A "question box" was held in
rates the material of this squad
panied Mr. and Mrs. Henry Stegethe Heights.
will remember was homecoming
better production methods, and the and white color scheme, featured
the
Christian
Endeavor
in
the
Reman
of
Hudsonville
to
Decator
es no better than many of his queen at Western Michigan ColBenton Harbor roled up its 20
result can be a more solid economy centerpiece bouquets of mums and
Sunday afternoon where they formed Church last week Tuesothers, except for a tremendous
points in the first three quarters
lege last week-end. She drove
Individual corsages, made of
and
a better standard of living."
spirit and drive.
were supper guests of the Rev. day evening, with the pastor, the
ALLEGAN (Special) - City and the Heights didn't get a look- He explained only 15 per cent of candy and paper napkins. Gifts
over from nearby Kalamazoo to
and
Mrs.
James
Stegeman,
also
Rev.
A.
Tellinghuisen,
leading
the
Anyway, the Dutch are the
Councilmen voted to go ahead on in until a 13-yard punt by Benton
see her alma mater play.
the defense budget had gone for for the bride-elect were placed on
attendingthe evening service of discussion.
team other MIAA schools are guntwo improvements after hearings Harbor put the ball on MuskeKorea
and that the defense pro- a decorated table. Mura corsages
ning to beat. This means every
the Reformed Church there.
Harold Bode, a student of Cal- Monday night.
gon’s 31 and more or leu set up
Three Holland cheerleaders,ridgram would continue as planned, were presented^to the honored
Mrs. Marian De Boer and Jen7 vin seminary, was the guest
week-end is a "big" game, with no
the
score.
Aifected
property
owners
were
ing in a car driven by Mrs. Dale
guest, to Mrs. Albert Brandsen
letup for breathers."
of Borculo were Sunday evening preacher ki the Christian Reform- about eveningly divided, for and
Holland lost to the same Mus- cutting only waste and unnecessary
spending.
"Instead of ques- and Mr*. Harry Klomparena,
Emphasis will be on working Shearer,had an unexpected po- guests at the home of Mr. and ed Church Sunday.
against the proposed Ely St. sani- kegon Heights team on Oct. 2 by
tioning the peace in Korea, just mothers of the groom and brideout a defense to stop the Hornet lice escort for a short distance Mrs. Lewis Bemdt and Larry.
The Rev. A. Tellinghuisen and tary sewer extension. However, a 34-6 score.
and
right into the field.
•
thank Gpd for it and pray your
Mary Ann Ver Strate gave a Elder Frank Immink represented sufficient support was Indicated But the addition of Co-Captain
single wing attack. The wing is
'fc-Captaln
It seems as though Mrs. Shear- Halloween party at her home last
The
guest list included Mite
sons
won’t
have
to
fight
again,”
traditionally powerful to the
zip to
the* Reformed Church at the clai* when the council agreed to set up Mack has added a lot of zip
Gladys Hulsman and the Meskrong side of the unbalancedline, er asked a cop •'*- directionsand Friday evening for all the school sis meeting which was held in the the special assessmentin 10 an- the local team as was evidenced be said.
he
saw
the
flashily-c*—
"i
cheerdames William Vlasers, Joe Roachildren.The highlightof the eveand well adapted to their hard
He
quoted
some
statistics
on
in the Battle Creek fray last FriBeaverdam Reformed Church nual installments.
leaders and cleared the way. It ning v as a wiener roast.
endahl, Rose Wlegerink, George
running backs.
employment,
production
and
savThe second project, widening day. Mack runs, passes, tackles
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy La Huis, Fred
Pass defense too, will get a was getting late.
and
addition of curbing on Grand and blocks just about as good or ings— all of them highly opthnls- Vender Wal, Albert Brandsen,A.
A call was extended to the Rev.
Van Uere, Mattie Klomparens
and Ruth and Mr. and Mrs. Albert
workout although the defense
St. was also approved, with no ob- better than any man on the team tic. He pointed to future possibiliElzinga were in Otsego last Bernard T. Haan of Randolph, jections from property owners.
shown in the Albion game was Scout Committee Has
ties in the electronicsand atomic and Harry Klomparena.
and
it
was
his
first
game
action
Thursday evening where they at- Wis., by the local Christian Re- The work will cost an estimated
about the best of the season for
of the season. He’s expected to be power fields, and lest his listeners
tended the wedding of their niece, formed Church at their congrega- $25,000 with the state highway
Election of Officers
Hospital Notes
the Dutch.
in better condition this week and did not take seriouslythe possible
Miss Grace La Huis to Walter tion meeting last week Tuesday departmentpaying half as a
Game time is 8 p.m. Saturdayat
(From Friday's Sentinel)
impact of such things on daily
the
Incentive
will
be
there.
A meeting of the Scout com- Stecnburg. The ceremony, per- evening.
RiverviewPark.
trunkline. Of the remainder the
Admitted to Holland Hospital
The team heard a scouting re- living, he asked them to think
mittee of TYoop 12, Trinity Re- fom\ed by the bride’s father, The men’s quartet consistingof city will pay $7,200 and property
back six years about television. Thureday were Bruce Van Doorport
on
the
Tigers
Monday
and
formed church was held Mon* the Rev. John La Huis, took place Dale Voorhorst, Wallace Folkert, owners $5,213. A hearing will be went over mistakes of the Battle "Did you think it possible six nik, 1587 Perry St.; Bradley L.
Alfred Lampen and Lester Klein- held Nov. 16 on the special assessday evening at the home of in the Otsego Baptist church.
Comport, route 4; Mrs. John
Creek game plus wind sprintsand years ago that nearly every home
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Vander heksel furnished special music in ment roll.
Councii
Wiemna, 1908 South Shore Dr.
Mr. and Mrs. Garry Vanden
general
limbering
up
drills.Today would have television today? There
Berg. The following officerswere Wal and Carol visited Mr. and the Reformed Church Sunday
The council approved the ap- heavier workouts were scheduled. are more TV sets in Boston and John Wiersma, 1906 South Shore
elected for the coming year: Mrs. Harold Vruggink and chil- evening. They sang "I Was There plication of Harding and White,
Chicago than bathtubs or home Dr.
When It Happened." They were Inc. for an SDM license after City Hard - driving Fullback Irwin telephones," he said.
Discharged Thursday were Mrs.
George Yonker, chairman; Fred dren Sunday evening.
Light
Mr. and Mrs. Nick Vander Wal accompaniedby Mrs. Wallace Manager P. H. Beauvaisreported Ter Haar, who suffered a
Gilbert Bustles and baby, 25 West
Kobes, secretary and Chet Belt,
shoulder injury in the Battle As for foreign trade, he assured 19th St; the Rev. Lambert Ponspent last week Friday and Satur- Folkert
that the distance between their
win Ter Haar, who suffered a the women they would hear conZEELAND (Special) — Zee- treasurer.
day visitingMr. and Mrs. Vetta
Mrs. Jacob Kteinheksel, Mrs. market and the nearest church Creek game, was bothered Mon- siderably more about it in the stein, 264 West 14th St; Mra
jMnd City Council took several It was decided to hold a soup Shooks at Central Lake and the
Edward Veldhuis, Mrs. Gertie was sufficient under state law. Re- day with the injury but may be next few months. "It's the most John VrieUng, 404 College Ave.;
matters under advisement at supper, Friday Nov. 13th for the Rev. and Mrs. Henry Fikse at AtBruce Van DoomJk, 1587 Perry
Top, Mrs. Sena Schipper and newal of Clarence Sweet’s SDM available for limited action.
importantquestion in Europe totheir regular sessionMonday, but benefitof the troop camping fund. wood.
St.;. Bradley L. Comport, route 4.
Maggie Lampen were entertained license was approved.
The
affair
will
be
held
in
the
Game time at Riverview Park day, and Europeans are concerned A son was bom in Holland Hosfew final decisionswere made.
William Bonenberg of Seney
The council accepted the bid of
by Mr*. H. J. Hoffman last week
whether America is sincere over pital Thursday to Mr. and Mrs.
will be 8 p.m.
Council approved purchase of parish house of the church.
and John Bonenberg of Grand Rathe Abrahms Aerial wrvev comTuesday afternoon.
the slogan, Trade, Not Aid.’ There James Anys of West Olive,
new lights for the Council champids called on their niece, Mrs.
pany of Lansing^ for aerial maps
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit J. Lampen
is only one other subject they ask
bers, with plans to use the preRichard Vruggink Monday afterZeeland
and atlases of the city at a cost
to
were last week Friday evening
about oftener and that’s McCarthy.
sent lights In the basement.Total
noon.
Births in Huizinga Memorial
of $700. The work will be done
visitors
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Van
They’re afraid he might be another Hospital Include a son, David Lee,
cost will be about $200.
this fall.
Noord of Jamestown.
Hitler."
A report on completionof the
bom Oct. 22 to Mr. and Mrs.
'The meeting concluded after a
Son of Former Probate
Mr. and Mrs. Harvard Hoekje long discussionof ways and means
Sligh, while advocating free Way Henson, route 3, Holland; a
new city parking lot behind Boonof California are visiting rela- of financing extension and imtrade between Europe and the son, Theodore Raymond, bom Oct
stra's store was also approved.
Judge Return* to Ottawa
tives here while Mr. Hoekje, who provement of water service in the
U.S., said abolitionof tariffs 22 to Mr. and Mrs. Edward
The section has been graveled and
is in the armed forces is enjoying
could be disastrous to both coun- Thomas, Byron Center; a daughgraded recently.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
tries, sending the economy into a ter, Barbara Jean, bora Oct
Bad water conditions were
Edward P. Kirby, son of a former a 30-d#y furlough.
Several relatives and friends
downward spiral that could spark 22 to Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Vruglisted as the reason for excepOttawa county probate judge, and
off a depression. He felt Europe gink, route 2, Zeeland; a son, Wiltionally slow progress in the West
his family have moved to Grahd attended the open house held in Central Park Mission
could not solve its trade problems liam Jay, born Oct 23 to Mr. and
End Sewer project by engineers.
Haven with the evpectation of set- honor of the 50th wedding anniGuild Names Officers
without first cutting down econo- Mrs. Witaaer Timmer, route 3,
The water level is particularly
ting up a law office. He was grad- versary of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
high in the west Central Ave.,
mic barriers in her own country. Zeeland; a daughter, Karen Sue,
uated from the University of Klumper of Holland last week
Election of officers featured the
Michigan law school last summer Wednesday evening in the Trinity
He said most Europeanslook to the bom Oct 24 to Mr. and Mrs.
«rea.
annual meeting of the Central
Council announced it is acceptand expects to take his state bar Reformed Church parish house.
U. S. with its 160,000,000 population Jacob Sfeenwyfc,star mounted
Park Mission Guild Tuesday evening application blanks for Chief
examination next April.
as a great potential market for route.
Mrs, H. J. Hoffman, Mrs. John
ing in the church. The business
A son, Ronald Jay, bora Sunof Police to succeed Chief James
His father, Judge Edward P. Rigterink, Mrs. Alice Brink and
European goods while almost overmeeting followed a potluck supKirby, served probate court from Mrs. Lena Ver Burg motored to
Flint who resigned recently.
looking the 225,000,000population day to Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Zeerip,
1901 to 1916 and later was In Holland, last week Friday after- per.
Attention was given to the posin Western Europe which needs route 3, Zeeland; a ion, Arden
Officersnamed were Mrs. C.
Eugene, born Monday to Mr. and
private practice here for five noon where they were guests of
sible opening of a new street from
the goods far more desperately.
Conk, president; Mrs. R,_ WeerMis. Warren Daknan, Hudsonville
years. He died in 1935 in Detroit Mrs. Anna Van Dam. Others
Lee St. between Central and Main
He
said the United States should
sing, first vice president;Mrs. M.
a son, Ronald Lie, bora WednesHis wife died in Detroit in 1946.
Sts. The new street would be only
set up a long-term consistentpropresent were Mrs. Lem Fyne- Chambers, second vice president;
day to Mr. and Mrs. Silus Julius
' During World War n, Kirby wever of Coopers ville, Mrs. Raya court
gram
and
that this country must
mw action with the U. S. Aimy mond Van Dam and children, Mrs. Mrs. A. Kramer, secretary; Mrs.
Plans for a luncheon meeting
take the lead in reestablishing Sal, routs 3, Holland; twins, Roger
M. Van Huis, treasurer; Mrs. V.
Lee and Sharon Jay, bora Wedinfantry in the Italian, French and
of members of the Sewer commitmulti-lateraltrade. He said EuroClarence Brower and children t< Van Lente, assistant aedretary
nesday to Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin
German campaigns.
was
tee with contractors for the West
peans understandthe American Jeurink, route 3, Hudsonville; a
Drenthe, Mrs. Albert Scholteu, and treasurer.
wounded twice, once at Anzio and
End Sewer project were also comfree enterprise system only to a
Miss Marilyn Veldmon
Mrs. James Hoffman, Mrs. Frank
Miss Leona Busschsr
Special music induded two
daughter, Sandra Lee, bora Wedagain
just
before
the
Battle
of
the
pleted.
The Rev. and Mrs. J. A. Veld- Bulge. His wounds required Klomperens and : children of numbers, /TrustingThee More"
Mr. and Mrs. John Boucher of point and can't seem to understandnesday to Mr. and Mrs. Willis
man of Orange City, Iowa, have lengthy hospitalization.His wife, Holland.
and ‘Turn Your Eyes Upon lOSS.Graafschap Rd., announcethe the competitive fight for the con- Engehman, route 3, Zeeland.
announcedthe engagement of their the former Rose Butler, is a forMr. and Mrs. Edward Folkert Jesus," by a women’s trio com- engagement of their daughter, sumer’s dollar. It’s hard for them
Pranksters Fined
daughter, Marilyn Ruth, to John mer Army nurae. They have two and Mr. and Mrs. Mannes Folkert posed of Mrs. S. Beverwyk, Mrs, Leona Ruth, to Pvt Jerry Genzink, to understand that this competition Some sloths eat all the time,
GRAND HAVEN (SpedaD
•pent a few days last week with C. Maatman and Mrs. R. Weer- son of Mr. and Mrs. John Genzink results in better products at less because they eat so slowly that
Two Halloween pranksterswere Christian van der Velde, son of sons.
the former’s son, the Rev. and sing. Scripture was read by Mrs. of route 6. Pvt Genzink is leaving coat with benefitsto both the pro- before they finish one meal they
brought to justice Tuesday when Dr. and Mrs. Otto van der Velde
of
Holland.
mwhunry again.
By 1960 It is estimated that Mrs. Robert Folkert and family H. Dorn and Mrs. R. Henning off- for overseas duty after spending a ducer and the buyer.
they appeared before Justice T.
He said the Netherlands,BelMiss Veldman and Mr. van der about 18 per cent of the American of Keosauqua,Iowa.
ered prayer.
furlough home.
A. Husted. Charles Philip Sutton,
gium and West Germany are be- When Paid Revere went on his
Hostesses were the Mesdames
£1, route 2, Grand Haven, and Velde were graduatedfrom Hope population will be living on farms.
Gerald Blasky, 18, 1238 Franklin College and Mr. van der Velde This compares with about 23 per
A birth occurs on the average R. Zeedyk, chairman, J. Wiersma, " The bedspring was invented in ginning to understandbetter the famous ride, he )s estimated to
St. Grand Haven, were charged rebeived his M.A. in physics from cent in 1940.
of once every nine seconds in the Joe Wiersma, R. VanDyke, G. 1853 by a blacksmith, James free enterprise -system but said have traveled a distance of beother countries have a long way tween 10 and 15 miles.
Van Putten, P. Wabeke and V. Libby, of Watertown, N. Y.
with throwing rubbish in the the University of Michigan, where
United States.
to go. He said he was particularly
Van Lente.
street in front of the post office both are students at the present
John Quincy Adams was the
building Saturday night Each time.
The Indians taught the Pil- depressed over the situation in
only United States Presidentto
The year 1348 mw the outptaid $5 fine and $4.85 costs. City
A December wedding is being Serve in Congress after his ad- break of the ‘‘Black Death" plague . Benjamin Franklin invented bi- grims to make johxmycake and Norway where the governmenton
one hand decides what the
succotash.
police mads the arrests.
planned.
focal glasses. &
ministration.
in Europe.
<
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School Athletes

m

Transportationborne appeared to
be the biggeat stumbling block why

more

in the suburbs, were not out tor
athletics.

That was the consensus of
opinion from 10 area principals
who met Monday night with
faculty and administration mem-

Zeeland City Hall

many names?” Mrs.

im
V'

mm

Charles R. Sligh, Jr., president

of the National Associationof
Manufacturers,gave memben of
the Century Club a stimulating
and intimate gUmpse of many

Geerlings

asked.
"Well, it’s hard sometimes,but
I usually associate
person's
name with something or try to
remember the face, Mrs. Fergu-

facets of his

October Nearly
Four Degrees

Cate.
Telling his audience the
is the most "misunderstood” group
of businessmen in the country, The weather in Holland during
Sligh gave some pertinent facts
and figures about the organiza- October was nearly four degrees
above normal, according to
tion.
In his travels around the coun- Charles Steketee who keeps offitry he lias spoken to thousands of
cial records for the weather bureau
business men and from their reat Hope
, ^
actions has reported back to PreThe maximum was 85 for the
sident Eisenhower.He has had
month, compared with 78 in 1952,
four meetings with the President
89 in 1951, 82 in 1950 and 86 in 1949.
since the election.
Sligh gave some interesting The minimum was 31, compared
word pictures about the men in with 24 in 1952, 30 in 1951, 28 in
the Cabinet and others dose to 1950 and 31 in 1949.
The average temperature was
the President
Controversial tax measures were 56.2 compared with 48 in 1952, 55
in 1951, 56.5 in 1950 and 57.6 in
explained,and Sligh said the
favored a manufacturers excise 1949. This is a departure from
tax of five per cent on the "end normal of plus 3.9 degrees in 1953,
products" manufactured.This tax -3.8 degrees in 1952, plus 2.7 dewould eliminate the present dis- grees in 1951, plus 4.7 degrees in
criminatorytaxes now in effect, 1950 and plus 5.8 degrees in 1949.
he said.
Average maximum was 68.4
Kenneth DePree, president,who compared with 58 in 1952, 65.2 in
introduced the speaker, conducted 1951, 66.5 in 1950 and 67.8 in 1949.
the brief business meeting. He an- Average minimum was 43.9, comnounced that Mrs. George E. Kol- pared with 37.9 in 1952, 44.8 in 1951,
(Penna-Sosphoto) len and Henry Geerlings,longtime 46.5 in 1950 and 47.4 in 1949.

NAM Above

her system caused

her . considerable embarrassmentin Detroit
after a symphony concert She

to exchange pleasantries.
"How are you, Mrs. Robinson?’’

she said.
The curt reply was, "Why, I’m
afraid you’re mistaken,I’m Mrs.
Crusoe.”

that about 54 per cent of the high
school mrollmentcomes from outside the City of Holland.
Because the students from outside HoDand live many miles
away, in some cases, they are
unable to participatefully in extra
curricular activities, such as athletics, Dutch dance and others,

night

the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Vernon Ten Cate and Daniel Ten

up

The principalswere guests at a
dinner meeting in the Warm
Friend Tavern for a discussionof
mutual problems. Superintendent
of Schools W. W. Scott pointed out

work Monday

at

thought she recognized a Mrs.
Robinson In the crowd and went

'

Sligh Gives Intimate

Talk to Century Club

Mrs. Clyde Geerlings,wife of
State Sen. Clyde Geerlings, was
talking to Mrs. Homer Ferguson,
wife of U S. Sen Ferguson, who
was vifitingHolland Tuesday.
“How do you ever remember so

son replied.
The senator's wife went on to
explain one snafu, however,when

bers of the Holland high school

system.

in

a

m

high school students, living

Vows Spoken

OoIlaifL

Normal

college.

Mrs. Ferguson had a full day
here Tuesday, speaking before a
Literarygroup, appearingat a
NAM
Community Chest Coffee kletz,
attending a tea in Zeeland, and
yet managing to hear her husband deliver two addresses.
She also had a chance to visit
Scott said.
with her cousin, Mrs. Howard
Scott said that plans are pre0
Douwstra, local school teacher,
sently underway that may ‘provide
who hasn’t had chance for a good
transportation to outlying areas
visit in several years. Mrs. Douwthat will allow interestedstudents
Mrs. William Stiefler
stra accompanied her to most of
to remain in Holland for these
Mr. ond Mrs. Williom Postma
the functions.
activities.
The 45th anniversary of the mar- the family group are Mr. and Mrs.
In the evening they joined In a double ring ceremony per- Attending the groom were David members oj the club had been Precipitation amounted to 1.66 .
Board of Educationmember J.
Arthur
Postma
and
Wayne,
Harabout
15 women at dinner in formed Saturday at 8 p.m. in Stiefler as best man. and Paul made honorary members.
inches compared with .82 inch in *
A. Hall an said the transportation riage of Mr. and Mrs. William
problem was a real one but they Postma was celebratedby the vin and Jerry of East Saugatuck, Hope Church and before going in Zeeland City Hall Miss Ruth Lois Stiefler and Bob Spicer as grooms- For the musical portion of the 1952, 2.94 inches in 1951, 1.33 inches
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Puns and to hear her husband address the Wiersma daughter of Mr. and men. Ushers were Ed Cooper and program,Willard Fast of the Hol- in 1950 and 1.91 inches in 1949.
were working on it and may have
couple on Wednesday at their Janice and Dicky of Grand Haven Men’s Club, Mrs. Ferguson insist- Mrs. Henry Wiersma of 416 West Ralph Van Ryn.
land High School- faculty sank Ra(n fell on nine days, compared
a solution soon. He told the group
and Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Postma ed on helping the women wipe Main St., Zeeland, became the Wedding music included a duet, three selections accompanied by with eight days in 1952, eight days
that students from suburban areas home in East Saugatuck.
bride of William Stiefler, son of "A Wedding Prayer,”sung before Mrs W. Curtis Snow. His first in 1951, six days in 1950 and 11
are good students and arrange- They have three children and and Laverne and Judy of East the dishes in the kitchen.
Everybody had a lovely time.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Stiefler of the ceremony by Donald Pelon and number was an Italian song days in 1949.
ments should be made to allow seven grandchildren.Includedin Saugatuck.
"Come raggio di Sol," by Caldara.
Bob Rogers of Grand Rapids.
Blasdell,NJf.
Greatest precipitation In 24
them full participation in all school
"At the Brookside," Grieg and the
About
180
guests
were
present
Mrs.
Harry
Wendt,
route
4,
said
The Rev. Peter Pell of Grand
hours was .53 inch, compared with
activities.
she picked several nice fresh red Rapids performed the rites before at a reception following the cere- lovely "Still As the Night," by .23 inch in 1952, 1.46 inches in 1951,
He said these students pay their
raspberries in Pine Creek woods a backgroundof ferns, palms, can- mony. Mr. and Mrs. Bill Van Carl Bohm, completedthe trio.
.80 inch in 1950 and .69 inch in
toll way and should be given equal
Mr, and Mrs. G. J. Bosch and
a few days ago She said there delabra and two bouquets of Prooyen of Graml Rapids were
opportunities with high school
1949. Only snow for the five year
their
committee
were
in
charge
of
master and mistress of ceremonwere some dried berries but also chrysanthemums.
period was 44 inches which fell
students living in the city.
the social arrangements.
some blossoms in bloom.
The bride was given in marriage ies. Gift room attendants were the
in 1952 and a trace of snow in 1949,
Athletic Director Joe Moran said
First
Besides that, she says her for- by her father. She chose a gown Misses Dorothy Van Ryn, Helen
the present bus problem is hurtsythia bush at home has a dozen of white satin with lace bodice and Van Ryn, Dorothy Helmer, Betty
ing school athletics. With more
GRAND HA yEN (Special)
FENNVTLLE (Special) The blooms. That’s not so unusual as long lace sleeves. Featuring the Jean and Carol Ann Wiersma.
than half of the students from outServing the guests were the Seniors
side the city at least that per cent The Grand Haven city council Fennville Blackhawks registered the raspberries,but it is unusual full skirt was a short lace overMisses
Judy Packard, Bonny
to
have
forsythia
blossoms
among
skirt. A fingertipveil was held in
should be in athletics, Moran said. Monday night appointed Louis H. their first win of the season over
Brunsnik,
Hazel, Geraldine and
colored
leaves.
place
with
a
headpiece
of
pearls.
Such is not the case, and as a Osteri^ous, veteran Grand Haven Bangor Friday night in a game
She carried a bouquet of white Magdaline Walcott, Kay Stadt, To
result, the high school teams are
attorney, as the city’s first mu- played here. Final score was a
"Holland seems to follow us on roses and snapdragons.
Lorraine Roberts, Gertrude and
suffering,he said. Moran called
all our trips,” writes Mrs. Ches
Attending the bride as maid of Bernadine Faber and Phyllis
upon the sending school districts nicipal judge. The appointment dosie— 7-6.
Fifteen members erf the Hope
Bangor presented a constant ter Van Tongeren from Califor- honor was Miss Isla Wiersma who Matheison.
to encourage the boys and girls to was practicallyassured after the
College senior class have been
nia where she Is currently visit- was attired in a green gown and
Fcr her daughter’s wedding Mrs.
Ernest R. DeFeyter and wife to
participate in athletics.
named for listing in "Who’s Who
city approved • Municipal court threat with Hodo heaving passes
ing her mother.
carried yellow and white mums. Wiersma wore a plum colored in American Colleges and Univer- Ernie DeFeyter.Lot 141 and pt.
Holland coaches representing all
system In September replacing all over the place. He was spill
She enclosed a clipping of
Bridesmaids were Mrs. Robert dress with a pink rose corsage. sities."
sports from football to golf out142 Southwest Heights Add. Holed many times before he could Kaiser ad showing Holland's
two justicesof the peace.
Wiersma and Miss Margaret Hel- Mrs. Stiefler was attired in
land.
lined the individual problems of
In
making
the
announcement
Otter hous said he will continue get the ball away, but he was Windmill Park In the back
mer. They wore rust and gold brown dress and wore a yellow Hope Registrar Paul E. Hinkamp Edward H. Hulst and wife to
their respective groups and called
some practice but does not anti- a never-ending threat
gowns, respectively,with matching rose corsage.
upon the principalsfor their cipate handling criminal or civil Fennville scored Its seven ground.
said the group was chosen by a Johnh F. Kleis and wife. Pt. SWi
The couple will make their home
headpiecesand carried bouquets
36-5-14 Twp. Zeeland.
assistance and suggestions.
suits. His starting salary will be points in the first quarter when
That Godfrey - LaRosa fracas of rust and yellow mums. Flower at 4 Marlowe Ave., Blasdell,N.Y., faculty rommittee based on four Edward P. Brown and wife to
Following the discussions,mov- 16,000 a year. He has already Dean Johnson intercepted a Hodo
basic qualities: Excellence and
happened almost two weeks ago, girl was Marcia Wiersma who
ies of Holland high football games
following a wedding trip to Wash- sincerity in scholarship;leadership Norbert W. Brown and wife. Pt
made plans to set up the court in pass and ran it 20 yards all the
were shown. The meeting lasted the basement of the City Hall way to the Bangor three. Bob but the smoke hasn’t entirely set- wore a mint colored gown and car- ington, D.C., and New York City. and participationin extracurricu- E4 SEi 11-7-13 Twp. Wright
tled yet. Since Julius LaRosa is ried a small colonial bouquet. The
Marvin Kroes and wife to Lorthree and a half hours.
lar and academic activities; citibuilding. The court will be located Thompson darted through center under contract to Cadence.Recringbearer, Wayne Wiersma, wore For traveling the bride wore a zenship and service to the school; en E. Pitsch and wife. Pt Nl SEJ
Attending were Bill Boss, North in the southwest corner and for the touchdown and Art CoxHolland; Harold Ortman, Maple- office space In the northwestcor ford, Jr., added the all import- ords in which both Marvin Linde- a white jacket and navy blue pink dress with blue accessories promise of future usefulnessto 1-8-14 Twp. Polkton.
man of Holland and Bud Moss,
and a white carnation corsage.
Jack Kluitonbcrg and wife to
wood; Ted Boot, Van Raalte ner.
business and society.
ant point on a perfect placement. formerly of Holland, have inter- trousers.
School; Albert Luurtsema, FedIncluded are John E. Busman, Peter Westrate and wife. Lot 53
Mrs. Fred J. Stiphany of Grand
Bangoi* scored its TD with just ests, a lot of the whirl descended
Coopersville;John J. Corry, Brook- Essenburg’s Sub. No. 2 Twp. Hoieral; Bill Norlin, Waukazoo; Dave Haven has been appointedas his one half minute to play in the
on that office in New York City.
lyn, N.Y.; John Robert Dethmers, land.
Scobie, Pine Creek; Ties J. Pruis, clerk and will work afternoons at game when Freestoneclinched a
Marve
was
there
earlier this
Harry* Nienhuls and wife to
Montello; Herbert Maatman, Mon- a salary of 6125 a month.
East Lansing; Francine M. De
95-yard drive with a line buck. week and it was so busy it was
Valois,Katpadi, North Arcot Dist., Louis Bell and wife. Pt. Ei NEJ
telto; Lloyd H. Van Raalte, BeechOsterhouspracticed law for 47 The visitors tried to run the hard to get his work done. So
wood; Don J. Van Ark, Lake view; years and was president of the point, but it was short and
South India; Joseph M. Fowler, 30--6-15 Twp. Olive.
Bud came back to Hollahd with
Carl A. Vink and wife to James
Harold J. Mouw, Harrington.
!••••••••••«
Walden, N.Y.; Eleanor J. Johnson,
Ottawa County Bar association game ended seconds later.
Marve. Here there was peace and
Green and wife. Pt. SWi NWi
Fred A. Weiss, Russ Hombaker, for more than 20 years continuSubstitute Guard Dan Morrit- quiet Tbey could work. .
Hope College Line Coach Ken last week. His 625 series included Fenton; Bernice R. Keizer, Byron NEi 24-8-16 Twp. Spring Lake.
Ned Stuits, Austin Buchanan, Car- ously, dating from the time of its ti played a whale of a defensive
Center; Wayne C. Olson, Gary,
Weller has played in a lot of foot- games of 155, 223 and 247.
Simon Sybesma and wife to
roll Ndrlin, Dale Shearer, Ed organization until five years ago game for the Hawks and was in
A Sunday school teacher was ball games, and coached in even Lou Farkas of Johnson’s Aces Ind.; Thurman P. Rynbrandt, Ronald John DeWeert and wife.
Damson, Bob Connell, Holland He served as prosecuting attorney the Bangor backfield almost telling the story of Moses to a
Grand Rapids; Myra J. Saunders,
in the Merchants’ League had the
high; Harold E. Streeter, Junior from 1911 to 1916 and from 1943 more than the men that were class of wide-eyedfive year olds. more. But the Albion game will high game for men upstairs with Holland; Helen A. Van Loo. Kala- Lot 23 Blk. 2 Central Park Twp.
Park.
high; John Kempker, parents.
to 1945 when Howard Fant was supposed to be there.
"Now,” she asked dramatically, probably go down in his books as 213 while Rich Wolters of Cum- mazoo; L. Bruce Van Voorst, HolJohn G. Koster and wife to AlIn the service.He served as city
The Hawks finish out their **who do you suppose the beau- the hardest.
erford’s in the same league had land; Raymond J. Vedder. Schebert
Zuidema and wife. Lot 23
nectady,
N.Y.;
Robert
A.
Visser,
attorney for several terms.
seven game season next Friday tiful Egyptian princess found to
It seems Weller was about due the high series of 574.
against Wayland, current leader take care of the little boy she these past few weeks to become a
Hester Riemersma of Pfeiffer’s Grand Rapids, and Suzanne M. Ranch House Acres Resub. Twp.
Spring Lake.
of the Barkenall League. Fenn- had discovered in the bullrushes?" father, and this being number one in the Klompen City League had Zwemer, Bethesda, Md.
Mrs. Lena Burgess Dies
Esther Dykhouse Witteveen to
ville has won one, lost four and
Without hesitation a little girl he was just a bit nervous. Just in high game of 196 for women and
Twp. Grand Haven. Pt. W| NWi
case,
Weller
drove
his
own
car
tied one.
high
series
of
546.
At Home of Daughter
answered:"A baby sitter.”
10-7-16Twp. Grand Haven.
down to Albion arriving at AlumTrinity
John G. Koster and wife to
Small
ZEELAND (Special) Mrs
ni
field
only
minutes
before
the
Whoops!
We
stand
corrected
on
A man trying to explain relaSteven L. Potter and wife. Lot 74
Lena Burgess, 78, of Corinth, died Mrs. R. Longstreet Dies
kickoff.
an
item
in
this
column
last
Sattivity to a woman asked her to
U. S. Representative Gerald R,
and pt. 75 Evergreen Park Sub.
after a lingeringillness here Mon- Unexpectedlyin Hospital
Sweating through the first half urday. Myra Brieve, who jourimagine the following conversaFord, Jr., spoke Monday evening
Twp. Spring Lake.
day at the home of her daughter,
was
made
easier
by
Hope's
twoneyed
down
to
Battle
Creek
from
At Coffee
tion between a blind man and his
at a dinner meeting of the TrinIsbume C. Ash and wife to Meltouchdown lead, but during the Western Michigan College in Kality Reformed Church Men’s Mrs. Marie Renkema of Forest Mrs. Ross Longstreet, 62, of 868 friend:
vin Dalman and wife. Lot 1 VanHarvard
Dr.,
died
unexpectedly
intermission
his
father
called
Grove.
amazoo
to
see
Holland
play
last
Friend: Oh, I wish I had a
League at the church. About 125
A small number of Chamber der Ven’s Sub. City of Holland.
back to Holland learning that his Friday, is a graduateand former
Mrs. Burgess had lived with her early Sunday morning at Holland drink of milk.
were present to hear congress
of Commerce, members gathered
Henry C. W. Holtz, Jr. to Marcheer-leader of Holland Christian
Blind Man: Drink I know, but wife was in the hospital.
man discusshis recent trip to the daughter since the death of her Hospital where she had been takin the Warm Friend Tavern Tu- garet Brouwer et al. Lots 64, 65
en
earlier.
Assured
that
there
was
still
High
School
She
was
Western
husband,
John,
six
years
ago.
Mrs
Far East.
what is milk?
lip Room Monday afternoon to Pinehurst Add. Grand Haven.
plenty of time, Weller held on un- homecoming queen.
In commenting on his trip, Burgess, the former Lena Ter Mrs. Longstreet was born in Friend: A white liquid
chat informally with U. S. Rep.
Oscar F. Beyer Jr. and wife to
Ford said that transportation ad Haar, was a member of Corinth Grand Rapids to the late Mr. and
Blind Man: Liquid I know, but til Hope made is final TD early
Gerald R. Ford and State Rep. Arnold C. Hansen and wife. Lot
Mrs.
William
Schansma.
Mr.
and
in
the
fourth
quarter.
Then
Coach
van cement and improvement have Reformed Church.
not white.
Michigan UNESCO Council George Van Peursem over state 25 Oak Grove Sub. Twp. Grand
Surviving besides the daughter Mrs. Longstreetcelebrated their
changed our relative position on
Friend: White is the color of A1 Vanderbush noted the wistful
and national affairs.State Sen. Haven.
look in his eyes and bade him
this giobe. In the Far East, he are a daughter-in-law,Mrs. Doro- 40th wedding anniversary last a swan’s feathers.
To Meet in Kalamazoo
Clyde Geerlings also was invited Albert E. Carrier to Hershel R.
farewell
and
good
luck.
said, there are millions of people thy Burgess of Corinth; seven Friday.
Blind Man: I know what a feato join the group but spent the Mulling and wife. Lot 70 Midway
P.S. He made it.
who are important in this struggle grandchildren; six great grandchil- Surviving are the husband; two ther is, but not a swan.
Members of the Woman’s Lit- day at the state capitol.
Sub. Twp.
P.P.S. It’s a boy.
between communism and free peo- dren; four sisters, Mrs. Fanny sons, Thomas J. and Robert F.
Friend: A swan is a bird with
Among subjects discussed over Robert B. Zimmerman and wife
erary Club interestedin United
both of Holland; five grandchil- a crooked neck.
ple. We should be interested in Bowman and Mrs. RB Stilwell
the coffee cups were the current to Harvey Dale Oetman and wife.
The resounding victory over Al- Nations are invited to attend "the
the Far East because of the avail- Jamestown and Mrs. Richard dren; one sister, Mrs. Hemy EikBlind Man: Neck I kpow, but
farm issue and the differencesof Lot 14 Roosonraad’s Plat No. 1,
ability there of raw materials not Brummel and Mrs. John Brummel, enhout and one brotheri Jay
bion was wonderful, but also cost- fifth annual ponference of the
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